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SUMMARY

Chemical reactions play an important role in many of the accident
sequences which have to be analyzed in order to assess the safety of
nuclear power plants.

The progression of hypothetical accidents in which it is assumed
that the reactor core melts is to-day routinely modeled
in
mathematical terms. These models åre expressed as various computer
codes. Such codes have been used in the Nordic countries in the
safety analysis of the four Finnish and twelve Swedish nuclear power
reactors. One of the most frequently used models is the MAAP
developed in the USA.

code,

The processes included in these codes åre mainly of a physical
nature and their description is by necessity appproximate. The main
source of heat in the early stage of an accident is ,however, due to
a chemical reaction between steam and the zirconium encapsulating
the nuclear fuel. The heating and melting of fuel leads to a release
of fission products which rapidly condense to form particles
suspended in the surrounding gas, so called aerosols. Aerosols åre
the main carriers of radioactivity as they may transport active
material from the reactor vessel into the reactor containment
building where it is deposited.
The

content of fission products in the aerosol particles and

chemical

form

determine their interaction

with

water

their

molecules.

Chemical forces lead to an absorption of water in the particles
which transforms them into droplets with increased mass. Thereby the
particles become spherical and hence deposit more rapidly on

surrounding surfaces.
150

project

and

its

This phenomenon has been studied in the AKTIimportance

verified,

thus

permitting

a

mathematical modeling of this effect.
Contrary to earlier assumptions it was found that boron carbide
present in the control blades of boiling water reactors do not
primarily form boric acid by reaction with steam. Instead there is a
rapid reaction between boron carbide and stainless steel in the
blades. Conseguently, there is only a small formation of boric acid
which reduces the importance of its chemical reactions. This in turn
leads

to a smaller formation of volatile iodine compounds.

On

the

other hånd, the alloying process is likely to cause melting of the
control blades so they åre removed from the reactor core, a process
which may have secondary effects to take into account in the safety
analysis.
A

mathematical

velocity

description

of

chemical reactions

and

of

their

has been introduced in a slightly modified version of

MAAP code. This permits an inclusion of pertinent chemical
in the analysis of a hypothetical accident. The code

the

effects
version

developed within this project is called CHMAAP.
It

has also been found that a series of materials that åre

present

in

the

various

reactor containment åre likely to

participate

in

chemical reactions during an accident. Among the important materials

åre electric cables, motors, thermal insulation, surface coatings
and sheet metal. Metallic surface coatings and sheet metal can be
some of the main sources of hydrogen.
The

work

performed within the AKTI-150 project has underlined

the

importance of including chemical phenomena in reactor accident
analysis to improve its realism. The accuracy of predictions from
the chemical models depend on the availability of reliable data on
reaction rates and on chemical thermodynamic properties. The need
for better data is great. Once such data become available the
effects from chemical reactions can be more accurately predicted by
the new CHMAAP code which combines thermal, hydraulic and chemical
phenomena.

It

should

effects

be noted that,

have

been

at the present state

observed that åre likely to

of

knowledge,

change

no

the

major

conclusions drawn from recent safety analyses of the nuclear
reactors operating in Scandinavia.

power

SAMMANFATTNING

Kemiska reaktioner spelar en betydelsefull roll i
olyckssekvenser som maste analyseras i samband med
såkerheten hos kårnkraftverk.

många av
bedomning

de
av

Forloppet av hypotetiska svåra olyckor dår man antar att reaktorhården
smalter
modelleras i dag rutinmåssigt med hjalp
av
matematiska samband. Dessa samband utnyttjas sedan i form av olika

datorprogram. sådana program har anvånts i de nordiska lånderna vid
såkerhetsanalys av de 4 finska och de 12 svenska kårnkraftreaktorerna.

En

av

de

mest

utnyttjade

koderna

år

det

i

USA

utvecklade MAAP programmet.
De processer som behandlas i dessa koder omfattar i huvudsak
fysiskaliska fenomen och beskrivningen av verkligheten maste med
nodvåndighet

vara

forenklad.

Huvudorsak till den

stora

vårmeut-

vecklingen under borj an av en stor olycka år emmellertid en kemisk
reaktion mellan vattenånga och det zirkonium som utgor kapsling for

kårnbrånslet. Upphettning och nedsmåltning av brånsle medfor att
klyvningsprodukter frigors. Dessa kondenserar snabbt till partiklar
som

svåvar i omgivande gas,

innehåller
som dessa

så kailade aerosoler.

Dessa aerosoler

radioaktiva åmnen och de år huvudsakligen i denna form
åmnen kan transporteras från reaktortanken till inne-

slutningen.
Innehållet av fissionsprodukter i aerosolpartiklarna och dessas
kemiska form styr våxelverkan mellan partiklarna och omgivande
vattenmolekyler. Kemiska krafter leder till att vatten absorberas av
aerosolpartiklarna som dårigenom overgår i droppform. Hårigenom okar

partiklarnas

massa

och de blir droppformade.

Detta leder till

snabbare avsåttning av aerosolen på nårliggande ytor.

en

Dessa fenomen

har studerats inom AKTI-150 projektet varvid fenomenens
faststållts och en matematisk modellering kunnat goras.

betydelse

I motsats till tidigare antaganden upptåcktes att den borkarbid

som

ingår i reaktorernas rostfria styrstavar inte i forstå hånd oxideras
av omgivande angå till borsyra utan snabbt legerar sig med stålet i
styrstavarna. Foljaktligen blir bildningen av borsyra betydligt
mindre an som vad tidigare antagits, vilket minskar betydelsen av
borsyrans kemiska reaktioner. I sin tur leder detta till en mindre

bildning

av

flyktiga

jodforeningar.

Å andra sidan

medfor

denna

legeringsbildning att styrstavarna kan forsvinna ur hården, vilket
kan ha sekundåra effekter som bor behandlas vid såkerhetsanalysen.
En

matematisk beskrivning av kemiska reaktioner och deras hastighet

har inforts i en något modifierad form av MAAP koden.
mojligt

att

hypotetiska

inkludera

olyckor.

viktigare kemiska effekter

Den

version

av koden

som

Detta gor det
i

analyser

utvecklats

av

inom

projektet kallas CHMAAP.
Man har åven upptåckt att en hel serie av material som forekommer i
reaktorinneslutningen kan deltaga i olika kemiska reaktioner under
ett stort haveri. Bland dessa material marks sårskilt elektriska

kablar,

motorer,

vårmeisolering,

ytbelåggningar och tunna plåtar.

iii

Metalliska ytbelåggningar
huvudkallorna till våtgas.

och

tunna plåtar kan

utgora

några

av

Det arbete som utforts inom AKTI-150 projektet har understrukit
betydelsen av att kemiska fenomen inkluderas vid analysen av
hypotetiska svåra olyckor for att deras behandling skall bli mer
realistisk. Vårdet av de kemiska modellernas forutsågelser avhånger
av tillgången på pålitliga data for reaktionshastigheter och kemisk

termodynamik.
tillgångliga

Behovet av båttre data år stort. Når sådana data blir
år

det mojligt att forutsåga effekterna av kemin

med

storre tillforlitlighet genom anvåndning av den nya CHMAAP koden som
kombinerar termiska, hydrauliska och kemiska fenomen.

Med dagens kunskaper har dock .Inga nya fenomen identifierats
leder till omvårdering av de såkerhetsanalyser som har gjorts
karnkraftverken i Norden.

IV

som
for
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INTRODUCTION

The Nordic Nuclear Safety Research (NKA) Program was conducted
jointly by the Nordic countries Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden

with the main purpose to form unified views on the safety of the
Nordic nuclear power installations, located exclusively in Finland
and Sweden, and to contribute to maintaining an adequate level of
competence in all the Nordic countries so as to enable continued
discussions of nuclear safety matters creating concern across the
borders. The most recent NKA Program, which commenced in 1985 and
presently is completed (1990), comprised projects on severe core
melt accidents (the so-called AKT program), nuclear waste management, general nuclear risk analysis, materials science related to
nuclear safety and advanced information technology applied to
nuclear emergency preparedness. This research program is the third
of its kind, the first one started already in 1977, i.e. before the
TMI accident.
The

AKT program was concerned with the source term in the event

of

severe core accidents (the AKTI Projects) and the consequences in
the environment (the AKTU Projects). The present report covers one
of

the AKTI projects (AKTI-150),

dealing with the chemical aspects

of the accidents.
An increasing realization of the importance of considerations related to chemistry and chemical behavior forms the background to the
project to be reported below. While the phenomena prevailing under
severe accident conditions were in the past mainly described in
terms of thermal hydraulics and aerosol physics, accounting for the
chemical behavior of a great variety of fission products and other
matter only in a very crude manner, modeling of the chemistry in
recent versions of the 'mechanistic' accident analysis codes is

becoming more realistic. At the same time it is becoming obvious
that there is a definite practical limit to what can be achieved in
this regard,

i.e. in terms of increasingly complex and slow-running

codes and lack of thermodynamic data of the chemical species and non
ideal
mixtures concerned - not to mention the reaction rate
(kinetic) data.

However, in order to enable practical risk- and safety analyses of
the nuclear power plants, as well as various systems considered for
accident consequence mitigation (like filtered containment venting)
and prepared schemes for accident management, there is a need for
much simpler and more fast-running accident1 analysis codes. Such
codes

- usually called 'risk analysis codes

cient,
code

simplistic
in

Sweden

chemical modeling.

- obviously need effi-

The preferred risk

and Finland is the so-called

MAAP

code

analysis
(Modulår

Accident Analysis Program) which was developed in the IDCOR program
in the USA, in which Finland and Sweden participated and which was
specifically adapted to the Nordic reactors.
It

has

been a main concern of the AKTI-150 project to

provide

an

assessment of the MAAP code in regard of the uncertainty of calculated source term data likely to be related to the poor chemical

modeling

used in the code.

As the code is not aimed

for

accurate

predictions of the source term, but for providing necessary understanding of the possible course of events in an accident, the aim
has

not been,

modeling

used

in the first place,

to try to improve the

in the code but to provide indications

chemical

of

possible

great uncertainties of practical significance, if any. Such indications could then serve a useful purpose in practical interpretations

of results obtained using the code.
Accordingly, the main purpose of the AKTI-150 proj eet has been to
develop an improved understanding of the severe accident phenomena,
particularly in regard of the possible significance of aspects of
chemical behavior. This was attempted partly by performing studies
of certain particular issues related to chemical behavior and partly
by studies of certain chemical model implementations in codes used
for analyzing accident sequences.
The main working goals for the projects were:
*

*

Review of chemical phenomena with potential influence on the
course of core melt accidents, on the practicability of accident management procedures and on the source term

Assessment of the significance, if any, of the poor representation of chemical behavior in the MAAP code

*

Improving

the knowledge of certain selected issues

concerning

chemical behavior of assumed significance, particularly related
to the chemistry of cesium, iodine and boron

*

Compilation of relevant chemical data and recommendations
form a basis for a handbook concerning core melt accidents

to

The following tasks were formulated and distributed between research

institutions in the participating countries:
Denmark: Development and application of the CELSOL code for accident

analysis with regard to chemical behavior of the fission products.
Finland:

The behavior of hygroscopic aerosols under severe accident

conditions: experimental simulation and theoretical assessment.
Norway: Studies of the reactions between boron carbide,
stainless steel.

Sweden:

steam

and

Studies of the hygroscopicity of cesium hydroxide by measu-

rement of the water vapor pressure in the system H.O - CsOH.

Development

of

a

general chemical model for transport

of

matter

which includes simple modeling of formation and disruption of chemical systems and a simplistic simulation of reaction rate limitations. The modeling of chemical reactions åre based on the SOLGASMIX

code. Sensitivity studies using the modified MAAP code containing a
model of chemistry.

2

CHEMICAL SPECIES AND CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR IN CORE MELT ACCIDENTS AN OVERVIEW

The release of activity to the environment at a nuclear reactor core
meltdown is critically dependent upon plant design and type of
accident. It follows that any estimate of those releases using e.q.
various computer codes will be plant specific and will only apply to
a certain accident sequence. The complexity of the nuclear reactor

and the many possible event trees imply that any calculation of
radioactive source term will contain large uncertainties.

the

Chemical reactions and chemical speciation is important to the
release and transport of radio nuclides. Part of the uncertainty in
the calculation of releases at a core meltdown stems from the faet
that the existing codes and code packages cover the chemistry of the
radio nuclides very incompletely.
It is probable that the thermohydraulics of a number of accident
sequences is modeled fairly well by existing computer codes (e.g.
MAAP).
Even if we would know the temperature and pressure everywhere in the
system as a function of time, the release of activity from the core,

the

transport

of this activity through the primary system

to

containment and further into the environment åre still difficult

the
to

predict.
The release of activity from the core (the core source term) is
governed by a number of factors besides temperature and pressure.
These factors include melt progression, melt composition, the surface

area of the melt and convection within the melt and in the gas

phase.
To some extent the core source term depends on the chemistry of the
melt. The equilibrium vapor pressure of the different elements, some
of which contain important radioactive isotopes, will be greatly

reduced if they dissolve in the melt. The equilibrium vapor pressures of the fission products also changes due to the formation of
compounds with substances in the melt.
The melt will not be a single phase but an oxidic melt and a
lic
and

metal-

melt will tend to separate. These will have different density
different tendency to dissolve and react with the radioactive

elements.
The radioactive substances may vaporize as elements or as compounds,
depending on chemical affinity.
In the reactor vessel and in other parts of the primary system temperatures will be lower than in the melted core where temperatures
may reach 2300°C. As the vapors cool down they will start to con-

dense, plate out on surfaces and/or form one or more aerosols.
The

substances

released

in the primary system will be

partly

in

gaseous and partly in particulate form. This means that gaseous
transport (e.q. convection, condensation, agglomeration, sedimentation and resuspension) need to be considered.

The

condensation of a gas to form particles is a process

that

in-

volves much chemistry. The vaporized species will tend to react with

the surrounding gas. As mentioned above, some elements may vaporize
as compounds or form compounds in the gas phase.

Much of the iodine

will be present in the form of cesium iodide (Csl(g)) while
tellurium may be present as e.g. tin telluride (SnTe(g)). Depending
on the hydrogen/steam ratio and on the temperature some elements may
form oxides or hydroxides, e.g. Cs MoO (g) and CsOH(g), while others

may stay in elemental form,

e.g. Ru.

The chemical speciation

will

fundamentally affect the condensation of the elements as the vapor
cools down. Thus cesium hydroxide is much more easily condensed than
cesium while molybdenum has a low vapor pressure in the form of Mo
or

MoO_

while it has a rather high vapor pressure in the

form

of

Cs2MoO4 or Mo03-

Much of the material vaporized will be non-radioactive. The condensation of this material will influence the transport of radioactive
species because of co-condensation,
chemical reaction.

agglomeration,

adsorption

and

Radioactive material in the primary system will deposit on the relatively cool walls of the reactor vessel. Gaseous substances may
condense on, adsorb on or react chemically with the surface, e.g.
tellurium with stainless steel. Radioactive material in particulate

form will also settle on these surfaces and may also react with the
substrate to some extent. Reheating of these deposits due to radioactive decay energy may revaporize some substances. The deposition
of radioactive matter on cooler surfaces in the vessel will tend to
retain part of the radio nuclides in the primary system.
At

some stage in most serious accidents the melt will penetrate the

bottom of the pressure vessel to be ejected into the containment.
This will cause a large part of the radioactive inventory to enter

the containment.
Not only will the melt itself with all its radioactive species leave
the vessel, in addition a large fraction of the radioactive material
that has already been released within the vessel will also enter the
containment. However, upon entering the containment atmosphere ele-

mentary cesium will immediately reconvert to cesium hydroxide.
As most of the water will leave the pressure vessel together with
the melt or soon thereafter the vessel atmosphere will become more
reducing. Thus radioactive elements may be reduced to elemental form
which will affect their transport properties e.g. cesium hydroxide
may form elemental cesium, which has a much higher vapor pressure

than cesium hydroxide,

causing much of the deposited cesium in

the

vessel to enter the containment.

Heat

from the exiting melt will cause pyrolysis and vaporization of

electric

equipment and cables present immediately below the

vessel

bottom.
large

This
number

will inject copper,
of

aluminium and iron vapor

organic and inorganic vapors and gases

and

into

a

the

containment atmosphere. Quite complicated chemical reactions may
then occur between these and the containment atmosphere.
The

ejected

melt will come in contact with concrete structures

the containment.

The heated concrete will release much water

in

vapor

which will cause sparging of the melt and may lead to the evolution
of extra radioactive substances from the melt.
The melt - concrete interaction will also release acidic substances,
e.q. CO (g), SO (g), SiO (s), and basic substances, e.g. NaOH, CaO,
from tne concrete that may significantly influence the chemical

environment in the containment.

As in the case of the primary system, the transport properties and
chemical reactions of both gaseous and particulate, radioactive and
non-radioactive, matter need to be considered in the containment.
Since the reactor containment wall forms the last barrier between
the released radioactive materials and the environment, the transport and deposition of radioactive matter within the containment
becomes crucial.

Temperatures in the containment åre relatively low so that most
radioactive elements will be present in condensed form. The major
gaseous radioactive species being the noble gases, hydrogen iodide,
iodine, organic iodides and the corresponding bromine species.

The amount of radioactive material suspended in the containment
atmosphere either in particulate or in gaseous form will largely
determine the amount of activity released to the environment if and
when the containment fails. However, also some of the vapor and
aerosols still in the vessel will enter into the containment when
the

total pressure drops.

This is also true if the containment

is

vented via a filter.

The chemistry of the gaseous radioactive substances is obviously
important because, together with gas-phase transport, it will determine their deposition rate on solid and aqueous surfaces.

Gaseous iodine species, HI, I and R-I, will dissolve and react in
aqueous solution. The reactions involved åre all pH dependent so
that an increased pH generally increases the rate of reaction as
well as the maximum attainable partitioning coefficient between
aqueous phase and gas. The presence of acidic substances, B O , CO-,
SO. and SO-, will therefore tend to increase the relative amount of
gaseous ioaine containing species in the containment.
The

attenuation

of suspended aerosol mass in the containment as

a

function of time is also a critical factor in the calculation of
radioactivity release. The settling of aerosol particles depend on
e.g. convection, thermophoresis and on factors pertaining to the

particles such as mass,

diameter and shape.

apply to the filtering out of aerosols.

The same factors

also

Chemical considerations åre

important

to the formation of these aerosol particles and to

equilibria
cesium in

whether

their

with species in the gas phase. Thus the behavior
the containment will be very different depending

of
on

it condenses mainly in hydroxide form or if it condenses to

form e.g. a borate, carbonate, sulfite or silicate.
The behavior of a cesium hydroxide containing particle in the containment is influenced by its reactions with gaseous species and

with other particles.

Thus cesium hydroxide will attrået water from

the gas. This will increase the rate of sedimentation of the particle. The uptake of water is especially important close to the dew
point. In the presence of more than 123 millibar of water vapor, no
solids appear in the CsOH - H_O system. This means that cesium that

has already settled, e.g. on walls, may be relocated by flowing. It
also means that surface tension will be important.
The presence of a radiation field is important to the chemistry in
the containment and to the source term. Radiation will tend to break
chemical bonds of all types. This will create many reactive radicals,

both

shortlived

in

but

solution and in the gas phase.

their presence is

nevertheless

These radicals

important

åre

because

their rather indiscriminate reactions creates a large number of
metastable substances whose formation cannot be predicted from thermodynamics. Thus hydrocarbons, from the pyrolysis of organic matter,
will form e.g. methyl radical that in turn willingly reacts with
e.g. cesium iodide to form methyl iodide or with tellurium to form

organic tellurides with high vapor pressures and low solubilities in
water. It is also possible that nitrogen, hydrogen and steam in the
containment atmosphere will react to form varying amounts of
ammonia, nitrous acid or nitric acid depending on the proportions of
reactants, pressure, temperature, catalysts and scavengers.
The

will

metastable compounds decompose with time,

be

undergoing hydrolysis in water.

e.g.

However,

methyl

the

iodide

continued

presence of the radiation field generates new metastable species all
the time so that a significant steady state concentration is upheld.
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A

SPECIFIC STUDIES PERFORMED WITHIN AKTI-150

series of experiments were performed within the AKTI-150 project

in the participating countries in order to improve the understanding

of important phenomena and to provide additional data on important
chemical effects and chemical systems. The results åre summarized in
this section.
3.l

Studies of the hygroscopicity of cesium hydroxide by
ment of the vapor pressure in the system H O-CsOH

measure-

This section summarizes work performed by L. G. Johansson and S.
Kazikowski of the Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Chalmers
University of Technology and the University of Gothenburg, Sweden,
on equilibrium water vapor pressures in the cesium hydroxide - water
system in the temperature range 50 to 300 C and water vapor pressures from 6.1 to 500 millibar.

3.1.1 Introduction
One of the problems in aerosol chemistry when applied to core melt
accidents is the scarcity of data on many of the species that may be
present in aerosol form.
Large amounts of cesium will be released from the reactor core. In
most environments, except under very dry and reducing conditions,
cesium will react with steam and water to form cesium hydroxide. The
hydroxide will also certainly react with acid substances present

producing e.g. cesium iodide, borates, silicates and carbonate. It
is, however, probable that a large fraction of the total cesium
inventory will remain as cesium hydroxide during at least part of
most accident sequences.

As the aerosol cools down, cesium hydroxide will condense either
homogeneously or heterogeneously and form particles. The sedimentation rate of these particles is influenced by their mass and shape.
Both these factors åre fundamentally influenced by the ability of
cesium hydroxide to attrået water. It is obvious that the absorption
of water leads to increased particle mass, but it is also true that
the uptake of water narrows the temperature range within which
cesium hydroxide forms a solid. The conversion of a solid particle
to a droplet will tend to increase its sedimentation rate due to

decreased

drag.

The presence of liquid cesium hydroxide

solutions

also influences resuspension and later relocation of deposited material within the containment.
The

work

presented

here aims at new reliable data

on

the

vapor

pressure of water over the system CsOH - H2O. Hopefully the new data
will contribute to better predictions of tne releases of radioactive
materials in reactor accidents.

3.1.2 Experimental
The experiments were performed using a Cahn recording vacuum microbalance. The weighed CsOH.H2O sample (about 0.25 g) was placed in a

silver weighing pan suspended in the vacuum microbalance. Using a
resistance furnace connected to a programmable temperature controller the temperature of the sample was varied. A Pt/Pt-10% Rh
thermocouple was used for temperature measurements. The hot end of
the thermocouple was situated about 5 mm below the weighing pan. The
temperature measurement was checked using the melting point of tin
(231.9 C). The calibration was performed under the same experimental
conditions as used in the actual experiments. The accuracy of the
temperature determination was +1 C. A schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.1.1.
The sample was exposed to an atmosphere consisting of pure nitrogen
with a known amount of water vapor added. The steam of nitrogen was
saturated with water by bubbling through three consecutive flasks
immersed in a thermostated water bath. The tubes leading the humidified nitrogen to the sample were heated to avoid condensation.
The gas flowed upwards through the cylindrical weighing

compartment

(45 mm diameter), in the middle of which the sample was suspended.
Condensation of water within the microbalance proper, where temperatures were close to ambient, was avoided using a flow of dry nitrogen for protection. The flow-rate of humid nitrogen past the sample

Vacuum mlcrobslanca

Vocuum
»y»t.Bm

(For pratectlan
oF mlcrabolance )
V « i g h l n o pan
w i tb »omplo
-Thermacauple

Fiqure 3.1.1. Schematic view of the experimental setup.

was 350 ml/minute at STP. The equilibrium sample mass was
influenced by changes in the flow-rate of humid nitrogen past
sample

not
the

nor by changes in the flow-rate of dry nitrogen through

microbalance

proper.

the

Convection within the sample compartment

was

minimized by a metal net inserted below the sample.
After placing the sample in position the microbalance was evacuated
to less than l millibar and flushed repeatedly with dry nitrogen.
The sample temperature was then increased to 300°C. The sample

weight became constant after one hour of pumping at this temperature. Gravimetric analysis showed that all water was removed from
the sample by this treatment.
After the evacuation, dry nitrogen was introduced into the weighing
compartment and the sample mass was recorded. The flow of humid
nitrogen was then started. Introduction of water vapor resulted in
an

increase

value,

ded.

of sample mass.

After reaching a

stable

equilibrium

generally after l to 4 hours, the new sample mass was recor-

The procedure was repeated for a series of sample temperatures

at the same water vapor pressure. The equilibrium composition of the
sample, corresponding to a given temperature and water vapor pressure, was calculated from the initial and equilibrium sample masses.
Seven different water vapor partial pressures from 6.1 to 500 milli-

bar were investigated.

The attainment of a stable mass was very slow in some cases, notably
in

the

CsOH(aq) + CsOH.H-O(s) region.

The data recorded

in

this

region åre therefore rather less precise than in other regions.
The

error

in

the water mole fractions given is in

the

order

of

0.005.

The CsOH.H_O used was of P.A. quality but contained 5% cesium carbonate. The carbonate mass was accounted for in the calculation of
sample composition. However, the slight ability of the carbonate to
attrået

water was neglected at the relatively low water

activities

studied.
3.1.3 Results and discussion
The results åre summarized in Table 3.1.1. In addition to the measured quantities (temperature, composition, and p(H O)), the activity of water a = p(H_0)/p (H_0) is given. The activity coefficient
of water, f = a /x , in the CsOH - H_0 system is also given in the
single-phase regions.
Figure 3.1.2 shows the isobaric plots in the CsOH - H,, O diagram. For

comparison, the phase diagram by Rollet et al. /!/ is included.
The isobaric lines should become horizontal in the two-phase regions
of the x - T diagram. The isobars for 6.1, 20.6 and 42.4 millibar

show

such

horizontal

regions and åre clearly seen

to

enter

the

CsOH(aq) + CsOH.H 0(s) and CsOH.H 0(s) + CsOH(l) areas. However, no
such horizontal regions appear at higher water vapor partial pres

T(C)

CsOH(l)

CsOH(aq)

800 -

500 tnbar
312 mbar
199 mbar
'123 mbar
42.4 mbar

O

Fiqure

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

l

3.1.2. Isobaric plots in the CsOH - H O system.

H O phase diagram,
comparison.
sures.

0.1

The

adapted from Rollet et al.,

conclusion

is

The CsOH

included

-

for

is that no solids appear in this system

at

water vapor partial pressures above 123 millibar.
A

comparison with the phase diagram of Rollet et al. suggests

they

may have given a too high value for the melting point

monohydrate

(226 C).

Jacobs

et al. /2/ gives a melting

205°C based on single crystal Cp measurements.

that

of

point

the
of

This value may be in

better agreement with our data.
Figure

3.1.3

shows

the influence of temperature on

the

activity

coefficient of water in CsOH at different compositions. The family
of curves all show an activity coefficient increasing with temperature at all compositions studied. This is in accordance with Krey's
data on the NaOH - H_O system. However, the water activity coefficients åre in general much lower in the CsOH - H_O system than in
the NaOH - H2O system.
Figure 3.1.4 shows the activity coefficient of water in CsOH as
function of composition at different temperatures.

a
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Fiqure 3.1.3. The activity coefficient of water, f, as function of
temperature in a series of CsOH - water mixtures wirh different mole
fractions of water, x .
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Figure 3.1.4. The activity coefficient of water,

of composition, x , at a series of temperatures.

11

fw/

as a function

Table 3.1.1. Experimental data for the cesium hydroxide/water
system. P(w), t, x(w), a(w) and f(w) åre water vapor pressure,
temperature, mole fraction of water, activity of water and activity

factor for water respectively.

P(H) t C

X(W)

a(u)

f(w)

C mba r )
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
6.1
20.6
20.6
20.6

20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6
20.6

20.6

254 0.158
233 0.226
219 0.286
204 0.323

0.00014 0.00091

0.00021 0.00092
0.00027 0.00094
0.00036 0.00112
195 0.354 0.00044 0.00123
189 0.374 0.00050 0.00133

189 0.390 0.00050 0.00127
189 0.403 0.00050 0.00123
186
169
158
157
141
140
130
120
100
88
71
73
72
70
71
70
60
50
39
276

0.00053
0.00079
0.00104
0.00107
0.00164
0.00169
0.00226
0.00308
0.00603
0.00940
0.0188
0.0172
0.0180
0.0196
0.0188
0.0196
0.0306
0.0495
0.0873
0.00034
250
0.00052
247
0.00055
214
0.00100
201
0.00130
201 0.474 0.00130
200 0.477 0.00133

0.00127
0.00176
0.00227
0.00230
0.00343
0.00355
0.00468
0.00627
0.0121
0.0184
0.0346
0.0301
0.0309
0.0328
0.0307
0.0312
0.0448
0.0700
0.120
0.00177
0.00185
0.00169
0.00259
0.00288
0.00274
0.00279

197 0.470
172 0.500

0.00300
0.00496
0.00534

169
120
110
101
103
101
100
101
101
100

98
97

P(w)

t"c

x(w)

a(w)

f(w)

0.00107
0.00166
0.00285
0.00353
0.00443
0.00686

0.00295
0.00392
0.00591
0.00723
0.00899
0.0137

(mbaD

0.421
0.448
0.459
0.466
0.478
0.476
0.483
0.491
0.498
0.512
0.543
0.571
0.582
0.598
0.612
0.628
0.683
0.707
0.730
0.193
0.281
0.323
0.386
0.452

0.500
0.513
0.513
0.535
0.539
0.544
0.598
0.624
0.656
0.659
0.670
0.663
0.668
0.679
0.674
0.720
0.754

20.6 92
20.6 90
20.6 87
20.6 71
20.6 57
20.6 50 0.773
41.4 300 0.216
41.4 275 0.293

0.00141
0.00248
0.00267
0.0104

0.0144
0.0197
0.0183
0.0197
0.0204
0.0197
0.0197
0.0204

0.0203
0.0281
0.0368
0.0340
0.0362
0.0341
0.0316
0.0300
0.0310

0.0218
0.0227

0.0325

0.0273
0.0294
0.0330
0.0635
0.119
0.167
0.00049
0.00071

0.0342
0.0409
0.0433
0.0490
0.0882

0.158
0.216

0.00227
0.00242

41.4 250 0.363
41.4 225 0.424
41.4 198 0.482
41.4 188 0.488
41.4 178 0.493
41.4 160 0.500
41.4 150 0.505
41.4 130 0.594
41.4 130 0.603
41.4 128 0.621
41.4 128 0.628
41.4 126 0.638
41.4 125 0.642
41.4
41.4
41.4
41.4
41.4
123.3
123.3
123.3
123.3
123.3
123.3
123.3
123.3
123.3
199.0
199.0
199.0
199.0
199.0
199.0
199.0
199.0
199.0
199.0
199.0
199.0
312.0

125
120
110
100
90
300
275
250
225
200
175

150
125
100
300
275
250
225
200
175
160
150
140
125
120
110
300

312.0 275

0.637
0.646
0.672
0.686
0.710
0.318
0.385
0.446
0.496
0.546
0.595
0.643
0.691
0.749
0.360
0.414
0.471
0.519
0.566
0.614
0.645
0.662
0.685
0.714
0.728
0.751
0.406
0.455
0.504
0.547
0.592
0.642
0.686
0.748

312.0
312.0
312.0
312.0
312.0

250
225
200
175
150

312.0
500.0
500.0
500.0

125
300 0.432

500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
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275
250
225
200
175
150
125

0.481
0.530
0.576
0.621
0.665
0.716
0.781

0.00891 0.0176
0.0157 0.0264
0.0157

0.0167
0.0167
0.0177
0.0183
0.0183
0.0214
0.0296
0.0419
0.0605
0.00144
0.00207
0.00310
0.00484
0.00795
0.0138
0.0259
0.0531
0.122
0.00232
0.00335
0.00501
0.00781
0.0128
0.0223
0.0322
0.0418
0.0551
0.0858
0.100
0.139
0.00363
0.00524
0.00784
0.0122
0.0200
0.0349
0.0655
0.134
0.00580
0.00840
0.0126
0.0261
0.0429
0.0560
0.105
0.215

0.0260
0.0269

0.0266
0.0277
0.0285
0.0287
0.0331
0.0441
0.0611
0.0852
0.00453
0.00538
0.00695
0.00976
0.0146
0.0232
0.0403
0.0769
0.163
0.00644
0.00809
0.0106
0.0151
0.0226
0.0363
0.0499
0.0631
0.08044
0.120
0.137

0.185
0.00894
0.0115
0.0156
0.0223
0.0338
0.0544
0.0955
0.179
0.0134
0.0175
0.0238
0.0453
0.0691
0.0842
0.147
0.275

3.2

Studies of hygroscopic aerosols

3.2.1 Sedimentation in tubes

This section summarizes work performed in Finland by T. Raunemaa and
P. Pasanen of the Laboratory for Atmospheric Physics and Chemistry,
Department of Environmental Health, University of Kuopio, by A.
Hautojårvi of the Nuclear Engineering Laboratory, Technical Research
Center of Finland and by M. Kulmala of the Laboratory for Environmental Physics, Department of Physics, University of Helsinki, on
the sedimentation of hygroscopic aerosols in tubes.

3.2.1.1 Introduction. Hygroscopic aerosol particles differ in their
growth behavior from non hygroscopic particles especially in near

saturated conditions. Most metals and their oxides åre insoluble and
åre

in practice non hygroscopic.

As examples,

zinc metal and zinc

oxide were used in this study.
Water soluble compounds, which can be classified as salts (like
CaCl_), acids and bases grow in favorable conditions to much larger
sizes.

The

crystal structure of salts forces a step like growth in

The hygroscopic acids and bases,

like sulfurie acid,

sodium

salts.
hydr-

oxide and cesium hydroxide, grow practically continuously.
Some

fission

products åre known to be hygroscopic and

soluble

in

water. Others may behave similarly in the conditions present during
a severe accident. The hot alkali metal vapors react with water, Cs
+ H O -> CsOH + 1/2 H , and the hydroxides formed åre strongly
hygroscopic.

When particles absorb water their settling velocity increases.

This

affects

area

the amount of suspended particles in the

containment

/2/. Resuspension after deposition on containment surfaces also
depends on the hygroscopic properties of the deposited material.
Due to chemical and physical processes vapor-to-particle conversion
is accelerated when temperature is lowered from high (around 1000 C)
to moderate (200 C) and to room (25 C) temperatures /3,4/. Below the

critical point of water (374 C) nygroscopicity becomes more and more
important.

At an early stage of particle transformation, high total surface
area means high probability for surface attachment and complex
particle compositions. Particle properties at these early stages
depend on the mixture of initial substances. The main interest in
this study was, however, directed to the bulk aerosol, as that
determines the physical behavior in large spaces.

3.2.1.2 Test matrix. Sedimentation was studied in small diameter
(5.6 mm) tubes in the test matrix represented in Table 3.2.1.1. The
13

particle mass concentration varied between 0.4-10 g/m3.
Table 3.2.1.1. The test matrix in the small
experiments in 1985-86 at Kuopio.
low R. H.
25 120

temperature (c>0

non hygroscopic

Zn, ZnO

X

hygroscopic
hygroscopic

CaCl

X

CsOH
CsOH+Zn
Zn
CsOH

X

mixture
resuspension

X

sedimentation

high R. H. velocity (m/s)
25 120
X

X

0.7-26

X
X
X

X
X

0.7
0.7
0.7

X

X
X
X
X

scale

0.7/0.7-12
0.7/0.7-12

In this context we will mainly consider the results with the cesium
hydroxide/zinc mixture. Our other results åre presented elsewhere

3.2.1.3 Experimental. Experiments in humid conditions were carried
out in an arrangement shown in Figure 3.2.1.1. A similar facility,
but with the necessary modif ications, was used in dry tests. Analysis of the sedimented material was performed using several techni-

Temperature
Control

Temperaturs

control

Henter
Gloas tube

Teet.
tube
Bubbl
samplers

Nitrogen gos

Figure 3.2.1.1. The experimental set-up of the hygroscopicity test
in wet conditions.
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ques.

Determinations were carried out by means of chemical,

absorption

spectroscopic and conductivity methods.

atomic

Deposition

was

successfully determined also by using isotope excited X-ray fluorescence (XRF) developed for the present purpose /!/.
The aerodynamic mass median diameter, AMMD, of the aerosol was
estimated from the measured data with the aid of deposition cal-

culations applied to the conditions of each experiment.
3.2.1.4 Deposition characteristics of mixed cesium hydroxide/zinc
aerosol. The mixed cesium hydroxide/zinc aerosol was generated by
heating cesium hydroxide and zinc in the same furnace.

les,

one

solution

Two

crucib-

containing metallic zinc and the other containing a water
of

cesium hydroxide,

were placed in this

order

in

the

furnace. The mass ratio of cesium hydroxide to zinc metal was varied
from 1:24 to 20:1.
Table 3.2.1.2. Deposition characteristics of cesium hydroxide
and zinc aerosol mixture at 25 C.
R. H.
%

5
5
5
5
10
100
100
100
100
100

100
100

Deposition
CsOH
Zn
%
%
10 .7

29 .0

4 .6
1.1
15 .2
4 .6
3 .8
8 .9
3 .6
3 .6
5.1
4 .9
2 .0

8 .3

16 .4
3 .1
3 .7
19 .0
2 .4
8 .3
9 .6
2 .5
-

Particle AMMD
CsOH
Zn
um
um

2 .0
1 .2
0.2
2 .4
1.2
1 .1
1 .7
1 .0
1.0
1.3
1 .2
0.7

4 .1
1 .7
2 .5
1.0
1.1
3 .0
0.8
1 .7
1.8
0.8
-

CsOH :Zn*

1 :24
3 :2

2 :1
3 :1

3 :2
5 :3
6: 1
8:1
10 : 1
20 :1

-

* The generation ratio.
Tables 3.2.1.2 (25°C) and 3.2.1.3 (120°C) give characteristic results in terms of total deposition at a constant temperature in a,
125 cm long 5.6 mm diameter, steel tube and the estimated mean
aerosol sizes of particles for these deposition values.
The deposition characteristics of cesium along the tube were
sured by an XRF technique. Atomic absorption spectroscopy was

meaused

for zinc, and for comparison also for cesium, analysis. As described
elsewhere /!/ the adopted XRF technique uses an Am-241 source for Xray excitation and performs the analysis from outside the 0.05 mm
steel tube. The tube is moved in front of the detector assembly and
the deposition observed in one point or at several positions of the
tube. This kind of analysis is not possible in larger scale experi15

ments with thick tube walls.
At high temperature the largest relative humidity was estimated to
be 25%. This corresponds to 100% R.H. measured at 85~C, which was
the upper temperature limit for the instrument used.

Table 3.2.1.3. Deposition characteristics of cesium hydroxide/zinc
aerosol mixture at 120 C.
Tube material
and diam. (mm)

Flow velocity
m/ s

R. H. Deposition
%
CsOH
Zn

%
Steel

0.7

(SIS 2333) 5.6

<0.11
0.7
0.7

%

Particle diam.
CsOH
um

2.5
<0.1

_

2.1

9.1

25*

2.0

1.8
0.7

Zn
um

*See text.
The mass concentrations in the low temperature tests varied from 350
to 9200 mg/m for cesium hydroxide and from 100 to 10750 mg/m
for
zinc. Flow velocity was 0.7 m/s, i.e. a laminar flow pattern can be
assumed for all experiments.
Deposited mass/Concentration (nm)

3:2

2:1
40

60

80

Distance (cm)

Figure 3.2.1.2. Deposition divided by concentration for settling
of cesium hydroxide on the tube wall in mixed aerosol tests. The
Cs:Zn concentration ratios åre shown on the right. H = very high
concentrations. The broken line = dry, the solid line = wet aerosol .
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3.2.1.5

Analysis of results and discussion.

Tests with mixtures of

cesium hydroxids and zinc were carried out with a large variation of
mass ratios and concentrations. In dry conditions, deposition along
the tube decreased with distance as was observed to occur for non
hygroscopic pure zinc particles and also is expected from theory.
In humid conditions the deposition pattern was seen to change. An
abundant settling in both tube ends was obtained. This phenomenon
was enhanced when the concentration of cesium hydroxide increased.
Deposition characteristics of cesium hydroxide in the mixed aerosol
åre shown in Figure 3.2.1.2.

There åre two explanations for the observed behavior.

We may assume

that the short delay before the vapor enters into the settling tube
caused the observed effect or that resuspension and relocation were
responsible for the odd behavior.

When aerosol is produced from the hot furnace its temperature is
over the critical point of water. The hygroscopic property of a
substance cannot affeet its growth at such a high temperature. Only
when the temperature decreases,

condensation

which occurs during the

transport,

of water on the particle surface becomes possible.

It

takes about two seconds to travel from the mixing chamber to the
test tube. If mixing is not effective, this is too short time for a
hygroscopic growth to the equilibrium size. Particle growth then
continues in the test tube and increases the deposition in the tube.

The second explanation is based on resuspension and relocation. When
a sufficient amount of material is collected on the tube wall this
material

high

can be relocated with the flow.

concentrations.
amount

at

åre

of particles weakly bound onto the wall

was

possible.

The

found

be about 20% of the total mass.

to

This is more probable

Based on preliminary tests two processes
These particles

can

be

suspended with the same flow velocity as from which they settled.
Sticky aerosols cannot be suspended with this flow velocity. Resuspension of loose particles takes a long time, the time depending on
layer formation rate. This in turn depends on aerosol concentration.
Cesium deposition at various concentrations is shown in Figure
3.2.1.3. Obviously, high concentration results in high deposition.

Sedimentation of, originally, smaller cesium hydroxide particles is
increased with concentration due to particle growth.
The growth rate of pure cesium hydroxide particles was, however,
found to be larger by a factor of 2 as compared to the mixed cesium
hydroxide/zinc aerosol. The growth in the mixture was found to be
independent of CsOHrZn ratio. This result includes a certain uncertainty. It seems reasonable to assume, that zinc aerosol behaves as
a growth inhibitor in cesium hydroxide/zinc mixture. Final AMMD
particle size of the hygroscopic material seems to be rather egual
for pure cesium hydroxide (2.3 um) and for the mixture of cesium
hydroxide and zinc (1.3 um).

The effect of coagulation can be seen as increased deposition yields
at

high

concentrations,

see

the two uppermost curves
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in

Figure

Cs deposition (ug/cm2)

z

Fiqure

3.2.1.3.

The

4
Concentration (g/m3)

amount

of

cesium in

a

deposited

cesium

hydroxids/zinc mixture as a function of concentration.
Deposited mass/Concentration (nm)
10:1

2:1

8:1
H5:3

O

20

40

60

80

100

120

Distance (cm)

gj-gure

zinc

3.2.1.4. Deposition divided by concentration for settling of

in

the tests with mixed cesium

hydroxide/zinc

aerosol.

The

Cs:Zn concentration ratios åre shown near the curves. H = very high
concentration. The broken line = dry and the solid line = wet aerosol .
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3.2.1.2. The hygroscopic behavior of cesium hydroxide seems to be
dominant for the aerosol at high Cs:Zn ratios, which is plausible.
Settling of non hygroscopic zinc aerosol as a function of distance
is shown in Figure 3.2.1.4. Settling differs from the cesium deposition which suggests that zinc and cesium hydroxide åre not present
in the same particles.
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3.2.2 Condensational growth of hygroscopic aerosols in moist air
This section summarizes work performed in Finland by K. Koistinen,
P. Pasanen and T. Raunemaa of the Laboratory for Atmospheric Physics
and Chemistry, Department of Environmental Health, University of
Kuopio and by Jorma Jokiniemi of the Nuclear Engineering Laboratory,
Technical Research Center of Finland, on growth by condensation of
some hygroscopic aerosols in moist air.
3.2.2.1 Introduction. A soluble particle near saturated conditions
picks up a considerable guantity of water and, consequently, grows
up manifold. This phenomenon has an important role in situations
were hygroscopic aerosols and sufficient amount of water vapor åre
present /!/.

Physical and chemical properties of particles determine the final
diameter of growing particles. There åre several groups of chemicals
(acids, salts and bases) which åre hygroscopic. These can collect
water up to the point where the pressure and temperature of water
vapor is the same far from the droplet and at the droplet surface.
In some accident situations fission products can be released
the reactor coolant system to the surrounding containment and
very

hygroscopic aerosol.

Hot alkaline metal vapors
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react

from
form
easily

with water vapor, e.q. cesium is rapidly transformed to cesium
hydroxids and the reaction product is strongly hygroscopic /2/.
If enough water vapor is available the particle size increases. The
effect is enhanced when the temperature is lowered and the satura-

tion

ratio is increased /2/.

In still environment the settling

of

particles will then be the most important way for particle removal.

At early stage of particle formation the large total surface area of
particles means high probability for adsorption of gaseous substances and very complex particle compositions may result. At length,
however, it is the physical sedimentation process, which removes
particle mass from the air. Experimental results for the growth of
hygroscopic aerosol particles åre required to assess this sedimentation rate of fission products and consequently the Source Term in
release estimations to the environment.
Hygroscopicity

plays

an important role also in the

dispersion

of

radioactivity to the environment after containment failure. Rainout
of hygroscopic aerosols in close vicinity to the containment building has been studied theoretically /3/ and experimentally /4/.
Hygroscopicity will affect the lung deposition during inhalation of
water soluble radioactive particles /5/.
3.2.2.2 Behavior of hygroscopic aerosols. Formation and presence of
water soluble compounds will affect on the behavior of fission
products in the primary system and in the containment during nuclear
power plant core melt accidents. In the primary circuit translocation of deposited material may occur due to material hygroscopicity,

and in the containment area,

steam will condense on the hygroscopic

particles even at subsaturated conditions. This affects the residen-

ce time in the containment.
3.2.2.2.1

surface
free

S

Water

activity.

energy.

at

the

particle

the

Gibbs

Including the effect of surface tension this leads to

P

2 s

i <T ) M

v r
r
w
= ——XiE__
= A exp(——±——E——S)

Ps(Tr)

Here

The saturation ratio

(S ) can be determined through minimization of

(i)

r Rg dl Tr

s, denotes the surface tension,

d, the density of the

liquid

droplet, M is the molecular weight of water and T the temperature
at the particle surface. p
is the water vapor pressure at the

droplet surface and p s(Tr ) is'the saturation water vapor pressure at
the temperature Tr . A is the chemical activity of water, r the
particle radius and R

tKe universal gas constant.

The chemical activity in water for a solution
according to the modified Raoult's law /7/:
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can

be

expressed

A,., ., = ———————————
W D

'

(2)

l + f.
:.i M
M,,
m.i
w m.

where f. is the van't Hoff factor and m. is the molality of salt

For

very

dilute solutions f. is constant and the saturation

can be calculated from equations (1) and
values for f . .

For

(2)

using

j.

ratio

experimental

concentrated solutions one must use experimental data to calcu-

late the water activity,

if available. Meissner (1980) introduced a

correlation to calculate the reduced activity coefficient (G) from
an extended Debye-Huckel equation. Now the water activity (A ) is
obtained by integrating the Gibbs-Duhem equation /8/:

-55.5

ln(A

.) = ——— l— + 2

I. d(lnG.)

(3)

':

where z., and z åre the charge of the cations and anions, respectively, of electrolyte j. I . is the ionic strength of a solution.

This method gives a fair agreement with the experimental data at
different electrolyte concentrations and temperatures from 25 to
120 C. Other methods åre more complex and they need at least two
adjustable parameters /9/.
Several methods to calculate the water activity of mixed solutions
have been compared in the literature /10/. A relation developed by
Robinson and Bower is recommended, because it gives predictions for
the water activity within l to 2% accuracy, and is less complicated
than the other methods.
3.2.2.2.2

Mass

and heat transfer.

Tf simultaneous mass

transfer to aerosol particles is considered,

and

heat

one can find relations

for the droplet temperature and growth rate in steady state /11/Clausius-Clapeyron equation can be used to obtain the saturation
vapor pressure p s _ when the difference between the particle surface

temperature (T ) ånd the gas temperature (T ) is less than few K and

a zeroth-orderrapproximation for the mass flux can be used.

Thus we

get the well known Mason equation for the droplet growth rate /14/:
dr

(S

- S )

r — = ~S ———r-

at
where

(4)

<NM + NT)
NM describes the mass transfer effect,

N_ the heat

transfer

effect and Scl is the atmosphere relative humidity, R. H.
3.2.2.2.3 The equilibrium radius. When the behavior of hygroscopic
aerosol particles in a nuclear power plant containment atmosphere is
considered,

an equilibrium between the atmospheric R. H. and satura21

tion ratio at the particle surface can be applied in certain conditions.

If some part of the particle is composed from an insoluble compound,
the equation for the equilibrium radius (re ) according to

eqs. (1)

and (2) is /2/:

2 s, M

(S-l)r 4 - (——~--)r :
dl Rg T

(-^-—--) (————-—- + l - S) r
d
p

= o
T d

+

(5)

d

p l
where r is the initial radius of the seed particle, d
the initial
density°of the seed particle, d the actual density of^?he particle,
d, the solution density, m. thi mass of the insoluble component, m
tne mass of the soluble component, M the molecular weight of the
soluble component and f is the masssfraction of the soluble compound (= ms/(ms+mis).
At equilibrium S =S = S, r=r
and T = T = T. To be accurate
one should notice that d is a function or r. An iterative solution
for this equation is poisible by reproducing the calculation with

Particle radius(micron)

40

60

100

Time(s)

Figure 3.2.2.1. Growth rates for initially l um particles of
different chemical composition at 99.8% R.H. and at gas temperature of 373 K.
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new

values for d

For concentrated aqueous solutions i is a func-

tion of r and T.
Figure 3.2.2.1 shows the calculated growth rates for initially l um
dry

particles

of different chemical composition at 99.8% relative

humidity.
3.2.2.3 Experimental.

In studying the effect of hygroscopic proper-

ties of aerosols formed during reactor accidents, the same kinds of
compounds must be used as expected in actual accident situations.
Cesium

is one of the most abundant species released in these

acci-

dents. Cesium as cesium hydroxide should therefore suite well for
the simulated composition. Cesium hydroxide is the strengest base
known and very hygroscopic. In the pretests, sodium chloride was

chosen as hygroscopic material. It is not so chemically aggressive
as cesium hydroxide. The sodium chloride aerosol was used to check
the functioning of the test facility.
The scheme of the test chamber is shown in Figure 3.2.2.2.

The 1.03

m
cylindrical chamber is made from stainless steel. The walls of
the chamber have to be heated in order to prevent steam condensation
on the cold wall surfaces.
A

constant output atomizer was used for generation of the

aerosol.

The^generated aerosol was led to a tube furnace, which was set up at
500°C.
The temperature inside the aluminium oxide furnace tube

F low

contr-o l

Exhou»L

Fon

Aonamete

Figure 3.2.2.2. The schematic of the facility.
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(inner diameter 18 mm and outer diameter 24 mm) was found to be very
stable, only a few degrees variation from the set temperature was

observed.
The dry aerosol flow was led from the furnace to the chamber through
a stainless steel tube (length 50 cm) to cool the aerosol. The
cooling was necessary to avoid problems connected to heat flow into

the chamber. The extra heating would disturb the stabilized thermodynamic conditions in the chamber.
The water vapor was mixed with the dry aerosol at the chamber inlet,
just prior to entering the study volume (see Figure 3.2.2.2). This
set up was necessary to precisely mark the moment of aerosol to

water vapor mixing.
using

In the experiments the vaporization of water by

boiling technique was found to be good enough to produce

the

required water vapor.
The

flow rate of the purified air through the water bottles was

35

l/min. 11 appeared to be an efficient way to humidify the air in the
chamber to the required humidity. The relative humidity is shown in

Figure 3.2.2.3 as a function of time in one experiment.

R.H. (%)

100
80

eo
40

30

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Time (min)

Figure 3.2.2.3. The relative humidity in the middle of the chamber
as a function of time in one of the tests.
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3.2.2.4. The temperature gradient in the chamber (0.3 m,
and 0.7 m åre the heights from the bottom of the measurelocations in the gas. The gas and the chamber bottom and top
surface temperatures åre measured in the middle of the chamber).
3.2.2.4 __________
Measurements. The requirements on the mesuring instruments
were high because of the conditions needed in the tests. Very high
relative humidity at high temperature is difficult to measure properly.

Only

a

few

suitable methods åre available

for

continuous

recording of the size and concentration of aerosol particles containing much water. In on line measurements the detection time
should also be short enough to observe the changes in size distribution.
The generation rate and size of the generated aerosol should be
known. Scanning electron microscopy was used to check the size
distribution of the aerosol in the inlet and after growth. This
could, however, only be performed with precision for the test aerosol, sodium chloride. Cesium hydroxide is difficult to handle in the
sample processing for the SEM analysis. The particle size in the
chamber atmosphere were measured by means of optical particle counter, OPC,
(Royco analyzer 4100 with sensor 1200) and electrical
aerosol analyzer EAA (TSI 3030).
In studying the hygroscopic growth of particles and the changes in
the size distribution the prevailing conditions should be known. The

physical characteristics,

relative humidity and temperature, should

be measured on line at all times.
25

Fiqure 3.2.2.5. The set up of control instrumentation.
A layout of the system necessary to fulfill the requirement for on
line measurements is shown in Figure 3.2.2.5. The temperature was
measured with thirteen NiCr-Ni thermocouples (type K). The couples
were calibrated before use. Nine of the couples were placed in the
gas atmosphere in the middle of the chamber at 10 cm distance from
each other. Two of the thermocouples were attached onto the surface
of the chamber. One thermocouple was situated on the inlet laminater
plate and one inside the tube furnace.

The relative humidity was measured with a digital psychrometer
(Therm 2246-2). It works best at moderate and high levels of relative humidity. The output values åre accurate to < +1% relative
humidity.
The particle number distribution was measured by means of an optical
particle counter,

OPC (Royco 4100).

The size ranges were set

from

0.7 um to 13.5 um in six channels. Because of the used particle
concentrations, dilution was necessary during the measurements. The
total dilution ratio was about 1:50. The OPC uses the optical size
of the aerosol particle for size selection.
The sub-micron particles were measured by means of electrical
sol analyzer,

aero-

EAA (TSI 3030). The size range of EAA is from 0.01 to

1.0 um.

The
were

detection

system is shown in Figure 3.2.2.6.

Measuring

kept as short as possible to prevent condensation on the
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lines
tube

30.3

l/min

3.2.2.6.
particles.

l/min

The schematic of the measurement system for

the

wall.
3.2.2.5 Results

3.2.2.5.1 Facility testing.

Pretests were necessary to finalize the

test facility for the hygroscopicity studies. The concentration spån

for the EAA and OPC measurements,

aerosol

chloride aerosol
pretests.

The

water vapor production system and

mass concentration measurements had to

background

tested.

Sodium

was adopted as a test material in

be

these

various

aerosol concentration in the chamber

was

measured

without aerosol generation. Only the nitrogen flow from the generator, 2.7 l/min, and the purified air flow, 35 l/min, were introduced
into the chamber. The furnace was always on.
The background aerosol measurements were carried out at dry, and at

saturated conditions, respectively (Figures 3.2.2.7 and 3.2.2.8).
The aerosol concentrations were in these measurements found to be
three orders of magnitude lower than with the aerosol under the same

conditions.
3.2.2.5.2 Theoretical calculations. The calculations were carried
out with the NAUA-HYGROS computer code /2/. This model has a capabi27
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Figure 3.2.2.8.
at R.H. 100%.

The volume distribution of the aerosol background
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lity

to analyze aerosol dynamics in a well mixed volume

/17/.

The

process considered in the present calculations include: a) particle
growth by condensation and coagulation, b) particle deposition and
c) convection (aerosol source or leakage). The growth due to hygroscopicity is modeled according to the theory presented in section
3.2.2.2.

In the calculations presented here only the behavior of larger
particle size mode (measured by the OPC) is analyzed. Because of the
steady state conditions throughout the experiments, aerosol behavior
can be simulated with a small volume travelling from the chamber
inlet to the location of measurements. This well mixed volume had
the same volume/surface and volume/sedimentation areas as the actual

chamber. The measured input particle size distribution was used in
the model input. During calculations, the particle size distribution
was discretized into 80 size intervals from 0.1 um to 50 um. For
sodium hydroxide and cesium hydroxide the input particle concentrations and gas temperatures were taken from the measurements.
3.2.2.5.3 Experiments with hygroscopic CsOH. Cesium represents one
of the most abundant fission products released in core melt accidents. Cesium is proposed to react readily with water to form cesium
hydroxide.
Cesium hydroxide was generated from a solution of 0.02 g cesium
hydroxide in one cm of deionized water. The aerosol flow rate into
the -chamber was 2.70 mg/min to yield a mass concentration of 67
mg/m in the chamber. The measurements were carried out at different

locations in the chamber: after 10 minutes travel in the chamber,
after 5 minutes and after 2 minutes at closer distances from the
inlet.
SEM analysis of the cesium hydroxide aerosol was not successful
because of the strong solubility of cesium hydroxide already at low
R.H. levels. Handling of highly soluble aerosols for SEM characteri-

zation became difficult. Cesium hydroxide also penetrated
through the sampling filter.

easily

Table 3.2.2.2. The volume rnean diameters (VMD) and geometric standard deviations (SGV) values of cesium hydroxide aerosol at diffe-

rent R.H. levels after 10 minutes travel time at 40 C.
R

-"'

24
60
82
92
98
100

SGV

EAA/SGVOPC

1. 8 /
1. 8 /
(1. 4)/
(1. 4)/
(1. 4)/
(1- 3)/

1.4
1.4
1 .4
1.4
1 .6
1 .5

0.18 /
0.15 /
(0.09)/
(0.09)/
(0.10)/
(0.10)/

1 .78
1.90
1 .97
2 .17
2 .65
3 .44
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1. 73
2 .17
2. 78
3. 55
5. 22
12. 51

3.2.2.5.3.1

for

the

After 10 minutes travel time.

The VMD values

obtained

cesium hydroxids aerosol were 0.18 um (EAA) and

1.78 um

(OPC) at dry conditions (Table 3.2.2.2). The median size measured by
the EAA decreased from the 0.18 um to around 0.10 um at saturated
conditions. The volume of this 0.2 um peak stayed almost constant.

The

total

volume of the dry 1.78 um sized aerosol increased

by

a

factor of 20 at 100% R.H. The volume increase is twofold as compared
to

the

between

size increase to 3.44 um at saturation.

The

the 0.2 um and 1.8 um peaks changed from 1:1 at

volume

dry

ratio

atmo-

sphere to 1:25 at 100% R.H.

3.2.2.5.3.2 After 5 minutes and 2 minutes travel time. Further tests
were carried out at closer positions to the inlet to get more information on cesium hydroxide aerosol. Size distributions were measured
after five and two minutes travel and growth.
It should be noted that observable aerosol size distribution depends
on the studied location in the chamber. When measurements åre performed at shorter travel time locations aerosol concentration increases and causes saturation of the instrument. The input concen-

trations have to be decreased for the analysis to be correct or
dilution is necessary. Dilution is, however, problematic when
working with a highly hygroscopic aerosol at elevated temperatures
and high humidity.

Figure

3.2.2.9.

Micrograph of the sodium chloride

enlargement of the micrograph is 10000 X.
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aerosol.
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Fiqure 3.2.2.10. The schematic of the modified facility.
In the present studies both ways to get tolerable readings were
employed. Aerosol flow to the chamber was decreased by taking a
partial flow from the aerosol generator, Figure 3.2.2.10. A dilution
ratio of 1:50 was used in all size directed analyses.
When the aerosol size was measured after 5 minutes growth time the
aerosol mass flow was set to 0.34 mg/min, which yielded a mass
conoentration of 8 mg/m

Table

3.2.2.3.

standard

The

in the chamber.

volume

mean diameters (VMD)

and

deviations (SGV) values of cesiura hydroxide

geometric

aerosol

at

different R.H. levels after 5 minutes travel time at 40°C.
R. H.
20
62
93
98
99
100

SGV

EAA/SGVOPC

2. 0 /
1. 6 /
(1. 7)/
(1. 5)/

-

1.7
2 .2
2 .0
1.3

VMD

AA

0. 31 / 1.72
0. 15 / 2 .16
(0. 10)/ 2 .34
(0. 10)/ 5 .30

-

1. 77
2. 23
3. 85
5. 58
6. 74
15.75

The VMD of dry sub-micron particles detected by EAA was 0.31 um
decreased to about 0.10 um at 99% R.H.
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(Table 3.2.2.3).

and

The volume

of the peak changed by a factor of 0.3.

The

VMD of the dry aerosol measured by OPC was 1.72 um.

The median

size increased up to 5.30 um at R.H. 99%. The volume of the peak increased by a factor of 1000. The volume increase is 30 times larger

than the size increase.
When the measurements were carried out at the location corresponding
two

minutes

travel

mg/min, which
chamber.

time the aerosol mass flow

yielded

a mass

was

set

to

concentration of 8 mg/m in

The VMD values of dry aerosol were 0.25 um (EAA) and 1.78 um

0.32

the
(OPC).

The median size of the sub-micron peak decreased from the dry value
0.25 um to about 0.09 um at 98% R.H. (Table 3.2.2.4). The volume of
the peak changed by a factor of 0.6.
The 1.78 um peak increased to 6.34 um in volume size at 98% R.H. The

volume of the peak increased by a factor of 250. The volume increase
is tenfold as compared to size increase.
Table 3.2.2.4. The volume mean diameters (VMD) and geometric
standard deviations (SGV) values of cesium hydroxide aerosol at
different R.H. levels after 2 minutes travel time at 40 C.
R. H.
19
69
90
98
99
100

SGV

EAA/SGV OPC

2 .2 /
1 •V /
d •7)/
(1 -?)/
-

1. 8
1. 9
1. 4
1. 9

3.2.2.6 Discussion.

VMD

m DOPC

EAÆ /\

Uln)

0. 25 /
0. 10 /
(0. 09)/
(0. 09)/

1.78
2 .28
2 .84
6.34

-

VMD

alc
(Smf

1. 80
2. 45
3. 54
5. 88
7. 25
16. 71

The measurements were carried out by

combining

the detection with the EAA and OPC, i.e. different kind of instruments. This means that the size measurement based on dynamical
property (EAA) is compared with the measured value based on the
optical property (OPC). With hygroscopic aerosols where water
tent varies this introduces inaccuracy.

con-

The EAA has a long (about 80 cm) sampling line inside the instrument. There exist problems in trying to avoid water condensation on
this line at high R.H. levels. Therefore the inner sampling line had
to be heated during the measurements.
The results qbtained by the OPC correspond to optical sizes. They
depend on the ,index of refraction of the particle. The OPC is calibrated with ^iatex particles. In the case of rapid condensational
growth the refractive index is varying from that of bulk material
(cesium hydroxide) to the refractive index of water (dilute cesium
hydroxide aerosol at high R.H.). The indices of refraction for latex
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Response (arbitrary units)

l.OE-05 g——-—————-———————-—————-

l.OE-06

l.OE-07

l.OB-OB

l.OE-00

l.OE-10
l.OE-07

l.OE-06

l.OE-05

Particle radius (m)

Figurs 3.2.2.11.
and water.

Response curves of the OPC for latex

particles

particlss, cssium hydroxide (80% solution) and watsr års 1.592,
1.460 and 1.334, respectivsly. The response curves of the instrument
for latex particles and water åre given in Figurs 3.2.2.11. The
responss curvs of cssium hydroxids liss bstwssn thsss two curvss.
Ths rssponss of the OPC to the latex particles and to the materials
used in this work is nearly equal when D
> 1.4 um (Figure
3.2.2.11). The rssponss bstween 0.7 um to 1.4^um differs, howevsr.
Ths

uncsrtainties in this size region were avoided by selecting the

lower and upper limits for the first channel in ths OPC to
pond to thsse values.

corres-

Ths

becauss

rssults års prsssntsd in the form of volums paramsters

thsss describs ths growth phsnomsnon bsttsr than numbsr values. In a

condensation
paramsters

process ths volume incrsase is interssting.

wsrs avoidsd,

bscauss ths density of the

Ths

particlss

mass
at

diffsrent R.H. levels is not exactly known.
The most important processes changing ths airborne particle composition in ths chamber åre condensational growth and sedimentation. The
experimental results represent the changes in the particle size and
volume due to thsse two processes.

3.2.2.6.1 Cesium hydroxide aerosol. The hygroscopic growth of cesium
hydroxide starts with very small amounts of water. The deliquescence
point for the CsOH-H.O systsm in ths tsmperature range 20 - 100 C is
about

2% R.H.

At low R.H.

levels the growth is slow and does
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not

VMD (um)

50

90

60

100

R.H. (%)
Fiqure 3.2.2.12. The relative growth of the cesium hydroxide
aerosol after different growth times as a function of R.H.

remarkably affeet the airborne size distribution. The growth increases rapidly at high R.H. which was observed in the experiments.
As by sodium hydroxide, sedimentation becomes important for particle
removal and changes the airborne size distribution.
The

volume

with

distribution at dry conditions was found to be

a small peak at around 0.3 um.

peak stays unclarified,

The origin of

the

bimodal

sub-micron

but it is of minoir importance due its weak—

ness.

When

comparing

the size distributions of cesium hydroxide

aerosol

after different growth times the median size after two minutes
growth is the largest of the three (Figure 3.2.2.12). After 5
minutes growth the VMD of the distribution is about 30% smaller and
after

10

minutes

growth

45 % smaller than the

value

after

two

minutes growth.
Because of low concentrations and relatively large initial

sizes (>1 um),

particle

coagulation was not important in the chamber proces-

ses. For large particles Brownian coagulation is slow and gravitational coagulation starts to affect the results if mass concentration exceeds 1.0 g/m . In the experiments mass concentrations was
less than 0.1 g/m for the original dry particles, and thus the
results from different experiments åre not sensitive to coagulation
growth.
The

effect

of

sub—micron particles on the size
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growth

might

be

important at least in principle. This was estimated by assuming the
input mass fraction of the fine mode to be between l and the d in
Tables 3.2.2.2, 3.2.2.3 and 3.2.2.4.

In the present model a constant particle size distribution in verti-

cal direction is assumed. However, flow patterns could differ during
the

experiments and could have an effect on particle

concentration

and sedimentation. The calculated and measured results should then
be best comparable after 2 minutes growth, when sedimentation has
not yet taken place.

This was also the case,

when the measurements

and calculations were compared after different travel times.
At high R.H. care must be taken when the measured and calculated
values åre compared, because of high sensitivity on the R.H. of
hygroscopic aerosols. Only a 1% error in the measured R.H. can cause
dramatic change in the results. This is referred in Tables 3.2.2.1 -

3.2.2.4 where
visible.

the

effect of R.H.

on the particle size

(VMD)

is

3.2.2.7 Conclusions

The experiments carried out in a flow type reactor chamber showed
that the growth of hygroscopic CsOH and NaOH particles is significant at high relative humidities (R. H. > 96 %) . The results of
theoretical calculations indicate that this growth will greatly
increase the deposition rates of the particles by gravitational
settling. Thus, the measured changes in the particle size distribution as a function of R. H. can be explained by hygroscopic growth

and sedimentation.

was

At relative humidities less than 90 % the growth

moderate and did not af f eet much the aerosol deposition

rates.

The measured and calculated volume median particle size distributions agreed reasonably within the estimated error limits. The most
critical parameters affecting the aerosol size distributions were
found

to be the R. H.

and the residence time in the chamber

before

sampling.

It is concluded that, during severe LWR accidents, the emissions and
dispersion of radioactive particles to the environment åre reduced

due to hygroscopic properties of the materials in the particles. The
source term is thus reduced by the increased gravitational settling
at high humidity conditions. This happens in various processes, e. g.
when gas is bubbling through water pools or flowing through filtered
venting systems and especially when airborne radioactive matter

settles
increase

in

will

also

the rainout of aerosol near the plant and affect the

the containment atmosphere.

Hygroscopicity

lung

deposition of radioactive particles.
3.2.2.8 Nomenclature
D is the diameter of the particle, R. H. relative humidity, VMD
volume median diameter measured by EAA, VMDn_ volume median diameter measured by OPC, VMD , volume median diameter calculated
with the NAUA code, SGV
stanSard deviation of the volume distri35

bution measured by EAA and SGVQ
is the standard deviation of the
volume distribution measured by OPC. EAA means electrical aerosol
size analyzer and OPC optical particle counter.
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3.2.3 Conclusions
The experiments on aerosol growth and sedimentation in tubes clearly
demonstrate the importance of hygroscopicity and relative humidity
on the growth of the nuclear aerosols expected during LWR accidents.
Comparisons between measured deposition and observed particle sizes
and results from calculations with the NAUA-HYGROS code show a
reasonable agreement.

The results for dry conditions also indicate that about 20% of the
deposit on the tube walls was resuspendable at the flow velocity
where the the deposition took place.

However, resuspension seems to

be a slow process.
The detailed interpretation of the experiments with zinc aerosol, or

mixed

CsOH/Zn

aerosol,

in humid conditions is complicated by

the

following two chemical reactions.
Zn + 2H2O = Zn(OH)2 + H2

Zn + OH~ + H2O = HZn02~ + H2

The first reaction is known to occur at high temperature in the
presence of steam. It could be important in the furnace region of
the apparathus.

The

second

reaction is known to proceed when zinc metal

comes

in

contact with strongly alcaline solutions, e.g. solutions formed when
water is taken up by cesium hydroxide. Formation of cesium zincate
will have an important effect on the hygroscopicity. The escaping
hydrogen

gas probably also affects particle
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growth,

agglomeration

and deposition.
None of these reactions were considered in the experiments
their interpretation.
3.3

nor

in

Reactions of boron carbide with steam and stainless steel

This section summarizes work performed by J. O. Liljenzin and J. P.
Omtvedt of the Department of Chemistry, University of Oslo, Norway,
on the interaction between boron carbide and steam or stainless
steel.
3.3.1 Introduction
Boron is used as neutron absorber in both BWR and PWR reactors. In
pressurized water reactors it is used as a solution of lithium
borate in the coolant, in boiling water reactors as solid boron
carbide, B.C, in the control blades and as an emergency shut down
solution of sodium borate. We will concentrate on the solid boron
carbide used in the BWR control blades. The blades åre made from
stainless steel of cruciform cross section. The boron carbide is
present as a powder filled into horizontal drilled holes in the
wings of the control blade. These holes åre filled with boron carbide powder, sealed with plugs and welded tight.
During core overheating in a severe nuclear accident, the stainless
steel in the control blades will melt at a lower temperature, 13701510 C, than unoxidized zircaloy in the fuel boxes and fuel pins,
1820°C. The melting of the stainless steel can have two effects;
firstly the boron carbide with its high melting point, 2350 C, might
be exposed to the steam/hydrogen atmosphere and react with it to
more volatile boron/carbon compounds, secondly the boron carbide
might react with the components in the stainless steel to form metal
carbides

and metal borides of lower melting point.

In a

practical

situation both processes compete for the boron carbide. The metal
borides formed may later react with hydrogen, steam and water to
produce various boranes and different forms of boric acid.

This work should be seen in this context as it aims at a determination of the rates of these competing reactions and a formulation
of equations which can be used to interpolate and extrapolate the
measured rates to the conditions encountered in a severe core-melt
accident.
3.3.2 Experimental
All experiments were performed in the apparatus shown in Figure
3.3.1. The water cooled vacuum tight chamber made it possible to
operate the furnace tube at prescribed temperature and pressure in
an reasonably well defined atmosphere.
Due to convective heat losses at higher pressures the furnace had to
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Vncuum chamber

CoolIng

Optical wlndow

vacuum gaug

Figure

3.3.1.

Vote

Schematic diagram of the equipment used for

boron

carbide oxidation/reaction studies at reduced pressures.
be

operated

higher

of

at pressures below 100 millibar in order to reach
the temperatures of interest.

In

the

steam

the

oxidation

experiments, a pure steam atmosphere was generated by a continuous
bleeding of liquid distilled water through a needle valve into the
chamber.

The

pressure

regulating

steam generated was continuously removed through

valve by a rotary vacuum

products will thus be removed rapidly,
reach equilibrium.

pump.

Any

preventing the

the

reaction
system

to

Pressure in the furnace chamber was measured by a pressure transducer of membrans type, Barotron type 222B from MKS instruments. The
output signal from the pressure transducer was fed to an analog
pressure controller, VAT. The controller operated the pressure regulating valve, VAT, by means of a pneumatic system to maintain
constant preselected pressure in the outlet of the furnace chamber.
At 10 millibar, the pressure fluctuated normally by about 3 millibar
around the setpoint.

The furnace tube was made of 311 high temperature resistant stainless steel. The steel surface was rapidly covered with a dull dark
brown oxide film the first time the tube was heated in a steam
atmosphere to high temperature. A thin shiny black deposit was
formed in the ceiling of the tube. No further corrosion of the
furnace tube was observed in any of the experiments.
The furnace could be observed through an optical window in the water

cooled wall. Temperatures were measured manually by use of an optical pyrometer and regulated by hånd. A subjective error estimate of
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a

the temperature readings is +3°C. The average temperature in each
experiment was calculated as a mean value of a series of temperature
readings taken about 15 minutes apart.

The temperature variation in

one experiments was usually within +15 C. The optically measured
brightness temperatures were corrected to true temperatures using
standard

Tables

assuming a spectral emissivity of 0.85 at 0.65 um

corresponding to oxidized stainless steel (18-8 type).
The test specimens of solid pieces of boron carbide, obtained from
O. Lindquist, University of Goteborg, or cut boron carbide cubes
placed on small stainless steel slabs were placed in the furnace
tube. The vacuum pump started with a closed water inlet. When the
prescribed pressure was reached, the water flow was turned on in the

oxidation experiments and the heating current to the furnace tube
was switched on. The operating temperature was normally reached in
about one minutes time. The temperature and pressure were then kept
constant during a reaction period of about 3 to 5 hours. At the end
of an experiment, the current was turned off and the furnace tube
left to cool at constant pressure. When the furnace was near room
temperature, the connection to the vacuum pump was closed and air
bled into the chamber.
A white crystalline condensed material could be found on the cool
chamber surfaces after all oxidation experiments. The deposit looked

like boric acid.
3.3.3 Kinetics of boron carbide oxidation in steam
The amount reacted was determined by weighing the piece of boron
carbide used before and after the experiment on an analytical balance. No deposit of reaction products were found on the surface of
the piece of boron carbide, nor on the furnace tube. A change in the
surface of the boron carbide could be seen after oxidation experiments at the highest temperatures. The surface became slightly
pitted and covered with a thin layer of a dull black material,

presumably carbon.
Table 3.3.1 gives the weight losses observed after various times and

temperatures

in a 10 millibar steam atmosphere.

These results

can

only be approximately translated to reacted amount per time and unit
area as the pieces used in this series of experiments had a highly
irregular surface on all but one side. Larger chunks of boron carbide were cut into thin slices by the Institute of Geology at the
University of Oslo and these slices, having reasonably plane surfaces, were used in the later experiments. The reaction rates mea-

sured at 950°C and 10 millibar water vapor pressure using cut pieces
of boron carbide with well defined geometric surface area were used
to normalize the data from experiments with irregular boron carbide
pieces. However, the actual surface area is of minor importance in
the determination of the activation energy as each piece was used
for several temperatures and the different pieces used were chosen
to be of similar outlook. The main reason for the irregular surface
is the presence of many large and small crystal facets protruding

from the, reasonably flat, main surface on one side.
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Table 3.3.1. Oxidation of boron carbide in a 10 millibar steam
atmosphere. Approximate size of the boron carbide was 3x11x15 mm.
The surface, about 11 cm , was irregular. Data åre normalized to
the rate measured with cut boron carbide pieces.
Temperature Reaction time Weight loss rate Specific loss rate
(C)
(%/h)
(umole/rn s)
4h
5h
3h
5h
3h

854
860
910
961
1002
1055

15m
25m
3 Om
55m
55m

3h 35m

0.303

15

0.325
0.531
1.12
3.24
5.81

16
25
61
156
243

The reaction rate fits fairly well to an Arrhenius
see Figure 3.3.2.
dn
E
- ——— = f exp (- ——)
A dt

type

equation,

(1)

R T

(mol/m2s)

7.4

10000/T (l/K)

Figure 3.3.2. Temperature dependence of the reaction rate of boron
carbide in a 10 millibar steam atmosphere.
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where -dn/dt is the mass loss rate (moles/s), A the geometric surface area, f the "frequency factor", E the activation energy, R the
general gas constant and T the absolute temperature. The activation
energy was found to.be (181+14) kJ/mole and the frequency factor was
exp(8.1+1.4) mole/m s in an atmosphere of 10 millibar water vapor.
The effect of water vapor pressure was studied in a second series of
experiments using cut slices of boron carbide. The results åre given
in Table 3.3.2. As can be seen from the Table there is very little,
if any, change in reaction rate with water vapor pressure. This

effect

can

be understood if vaporization of boron oxide

or boric

acid from the surface is rate limiting.
Table 3.3.2. Oxidation of cut pieces of boron carbide at 961°C in a
steam atmosphere. The data given åre averages of duplicate experiments.
Pressure
(millibar)

3h
3h
4h
3h
3h
3h
4h

3 .19
5 .30
7 .70
9 .66
9.74
12 .5
14 .5

Weight loss rate
(%/h)

Time

5 Om
5 Om
15m

45m
4 Om

50m
45m

Specific loss rate

0. 300+0. 004
0. 315+0. 003
0. 291+0. 073
0. 322+0. 010
0.403+0. 001
0. 199+0. 078
0. 297+0. 038

(umole/m s)
60. 9+ 5 .9
64. 8+ 6.5
59. 3 + 21.2
67. 0+ 5 .3
78. 3+ 8 .0
40. 4 + 19.8
58. 1+ 1.5

3.3.4 Kinetics of reaction between boron carbide and steel
The

rate of reaction between boron carbide and stainless steel

was

studied in the same apparatus as used for the steam oxidation experiments. The water supply was shut off and the furnace chamber was
operated at low pressure.

Cubic

pieces

of

boron carbide were put on top of small

machined stainless steel plates.

slabs

The sample was then heated to

of
the

desired temperature.
Below 1000°C no reaction could be observed at all. When heated up to
approximately 1150 C a very rapid reaction started between boron
carbide and stainless steel. In one of the first experiments the
sample could be quenched. Figure 3.3.3 shows a photograph of the
quenched sample. The low-melting reaction product can be seen sur-

rounding the base of what was left of the boron carbide chunk. The
melt had also penetrated through the steel slab in a small spot near
the center of the boron carbide.
In a later experiment the melt almost completely dissolved both the
boron carbide and the stainless steel slab. Thereafter the melt
broke rapidly through the wall of the oven tube and solidified on
the baseplate of the vacuum chamber. It seemed then meaningless to

continue these experiments as originally planned.
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It is clear

that

3.3.3.
_____ _____
Photograph of a quenched sample showing the
solidified reaction product surrounding the base of the boron
carbide piece. Maximum temperature was about 1150°C for a short

time.

the reaction begins very suddenly and then proceeds fast because the
melt formed is of low viscosity, highly aggressive towards both
boron carbide and stainless steel and has a lower melting point than
that at which the rapid reaction begins.

3.3.5 Results and discussion

Several studies of the rate of reaction between boron carbide and
steam have been published. Litz and Mercuri /!/ studied the oxidation rate of boron carbide powder placed in a platinum dish between
470 and 1020K. They computed the specific reaction rate from the
measured area (BET) and the weight loss rate and interpreted the
results in terms of the equation:
dn
E
——— = f exp (- ——)
A dt
R T

(2)

where p is the water vapor pressure. The results åre given in Table
3.3.3. Woodley /2/ measured the weight loss rate and rate of hydrogen evolution from a small block of boronated graphite in a steam
atmosphere. Woodley also found the reaction rate was proportional to
the 0.48 power of the water vapor pressure and suggested the follow-

ing eguation:
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dn
—
(P w )°-

48

E
= f exp (- ——)

Adt

(3)

R T

Numeric values for the parameters åre given in Table
et

3.3.3.

Elrick

al. also studied the steam oxidation of boron carbide coupons at

1270K and 620 torr H O pressure,

see also Table 3.3.3. In this case

the coupons became covered with a deposit of boron oxide during

the

experiment.
Table 3.3.3. Intercomparison of steam pressure exponents and activation energies for steam oxidation of boron carbide.
Eqn. used

steam pressure
exponent found

1

0
1
0.48

2
3

E

Ref .

(kJ/mole)
181+14
46
74.5

this work
/V

Elrick et al. /3/ found that eguation 2 with the parameter values
given by Litz et al. underpredicted their observed rate of oxidation
by a factor of seven and eguation 3 with parameter values given by
Woodley underpredicted the rate by a factor of ten. One problem when
comparing the results from these experiments is uncertainty about
the effectively exposed surface area. In our experiments, this
should be of less importance as we used solid pieces of boron carbide with all surfaces exposed to the steam atmosphere and pressures

low enough to evaporate the reaction products.
The

rapid melting of stainless steel in contact with boron

has

also been observed in the DF-4 experiments /4/ between 1520 and

carbide

1570K. Furthermore, melting experiments at KfK, Karlsruhe, /5/ also
shows an early melting of stainless steel in contact with boron
carbide. Even if the phase diagrams åre complex, this can be explained by the formation of low-melting eutectica in the B-Fe, C-Fe
and B-Ni systems.
It would therefore be interesting in the near future to prepare
solidified melts from various mixtures of boron carbide and stainless steel. The remelting points of these could then be measured,

giving

information on the melting/solidification point as

function

of the ratio between boron carbide and stainless steel.
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3.4 Stickiness and flow properties of a deposited wet slurry
A liquid aerosol mixed with an insoluble component has an affinity
to stick on surfaces. A relocation of a deposited aerosol may occur
depending on the mole fraction of the solid component and on the
viscosity of the liquid component. These phenomena have been studied
experimentally in the LAGE program and in the small scale tests
carried out at the University of Kuopio.
In

the scoping tests of the LACE program,

insoluble component,

the mole fraction of the

Al(OH) , was varied between O and l and in the

LACE tests, the insoluble material, MnO, mole fraction was varied
between 0.62 and 0.91. The mole fraction of the insoluble component

depends

on

the amount of aqueous solution

(hygroscopic

matter

+

water) in the aerosol. In the LACE tests, the chemical analyses
showed that the hygroscopic material used (NaOH and CsOH) did not
react chemically with the insoluble material. The flow was turbulent
in these tests, corresponding to Reynolds numbers between 30,000 and
100,000. The results showed that if the mole fraction of the insolu-

ble component is low the deposited material will move along the pipe

as a liquid film and does not stick to the surfaces. If the mole
fraction of the insoluble component is high the deposited dry aerosol will be resuspended. An aerosol characterized by an intermediate
mole fraction of the insoluble component, 0.6 and 0.7, seemed to be
very sticky and can cause a plugging of a pipe /!/.
The results of the small scale experiments at the University of
Kuopio show, that when the aerosol contains only hygroscopic matter
(CsOH) the deposited material will move along the tube even at flow
conditions

corresponding

to

natural convection

(Reinolds

number

630). These experiments also showed that deposition of pure hygroscopic matter in pipe bends is significant at relatively low
Reynolds number (1000 - 3000) /2/. However, the LACE scoping tests
showed that with high Reynolds numbers (100,000) there is a trans-

location of hygroscopic matter and dry aerosols from pipe bends and
a high penetration through the whole piping system was revealed. In
the

LACE

tests significant deposition of sticky

aerosol

in

bends was observed even with high Reynolds numbers (100,000).
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pipe

Currently,
handle

the

the

deposition

models

used in reactor accident analyses

translocation or resuspension phenomena in

of sticky aerosol is,

however,

can

not

pipes.

The

better treated and

the

results of the latest versions of TRAP-MELT /3,4/ and RAFT
codes compare reasonable with the values obtained in the LACE
LA1 and LA3 were sticky aerosol was used.

/5,6/
tests
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3.5

Acidity/basicity of water solutions in the containment
some selected accident sequences

during

Besides the materials normally considered in ex-vessel phenomena in
core melt accidents, several other important materials åre also
present in a real nuclear power station. In a typical swedish BWR
containment there åre large amounts of aluminium,

copper,

zinc and

various synthetic rubbers around and below the vessel. The atmosphere in the containments of these reactors is inerted during operation and consists of nitrogen and steam. When a core melt situation
arises with molten corium exiting through the bottom of the pressure

vessel much of these secondary materials åre subjected to high
temperatures by direct contact with the melt or by thermal radiation
from the melt during its downward flow into the pedestal. This will
pyrolyse

of

the

the organic materials and may even melt and vaporize

aluminium,

copper,

iron and zinc present

near

some

the

melt

passage.
Such processes and their effect on the source term have seldom been
considered. It is therefore important to point out the possible
effects these materials may have on the chemical environment in the
containment and indicate the possible effects on iodine chemistry. A
quantitative evaluation is at present very uncertain as basic data,
especially gas volumes and flow rates, on accident progression in

presence of these materials åre not available.
to

the

This is largely

lack of models for these effects in most codes
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for

due

severe

accident modeling known to us and especially in MAAP.
3.5.1 Pyrolysis of insulatinq materials

The amounts of organic polymer materials present in a typical modern
swedish PWR containment has been determined by ABB ATOM AB on behalf
of the RAKA and NKA/AKTI-150 projects /!/. Some of their results åre
given in Table 3.5.1. It is known from experiments /2/ that the

synthetic

rubbers used,

mainly as electrical insulation,

begin to

give off considerable amounts of condensable and non-condensable
gases and acidic substances already at 400 C in a nitrogen/steam
atmosphere, see Table 3.5.2. The gases evolved åre of such amount
that they can influence the pressures and streaming pattern in the
containment significantly. Thus a calculation of their transport and

ultimate

fate in the containment based on the output from a

MAAP calculation will be very approximate and mostly of a
tive nature.

normal

qualita-

The acidic substances, mainly hydrochloric acid, sulfur dioxide and
carbon dioxide, will change the acidity of condensates and water
pools and thereby influence the iodine chemistry, especially in the
radiation fields present.
Table 3.5.1. Inventory in a typical BWR containment of some
materials important in severe core melt accidents. All amounts åre
in metric tons and areas in square meters. Amounts given åre
accurate to about 10% /!/.

Lower drywell
Amount Area

Material

Rubber insulation
Copper wires
Aluminium

Zinc piating

Upper drywell
Amount

1.6

2.8
1.0
0.7
0.6

0.5
40
>1200

8.3
17.2

Wetwell
Amount

Area

4500
>35000

Area

_
—

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-

Table 3.5.2. Amount, volume and acid equivalents of pyrolysis products produced in a nitrogen/steam atmosphere from typical rubber
insulation in the amounts used in swedish BWR containments /2/.
Temperature

(C)
400
600
800
1000

Non-condensable gas

Condensable gas

(Nm )

Acidic compounds

(kg) (moles of H )

68
120
350
480

1600
13000
12000
11000

270
150
250
70

The non-condensable gases comprise various amounts of several unsaturated organic compounds like ethene, acetylene and propene,
depending

on the pyrolysis temperature,
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see

Figure

3.5.1.

These

Concentration (%)

600

400

1000

800

Temperature (C)

Fiqure 3.5.1. Composition of non-condensable gas produced by pyro-

lysis in a nitrogen/steam atmosphere of a typical insulation
rubber used in swedish/finnish BWR containments. Data åre given as
percent by volume at room temperature measured by gas chromatography /2/.
a = sum of hydrogen and methane, b = sum of ethene and acetylene,
c = ethane, d = propene, e = propane.
substances

triple

åre

prone

carbon-carbon

to add hydrogen iodide to

bonds forming organic

their

iodides.

double

From

3.5.1 it is evident that a high pyrolysis temperature,

or

Figure

as expected,

yields more of low molecular weight products than a low temperature.
The pH-values expected in the lower drywell, upper drywell and
wetwell of a swedish BWR containment, based on the results from two
MAAP calculations /3, 4/, åre illustrated in Figure 3.5.2, for two
accident sequences, TB and AB, by assuming that the pyrolysis gases
produced corresponds to a pyrolysis at 800 C of the organic material
present below the vessel. Furthermore, it was assumed that the
amount pyrolysed increased from zero to half of the maximum amount
possible as a linear function of the amount of core melt leaving the
vessel. To compute the distribution of pyrolysis gas in the

different

compartments

the transport of the

gases

produced

were

assumed to be similar to the movement of nitrogen between the
compartments. An acid-base balance was then made in each compartment
for a series of times. All effects from corrosion were neglected

when making these balances. The excess/deficit of acid, in hydrogen
ion equivalents, was then divided by the volume of liquid water in
respective compartment to obtain a nominal hydrogen concentration in
each compartment as a function of time. Values for time periods
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_. _____ A schematic drawing of an ASEA-ATOM BWR containment
showing the interconnections and names used in this report for the
various compartments.

-log(H+)

10 -

——

WetweU

— • • • • • Upper drywell
—

8 -

6

B

10

Lover dryvell

12

16

Time (h)

Approximate calculation of the acidity in the three
compartments in a BWR containment as a function of time during a
TB sequence based on thermal-hydraulics modeled by MAAP 3.0 /3/.
The
logarithm of the free hydrogen ion concentration
was
arbitrarily set to 7.0 at any time when either no liquid water was
present or no acidic/alkaline substances were present in a
compartment.
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-log(H + )
Vetvell
Upper drywetl
Lower drywell

6

6

10

12

14

16

Time (h)

Approximate calculation of the acidity in the three
compartments in a BWR containment as a function of time during a
AB sequence based on thermal-hydraulics modeled by MAAP 3.0 /4/.
The negative logarithm of the free hydrogen ion concentration was
arbitrarily set to 7.0 at any time when either no liquid water was
present or no acidic/alkaline substances were present in a
compartment.

without any liquid water present were arbitrarily set to 10~ . The
results åre shown in Figures 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 as function of time
into the accident.
As can be seen from the Figures, the water in all compartments
becomes acid at one time or the other. The final state is always
acidic. This will favor the evolution of hydrogen iodide and elementary iodine by radiolysis of the aqueous solutions. However, as
corrosion phenomena were neglected, especially on zinc plated surfaces, the final state may in reality be less acidic than that shown
in these Figures.

3.5.2 Corrosion of aluminium and zinc
Aluminium and zinc åre present in swedish BWR containments in considerable quantities, mostly as thin plates and surface coating
respectively. Table 3.5.1 gives some typical data.
A high local pH caused by an initial deposition of a hygroscopic
cesium hydroxide containing aerosol will lead to rapid corrosion
with hydrogen evolution. The corrosion will stop or decrease strong-
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ly once the alkali metal hydroxide, mainly cesium hydroxide, has
been used up in the process. Alkaline corrosion at high pH is important and rapid for both aluminium and zinc. The alkaline corrosion
will bind some cesium in the corrosion products.
When the acidic gases from the pyrolysis of insulating materials
spread in the containment the situation will be reversed. Most wet
surfaces will then soon reach a low pH. At low pH, corrosion of zinc
is more pronounced than corrosion of aluminium. Also acid corrosion
will produce hydrogen and some of the acidic substances will become
neutralized in the process. At the same time some cesium may be
leached from earlier formed corrosion products.
The large areas covered with aluminium and zinc and the large
amounts of these materials give them the potential to be the major
source of hydrogen in the containment. Catastrophic corrosion of
these metals could produce 2 500 kg of hydrogen, should it occur.
However, there seerrts to be several factors limiting the amount of
corroded material. The major limitation will be a limited supply of
the alkaline and acidic substances necessary for large scale corrosion as these åre consumed by the corrosion process. The situation
would be much worse if there was any source of mercury or mercury
salts in the containment because mercury and its salts acts as
catalysts for corrosion of aluminium by water even at neutral pH.
Because of the incomplete information available from the MAAP calculations on the deposition of fission products onto various surfaces in the compartments it is presently not possible to make any
quantitative estimation of the amount of corroded aluminium and
zinc. We can only point out the importance of corrosion as it will
produce hydrogen, consume hydroxide at high pH and consume acid at
low pH. The faet that very large surfaces åre covered with these
metals indicates that the effects from corrosion will be seen fairly
rapidly. The net effect of metal corrosion will be a reduction in
the spån of pH-values and an extra production of hydrogen which also
increases pressure and changes gas flows in the system.

3.5.3 Copper
When electric wiring below the vessel comes into direct contact with
the exiting very hot core melt it is likely that some copper will
melt and even vaporize. The copper vapor will condense onto cooler
surfaces. The effects from the presence of finely divided copper can

be manyfold.
Copper condensed on zinc plated surfaces will give galvanic corrosion at low pH. This will accelerate corrosion of zinc. It is not
clear at present if copper also will have any large effect on the
corrosion rate of aluminium.

It is known from experiments, e.g. /2/, that metallic copper acts as
a good getter for elementary iodine. Hence, the vaporized and condensed copper will react with and bind any elementary iodine present
in the same compartment as the copper. This action is similar to
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that of silver from PWR control rods. Even if we assume that only 2%
of the copper present immediately below the vessel is vaporized and
available as iodine getter this corresponds to about 20 kg copper
which could bind up to 40 kg of elementary iodine as Cul. However,
there is only about 21 kg of iodine normally assumed present in the
fuel. This makes us believe that no elementary iodine could exist as
such for any length of time in the pedestal atmosphere after the
core melt has penetrated the vessel bottom. Hence, we believe that
any radiolytic production of elementary iodine in the finally acidic
water of the lower drywell is of no concern.
3.5.4 Conclusions
There åre three possibly important effects on iodine chemistry from
the presence and reactions of secondary materials.
1. Acidic compounds from the pyrolysis of organic polymers
sooner or later causes low pH-values in all water pools inside
the containment. Low pH-values will lead to radiolytic production of elementary iodine and secondary formation of hydroiodic
acid.

2. Hydrogen iodide is known to add to unsaturated
compounds such as those found in the pyrolysis gases
organic iodides of various kinds.

3. Elementary iodine
probably captured by
electric wiring.

is, at least in the
finely divided copper

organic
forming

lower drywell,
from vaporized

Corrosion of aluminium and zinc will produce hydrogen, but will at
the same time consume alkaline and acidic substances thereby reducing the possible swing in pH-values. Catastrophic corrosion could
possibly make aluminium and zinc the major source of hydrogen in the
containment.

This section has mainly concentrated on the effects of secondary
materials present in a BWR containment, but similar questions must
exist also for PWR containments even if they could be of smaller
importance because of a larger containment and a smaller amount of
materials immediately below the pressure vessel.

As seen from the discussion above, the secondary materials can have
large effects on the iodine source term by changing the iodine
speciation, by binding cesium in corrosion products and they can
even have some important effects on the thermal-hydraulic processes
during a severe core melt accident. Hence, there should be a need to
include such materials and phenomena in future nuclear accident
analysis codes.
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3.6

stort

Swedish State

Assessment of the contribution to formation of hydrogen to be
expected in the primary system under core melt accident condi-

tions due to corrosion of steels
Iron from steels can react with steam at high steam/hydrogen ratios
forming hydrogen and iron oxides. However, the heat of reaction is

much smaller than for zirconium,

about 0.24 MJ/kg iron as

compared

p(H30)/p(H2)

400

600

800

1000

1200

14001600

1800

2000

Temperature (K)
3.6.1.
The
redox state of iron as
function
of
steam/hydrogen partial pressure ratio computed from published
thermodynamic data. The line corresponds to a 1:1 oxide/metal

equilibrium ratio.
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to about 6.4 MJ/kg zirconium at 1500 K. In those parts of the system
where steam/hydrogen ratios below l occur, the reaction will instead
lead to a reduction of iron oxides by hydrogen, see Figure 3.6.1.
The

amount of hydrogen formed by oxidation of steel in the

system

is

a complicated function

of

temperature,

primary

steam/hydrogen

ratio, corrodant concentrations and time. An upper boundary can be
set by assuming that all iron in internal steel structures in the

vessel have been oxidized by steam to iron oxide. Hence, no more
than 2400 kg of hydrogen can possibly be formed this way for a BWR

3000 reactor.
to

the

However,

the probable value is very much smaller due

reducing action of the hydrogen produced by both

iron

and

zirconium oxidation. The amount of iron oxidized may even be zero in
scenarios where low steam/hydrogen ratios persist during
temperature phase of the accident.
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the

high

4

DISCUSSION
SPECIFIC

OF

POSSIBLE

INFLUENCES OF

CHEMICAL

BEHAVIOR

ON

PROCESSES AFFECTING THE COURSE OF EVENTS IN CORE MELT

ACCIDENTS

Chemical reactions åre of major importance for the development of a
core melt accident. Perhaps most important is the reaction between
zirconium and steam which releases a major part of the energy needed
to melt the core. However, many other chemical reactions also proceed and can have a large impact on the release, transport and

deposition
evolve or

of various materials and fission products as they will
absorb heat and change the transport properties of the

materials involved.
4.1

Melt progression

As the temperature of the core increases it will start to melt. In a
BWR reactor the more low-melting materials include the control rods
and other stainless steel components with a melting point below or
around 1500 C. Predicting the melting of the core is complicated by
the occurrence of low-melting eutectica. Thus the Zr-Fe and Zr-Ni
systems

have

melting

points down to below 1000°C while

the

B-Fe

system has melting points below 1100 C, see section 4.3. Since e.g.
zircaloy and stainless steel is not intimately mixed it is, however,
not probable that such eutectica will form unless the melting point
of either metal, e.q. stainless steel, is exceeded.
Molten stainless steel will probably attack the zircaloy cladding
producing some of the low-melting eutectica mentioned above. This
will also increase the rate of hydrogen evolution from zirconium.
The stainless steel in the control blades will also react with the
boron carbide in the blades. Boron and carbon will dissolve in the
melt and chromium may possibly form carbides and borides. The resulting melt has a melting point below 1150 C.

4.2

Hydrogen formation

Hydrogen

formation

in

the hot or molten core

comes

mainly

from

oxidation of zirconium:

Zr + H20 -> Zr02 + H2
Zirconia forms a passivating layer on top of the metal at low temperatures. At temperatures exceeding 1200 C the reaction rate increases rapidly. Hydrogen evolution from a zirconium rich melt would
be limited by the transport of water vapor through the porous product layer or by the transport of oxide ions through a thin barriertype zirconia layer on the surface of the melt. The formation of
zirconium containing low-melting eutectica would decrease the temperature for the onset of rapid hydrogen evolution.
Hydrogen

production from stainless steel should also be considered.

As in the case of zirconium, the reaction rate increases as tempera55

ture rises. The formation of melts increases the hydrogen production
rate.
Starting at a high steam/hydrogen molar ratio, iron and chromium
will both oxidize. When the ratio has decreased to l, only chromium
will continue to contribute to the hydrogen evolution. The iron
oxides formed initially may then be reduced to the metal as the gas
becomes more and more reducing.
The presenes of compounds such as boron oxide which åre corrosive
towards stainless steel will increase the rate of hydrogen production in the vessel and in the containment.

Boron from the control blades will contribute to hydrogen production. From a thermodynamic viewpoint boron will react with water
whether it is in the form of carbide, boride or dissolved in stainless steel. However, the kinetics of this reaction remains to be
studied.
4.3

Evaporation and nucleation

When the core starts to melt most of the volatile fission products,
cesium, iodine, krypton and xenon, will already have left the hot
fuel. The vaporization of less volatile fission products, tellurium,
selenium, barium, strontium, molybdenum, ruthenium and rhodium, is

more difficult to predict. Evaporation of these elements from the
molten core depends on transport phenomena and on the equilibrium

vapor pressure of the different chemical species involved.
The chemical state of the fission products will change during an
accident sequence. Such reactions meeds to be considered since they
determine the equilibrium vapor pressure of the element over the hot
or molten core.
The most important factors åre oxidation of the metallic elements in
the core by steam and reactions of fission products with other
materials in the hot or molten core.
From the start two melts, one oxidic the other metallic, will tend
to separate. Due to steam oxidation more metal will be converted to

oxide with time. Strontium and barium will only be stable in their
more volatile elemental form in extremely reducing conditions, e.g.
in a Zr rich melt. As soon as they leave this environment they will
be oxidized by steam or by other oxides. Other fission products may
have low volatility because they dissolve in the metallic melt. As
the metallic part of the melt is oxidized, these fission products
will become more volatile.
Dissolution of fission products in the melts and reactions with
substances in the melts åre important. When a substance dissolves in
a melt its vapor pressure is generally decreased. In some melts
where the chemical bonding between two different atoms in the melt
is similar to the forces in the pure substance the equilibrium
pressure may be predicted from:
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Pi,T = P°i,t Xi
where P' m is the equilibrium vapor pressure of substance i at
temperatife T over the melt, po. , the equilibrium vapor pressure of

pure substance i at the same temperature and X.1 its mole fraction in
the

melt.

This

expression holds fairly well for many

melts

e.g.

molten stainless steel. A more general expression is given by:
Pi,T = P°i,t

f

i Xi

where f. is the activity coefficient of substance i in the melt at
the actual temperature and melt composition. Where strong chemical

interactions or compound formation occurs activity coefficients may
become quite low. The first, simpler, expression would be expected
to work for e.q. molybdenum, rhodium, palladium,
ruthenium in the metallic part of the melt.

technetium

and

Tellurium and selenium may be vaporized from the fuel at a relatively low temperature. It is likely that they would react with the
solid or melting zircaloy cladding so that little tellurium and
selenium escapes from the core. As the core melts these elements
will stay associated with metallic zirconium as long as this is
present, leading to lower vapor pressures.

4.4 Reactions in the reactor coolant system
Chemical reactions may occur that changes the chemical state of the
released fission products in the RCS. These changes include oxidation or reduction by the steam-hydrogen atmosphere and various
reactions with other materials vaporized from the core. Thus cesium
iodide that would be expected to contain most of the released iodine
after vaporization may react with boron oxide formed by oxidation of
boron carbide in the control blades by steam:
2 Csl + B203 + H20 -> 2 CsB02 + 2 HI

Tellurium
SnTe.

in

vapor form may react with tin to form tin

telluride,

4.5 Aerosol nucleation
As the vaporized material moves away from the melt it will cool down
and some material will start to condense. Condensation may occur on
surfaces and on particles already present. It may also occur by
nucleation. Nucleation of particles need some supersaturation of the
gas with respect to the condensing substance. Condensation on preexisting particles is the thermodynamically favored process.
The concentration and area of preexisting aerosol particles,
rate of cooling, the degree of supersaturation of the gas and

the
the

diffusivity

the

of the condensing species will together

rate of nucleation.
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determine

Nucleation can proceed through two somewhat different
called homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation.

mechanisms

Homogeneous nucleation is the direct unassisted formation of nuclei
consisting of a singe substance, sometimes called self-nucleation.
Homogeneous nucleation is uncommon in nature but can readily be
obtained under controlled conditions in the laboratory. It is
opposed by the Kelvin effect given by
p/ps = exp((4sM)/(dRTD))

(4.5.1)

where p is the actual vapor pressure, p the saturation vapor pressure, s the surface tension, M the molecular weight, d the density,
R the gas constant, T absolute temperature and D the "Kelvin diameter". The ratio p/p is usually called the saturation ratio. The
Kelvin diameter is thi diameter of a drop in equilibrium with the
gas phase. An examination of eguation 4.5.1 shows that a saturation
ratio of 220 is required in theory for growth to start from an
individual water molecule (D = 0.0004 um). Experience shows that
condensation to particles begins at much lower supersaturation
values /5/. This can be understood if the condensation starts from a
temporary aggregate of molecules formed by statistical collision
processes between molecules. For a given vapor, gas and temperature
the supersaturation reguired for homogeneous nucleation is called
the critical saturation ratio. The measured critical saturation

ratio for pure vater vapor is 3.5 at 20 C and increases to 4.3 at
O C. When the saturation ratio exceeds the critical saturation ratio
a high number concentration of sub-micron particles is suddenly
formed having a narrow but not monodisperse size distribution.

In heterogeneous nucleation, the formation of nuclei åre promoted by
preexisting "condensations centers". These can be ions or very small
particles of other substances. Hence heterogeneous nucleation is
often also called nucleated condensation. Heterogeneous nucleation
is the most common nucleation process in natural systems, e.g. cloud

formation in the atmosphere.
requires saturation ratios

nucleation

can

Whereas homogeneous nucleation usually
in the range 2 to 10, heterogeneous

even occur in unsaturated conditions

forming

size

stable droplets. Three kinds of primary nuclei have been recognized:
insoluble nuclei, ions and soluble nuclei.
The effect of insoluble nuclei depends on size, shape, chemical
composition, surface structure and surface charge. They åre in
general less effective than soluble nuclei in decreasing the criti-

cal saturation ratio.
Ions

åre

radiation.

formed continuously in a gas irradiated

The

effect

by

high

energy

of ions as primary condensation centers

is

well known and used in e.g. cloud chambers for visualization of
charged particle tracks. The needed supersaturation ratio for water

vapor at room temperature is about 2.
Soluble nuclei decreases the chemical potential of the condensing
substance and hence reduces the supersaturation needed for nuclea58

tion.

This is especially important for water vapor nucleation where

hygroscopy

plays an important role.

The opposite phenomenon

where

tiny water droplets decreases the critical pressure for condensation
of a soluble substance may also have importance in some conditions
that occur during a severe accident. The critical saturation ratio
for water in the presenes of soluble nuclei is given by
P/PS = (l+(6imM)/(Msd Dp3))~1exp((4sM)/(dRTD))

(4.5.2)

where m is the mass of the soluble salt having molecular weight M ,
i the number of ions formed when the salt dissolves in water. T^e
remaining symbols refer to water and have the same definitions as in
equation 4.5.1. The presence of a soluble substance introduces
hysteresis in the saturation ratio/droplet size dependence, see
Figure 4.5.1.
The gas containing the hot vapors from the core will contain particles. This is because particles of substances with low vapor pressure, e.g. ZrO and UO , will become suspended in the flowing gas,
forming an aerosol together with the vaporized material. The concentration and area of these particles, the number of ions per volume
unit, the composition and degree of supersaturation of the gas and
the diffusivity of the condensing species will together determine
the type and rate of nucleation.

100

R.H. (%)

80 -

Droplet formation// Droplet

60 -

40 -

Crystallization

Solid particle

o
0.1

Eqv. volume diam. (um)

Figure 4.5.1. Drop size for a NaCl aerosol as function of relative
humidity /5/.
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Speciation is obviously important to the condensation of fission
products as it determines their equilibrium vapor pressure. Thus
molybdenum has a low vapor pressure in the form of Mo and MoO_. At

high

steam/hydrogen ratios and lower temperatures MoO

and

Cs MoO.

may form that åre more difficult to condense. In the reducing condi-

tions that will occur in the vessel after melt-through CsOH, Csl and
Cs-borates may be reduced to elemental cesium that has

considerably

higher vapor pressure than other cesium species. This may cause much
of the cesium left in the vessel to revaporize and enter the containment.
A

relatively large part of the material vaporized from

the

molten

core will consist of iron, chromium and nickel from stainless steel.
Nickel

and iron åre both stable in elemental form at steam/hydrogen

ratios less than one. Particles containing metallic iron and nickel
may react with and dissolve some fission
products,
notably
tellurium, causing them to convert to particulate form at temperatures well above the saturation point.
As

can be seen from the discussion above it is important to know

comprehensive

set of critical saturation ratios for

relevant

a

sub-

stances and conditions. It is also important to know water activities in concentrated solutions of soluble substances and the
mixtures of them that can appear during the course of a severe
accident.

4.6

Condensation and chemisorption on aerosol particles

The general theory for condensation on aerosol particles
specific chemical reactions is given in section 4.5 above.

without

All water soluble chemical compounds present in aerosols tend to
reduce the partial pressure of water in equilibrium due to a lower-

ing

of the water activity.

droxide

and

This is most pronounced for cesium

its water solutions.

Hence,

dry aerosols

hy-

containing

soluble compounds will try to pick up water until they form a solution which is in equilibrium at the actual temperature with the
steam partial pressure in the surrounding gas. The tendency to pick
up water from the atmosphere is called hygroscopicity. It effects
åre largest when the relative humidity of the gas is near 100%.
The equilibrium water vapor partial pressure above cesium hydroxide
solutions has been measured as a function of temperature and concentration within the NKA/AKTI-150, see section 3.1 above. The results
from these experiments have also been compared with theoretically
calculated data from Knights /8/.
Aerosol growth and the increased sedimentation caused by the presence of hygroscopic materials in the aerosols have also been

studied. A general overview of these results and the calculation
methods developed for hygroscopic aerosols is given by Jokiniemi.
His

model

has also been included in a special version of the

code, NAUA-HYGROS /6/.
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Cesium hydroxide, silver and copper containing aerosol particles
will be very effective getters for elementary iodine, hydroiodic
acid and organic iodides because of their large area and effective
contact with the surrounding gas.
4.7 Agglomeration of aerosol particles
As is well known, the particles in an aerosol will collide and
agglomerate with each other because of their motion. This is caused
by four basic mechanisms:
Brownian motion

Gravitational settling
Turbulent gas motion
Inertial gas motion

Brownian agglomeration is due to collisions caused by the random
motion of particles imposed by collisions with gas molecules,
Brownian motion. It is only important for particles of sub-micron
size.
Gravitational

agglomeration arises when slowly

settling

particles

collide with and åre captured by more rapidly settling particles. It
is under certain circumstances, e.g. large particles in a slowly
flowing situation, a dominant agglomeration process.
Turbulent agglomeration is a process where the collision frequency
between particles is considerably increased by the turbulent motion
of the gas carrying the particles. It is important for large particles and when there åre small eddies of the gas (fluid) motion.
Inertial agglomeration arises because of differences in density
between the particles and the gas. Particles of different sizes will

therefore
which

will

respond
lead

differently to
to an

increased

acceleration/retardation
collision

frequency.

forces
This

is

especially important in pipe bends and valves.
The models for aerosol agglomeration åre based on experiments,
correlations and classical physics. Extensive literature is available in for example references /!/, /2/, /3/, /4/ and /7/.
It is known from experiments that not all collisions between particles will leave them stuck together. In faet bouncing has been observed, especially between particles of substances with different
surface wetting properties /3/. However, to simplify the calculations a sticking probability of unity is assumed in all codes

studied. This can to some extent be compensated for by the selection
of a suitable shape factor for the aerosol particles, differing from

the factor that might be computed from the geometrical shape of the
particles. However, complete compensation can only be achieved at a
single value of temperature, turbulence etc, as the sticking probability varies with the relative collision velocity. In nuclear
accidents
with

time

it is probable that the sticking probability will
due to water uptake by initially dry aerosol
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change

particles,

and a time dependent shape factor might be needed.
It

can

be expected that the condensation of vapor will

very small particles,

less than l micron.

result

These primary

in

particles

will grow in size due to agglomeration, which is a particle growth
mechanism decreasing the number concentration of particles in a gas,

but not the mass concentration.
Formation

of inactive aerosols or addition of inactive material

suspended

radioactive

active material.

aerosols increases the removal rate

Addition of fresh aerosol increases

of

to
the

agglomeration

rate and suspended aerosol mass. The condensation of inactive
material on preexisting aerosol particles increases their mass and
removal rate. Hence, the release of condensing inactive material to
the gas phase thus "washes" out any active aerosol material from the
gas. This is especially effective when the addition of inactive
material occurs over an extended time period.

Saturated

or near saturated steam can in this context be considered

as an inactive material. When steam condensation occurs and the
relative humidity is near 100%, it is more probable that the steam

will

condense

onto the existing aerosol particles rather

than

by

selfnucleation and fog formation. This effect is further enhanced if
the aerosol particles contain water soluble substances, see 4.5
above. Condensation of steam onto an aerosol leads not only to an
increase in mass but also to a contraction of the aerosol agglomerates to spherical shape due to the surface tension of water. This
will decrease the shape factors. Both mass addition and shape factor
decrease will cooperate to enhance settling.

The

hygroscopic behavior of most aerosol materials appearing during

a severe accident makes it important to compute the steam saturation

accurately at all times as small variations in steam saturation have
large effects on aerosol growth. At present this is
with the available thermal hydraulic modeling.

not

possible

Occurrence of dense aerosols in the primary system can influence the

gross vapor phase density and hence change density gradients and
streaming patterns. In such cases the aerosol moves as a cloud.
Somewhat similar phenomena åre utilized in the mining industry where
minerals heavier than water float in water containing a high proportion of suspended solids. Such effects åre very little investigated
in nuclear accident analysis and may need further attention.
Finally, turbulence and gas jet formation can both lead to formation

and

removal

of

aerosols by inertial

impaction,

resuspension

of

deposited material, disintegration of agglomerated aerosol particles
and gas velocity driven film transport along surfaces. Such phenomena åre probably of importance for aerosol behavior in pipes, pipe
bends, narrow openings and valves, especially at high flow rates.
Several of these phenomena were observed in the LAGE pretests and
tests.
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4.8

Condensation and reactions on surfaces in the reactor cooling

system
Part of the material released from the hot core will condense on the

stainless steel surfaces of the pressure vessel. In addition to
physical condensation, chemical reactions between the fission products and stainless steel may be important. Thus cesium hydroxide
has been shown to be enriched in the oxide scales on stainless
steel, probably in the form of silicate. Tellurium is known to
penetrate

the

oxide on stainless steel and dissolve in the

metal.

These effects may cause some fission products to be retained in

the

RCS also after melt-through. Fission products in particulate form
may also react on the steel surface, especially if they åre molten.
4.9

Reevaporation

The formation of large radioactive deposits on surfaces, as observed

in

the Marviken V and LAGE tests,

can lead to local heating of the

deposit and also of the supporting surface. The increasing temperature will sooner or later lead to a beginning evaporation of the
more volatile parts of the deposited material. If the deposit contains e.g. cesium hydroxide and cesium iodide, the cesium hydroxide
will evaporate more rapidly than the cesium iodide. This changes the
composition of the deposit with time and the vapor produced is
enriched with respect to cesium hydroxide.

Reevaporation processes åre probably most important for thick deposits in the primary system and in pipes. It is most likely unim-

portant when the deposit contains a large mass of water as steam
production will keep the temperature down until much of the decay
heat is gone. However, shallow pools of water may evaporate quickly
enough to leave a residue still able to generate the heat needed to
cause reevaporation of volatile fission products.
The

major

impact of reevaporation is in such scenarios

where

the

reevaporation has led to the presence of a considerable ainount of
hot fission product gas at the time when containment venting occurs.
The

escape of the hot gas from the primary system into

containment atmosphere
fine aerosol.

the

cooler

will lead to instantaneous production of

a

4.10 Resuspension
Resuspension can occur from solid or liquid deposits. A prerequisite
for a large resuspension is a high gas velocity over the deposit.
The presence of hygroscopic materials and a steam atmosphere will
give most solid aerosol deposits a sticky appearance. Such deposits
can not easily be resuspended.

Liquid

deposits

can form surface waves where the crests

blow

off

forming a fairly coarse aerosol. If such liquid aerosol enters a
hotter region, the drop size will decrease due to evaporation of
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water. Formation of a coarse aerosol by resuspension of liquid films
at high gas flow rates in tubes were observed in the LAGE pretests.
Some reentrainment may also occur during fast dryout of
puddles of water after depressurization of the containment.

small

4.11 Fission product release from melt - concrete reaction

When the molten core material comes in contact with concrete, the
concrete will decompose thermally, it will also react chemically
with the melt.
The thermal decomposition of concrete will release steam, carbon
dioxide and refractory oxides e.g. CaO and SiO . In addition sulfur
dioxide, SO , and potassium hydroxide, KOH, may be released. The
gaseous decomposition products will partly bubble through the melt
pool and may react chemically with the melt on their way. Steam
would liberate hydrogen while carbon dioxide would be converted to
carbon monoxide and elementary carbon. As the gas bubbles break at
the surface of the molten pool, droplets will be generated that will
contribute to the total suspended radioactive material in the containment. Carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxides will influence the
chemistry in the containment by their acidity while calcium oxide
will tend to increase the pH in containment water.
The melt may also attack the concrete chemically. The oxidic melt
will probably dissolve the components of concrete to some extent
with the possible formation of silicates. The metallic part will on
the other hånd tend to reduce some components in the concrete, e.g.
sulfate may be reduced to sulfide and potassium hydroxide may be
reduced to potassium metal. It is also conceivable that SiO_ will be
reduced to elemental silicon. The melt - concrete interactlon thus
leads to direct release of fission products from the melt. The
chemistry of the melt will change due to the melt - concrete interaction.

The

metallic part of the melt will oxidize further due

to

water vapor and reducible compounds in the concrete. The oxidic part
of the melt will also change its composition due to reactions with
concrete before it solidifies. The melt - concrete reaction will
however also influence the fate of fission products more indirectly
due to the release of substances that alter the chemistry in the
containment.
4.12 Acid-base balance (pH) in the containment
The

pH

iodine
phase

in

the agueous phase in the containment

chemistry.

Compounds

is

important

that influence the pH in the

include some of the fission products themselves

e.g.

to

agueous
cesium

hydroxide. However, the fission products make up only a small fraction of all material that will be released to the containment. This
means that the acid - base properties on non-radioactive aerosols
and gases must be considered. The origin and properties of some
compounds that may influence pH in the containment pool åre mentioned below.
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Carbon dioxide:

Generated
by

in several ways i.e. by combustion of organic matter

thermal decomposition of carbonate

containing

concrete.

and
Boron

carbide may also be a potential source of carbon dioxide. Depending
on the steam/hydrogen ratio part of the carbon present will instead
form CO. Carbonic acid forms when carbon dioxide dissolves in water.
The apparent acidity constant is about 10 M.
Boron, boranes and boron oxide:
Much boron is present in the control blades in a BWR in the form

of

B.C and early in the fuel cycle of a PWR as lithium borate dissolved
in the primary coolant. The boron carbide is encapsulated in stain-

less

steel.

As

the steel alloys with the boron carbide and

melts

some of the boron carbide may become exposed to steam. The reaction
will produce boron oxide and hydrogen. The extent of this reaction
is difficult to predict, partly because of the lack of experimental

data on the boron carbide - water reaction and partly because it is
hard to tell for how long bare boron carbide will be exposed before
it

alloys and melts,

When

the

evolution

disintegrates or form part of the core

control blades become engulfed in the melt
from them will be greatly reduced.

boron

carbide

above

the boiling point of B.O- (2124 C).

verted

the

melt.

hydrogen

The reaction rate

is expected to be great at temperatures

of

around

and

Boron oxide will be con-

to boric acid in the aqueous phase (pk =9) or

to

oligomers

with slightly lower pka if the concentration is high. Melting experiments with boron carbide - stainless steel - simulated fuel have
shown that reducing conditions lead to the formation of a large
number of boron compounds (>100), but little boron oxide and boric
acid. However, these compounds will convert to boric acid with time.

Sulfur, sulfides and sulfur oxides:
The

sulfur

oxides of interest åre sulfur dioxide (SO ) and

sulfur

trioxide (SO.). Concrete based on Portland cement may contain up to
1% by weight of sulfate. During thermal decomposition above about
800 C this sulfur will be released, at least partly, and mainly in
the form of sulfur dioxide. Reducing conditions would instead tend

to give hydrogen sulfide (H-S), sulfide or sulfur. The sulfur oxides
form acids of greater strength than the ones mentioned above and may
influence pH.
Oxides of nitrogen, ammonia:
If there is any oxygen present in the containment together with
nitrogen, the radiation field would probably give rise to NO which

in turn forms nitrous or nitric acid in water. The containment pool
water with large amounts of suspended particles with elements in low
oxidation states would be expected to react with these oxidizing
acids to liberate NO, N-0 and N.. If the reducing milieu is alkaline

the

reduction

may proceed all the way to ammonia.

This

may

e.q.

occur on wet zinc plated surfaces. Ammonia dissolves in water
form ammonium hydroxide, a moderately strong base (pk, =5).

to

Silicon and silicon dioxide:
Silicon dioxide (SiO ) will be released in aerosol form during the
core - concrete reaction. It will not by itself influence the pH in
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the aqueous phase but may neutralize basic compounds at high temperatures e.g. CsOH. Very strong reducing conditions may form elementary silicon instead.
Hydrogen chloride:
Hydrogen chloride (hydrochloric acid, HC1) is formed during pyrolysis of chlorine containing rubbers and plastics e.g. lipalon used as

insulator in electric cables contains both chlorine and sulfur.
Hydrochloric acid is a very strong acid. It will contribute considerably to containment pool acidity and may in addition react in
the gas phase e.g. with cesium hydroxide or with
liberating hydrogen iodide. It is very corrosive.

cesium

iodide,

Cesium hydroxide:
Cesium hydroxide will be the dominant cesium species at least during
the early stages of vaporization from the hot core. The possibly
important reaction with boron oxide in the vessel may convert much
of it into borate before melt-through. Cesium hydroxide has also a
number of possible reaction partners in the containment. Thus carbon
dioxide will form hydrogen carbonate or carbonate, silicon dioxide
may form silicate and hydrochloric acid will form chloride.

Calcium oxide:
Calcium oxide is released in particulate form during core - concrete
reaction.

It

may react with acid compounds in the gas phase

(e.g.

boron oxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur oxides, hydrogen sulfide, hydrochloric acid). It also reacts with water forming the hydroxide which
will tend to increase pH in the pool water.

Potassium hydroxide:
Potassium hydroxide (KOH) may be evolved from the heated concrete.
Its properties åre similar to those of cesium hydroxide. Natural
potassium is slightly radioactive (contains a small amount of the
longlived isotope K-40).
It seems probable that the balance between acidic and basic substan-

ces in the containment would tend towards the acidic side, at least
if boron carbide or boron containing melts åre oxidized to a large

extent.
acidic

This means that the containment pool water probably will be
sooner

or

later with

important

consequences

for

iodine

behavior.
4.13 Speciation of iodine in the primary system
Iodine is one of the most easily evaporating elements in a core
melt-down sequence. When the temperature is starting to increase,
noble gases, iodine and cesium åre considered as those elements
which would leave the fuel elements first. The chemical form of
iodine in the fuel elements before release would be partly as
gaseous I but to a greater extent Csl. This is based on the faet
that both cesium and iodine åre produced to a relatively high extent

with a Cs/I ratio of 10. In a humid atmosphere, thermodynamic calculations show that the completely dominating iodine specie is Csl.
Even if other forms may exist temporary within the fuel,
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the

reac-

tion rates occurring at the initial phases of a core melt down
sequence åre so fast that one can assume that iodine after release
is present exclusivly as Csl. This faet has also been demonstrated
in several laboratory studies and in large scale experiments like
LOFT

and

MARVIKEN.

Data from LOFT and TMI-2 indicate

a

slightly

smaller release factor for Cs than for I, but this does not ifluence
the picture of Csl being the dominating iodine specie.

4.13.1 Possible iodine chemical forms following an accident.
In

a

reducing atmosphere containing N , H O and H_ as

gases

in the primary system we may consider five

dominating

different

iodine

species as possible /!/, thus excluding the oxidzed forms HIO, HIO.
and HIO . These five compounds åre characterized in Table 4.13.1
with respect to the possible phases in which they could be
accomodated.
Table 4.13.1 Iodine chemical forms under reducing conditions

Specie

Phase considered

Csl or I

Gas, aerosol, solution, surfaces, deposited aerosol

I_

Gas, solution

HI
CH I

Gas, solution
Gas, solution

AgI

Aerosol, surfaces, deposited aerosol, precipitate

If liquid water is present, Csl and HI would be dissolved, while I2
and CH I would be present mainly in the gaseous phase. When no water
is present, and at elevated temperatures, Csl and AgI may be transported as aerosols and deposited on surfaces, while I_, HI and CH-^I

will be transported and possibly released as gases.
partitioning, P = C(aq)/C(g), for I
10

log(P(I ))

=

Tne

gas/liguid

and CH I is given as /2/:

6.29 - 0.0149T

10

log(P(CH3I)) = -4.82 + 1597/T , where T is in K.

The possible formation of species other than Csl within the primary
system will be discussed and evaluated in the following paragraphs.
4.13.2 Formation of hydrogen iodide
When the released fission products åre transported between different

compartments

of

the primary system the atomic ratio

Cs/I

may

be

changed by selective retention of specifically stable Cs compounds.
One very important factor is the possible formation of B203/ and to
what extent B O could be formed from B C under conditions possible
in a core melt down sequence. The reaction between Csl and ^2°3 nas

been

demonstrated

especially

studies

in

different

laboratory

investigations,

at Winfrith /3/ have shown that
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the

and

followimg

reaction is going:
2CsI + B203 + H20 = 2CsBO2 + 2HI

HI will be destroyed if it again meets active Cs,
of CsOH:

e. g. in the form

HI + CsOH = Csl + H20

HI will also be retained by liquid water, and if silver ions åre
present in solution the iodine will be precipitated and retained as
AgI.
The conclusion is that it is very important to model the formation
of B2°3 '"•n a correc't manner, since the formnation of this compound
in large amounts would change the transport mechanism of iodine
completely within the primary system.

4.13.3 Radiolytic reactions in the primary system.
At a core melt down sequence the strong radiation field that occurs
within the primary system will break all kinds of chemical bonds.
The resulting fragments åre often radicals that reacts readily among
themselves or with other molecules in the system. In principle, the
radiation field will help the chemical system to come to chemical
eguilibrium, that means that if Csl is decomposed radiolytically the
most probable pathway is that Csl is reformed. Of course, metastable compounds as I or CH I may form by radiolytic processes, but

if they have a relatively long residence time in the radiation
field, they would also be decomposed radiolytically and Csl would be
the most probable product. However, if the transport out from the
strong radiation field is fast, then one must consider a fraction of
the total iodine present as I or as CH,I if there is any source of
carbon available.
In conclusion, the radiolytic activity tends to keep the chemical
system at equilibrium, but under transient conditions one must take
into account the formation of other species than Csl in the primary
system.

The

fraction

of Csl that is transformed is

difficult

to

estimate, but could be modeled as 5% of the total iodine as I2
and/or CH I . The formation of HI as a radiolytic product is also
possible, but could due to this mechanism only af f eet the iodine

transport in the primary system in a marginal way.
4 . 14 Speciation of iodine in the aqueous phase
The aqueous chemistry of iodine was penetrated in great detail at
the second CSNI workshop on iodine chemistry in reactor safety,
Toronto, 1988, June 2-3. The proceedings were published in March
1989

The main difference when the fission products leave the primary
system out into the containment building or to some scrubber system,
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is that liquid water is available in large amounts.

For iodine,

it

is thus important to understand and describe the hydrolytic reactions. Under oxidizing conditions it will now be possible to form
IO ,

I

02~ and

IO

3~

from

gaseous I . This means that Csl,

the most

probable iodine specie, HI and 12 will be retained in the water pool
or in a scrubber system. I will be retained through its hydrolysis
according to

I2 + H20 = i~ + HIO + H+
This reaction is strongly dependent on the pH value of the solution.
Hydrogen
pressure

iodide is easily dissolved in liquid water and its vapor
above water is drastically reduced, more than four orders

o f magnitude at 25 C,
the absence of water.

compared to that of pure hydrogen iodide

in

From these introductory remarks, it is evident that the partitioning

factor, P, is of great importance for the possibilities to retain
most of the iodine in the reactor containment building. The formation of CH I is also crucial, since this is the only form that is
not easily aissolved or hydrolysed in the water phase.

4.14.1 Transport
tainment

of iodine

from the primary system

to

the

con-

An excess of CsOH is predicted in the primary system for almost all
accident sequences. This makes it highly probable that transort of
iodine from the primary system to the containment generally is in
the form of Csl.
4.14.2 Hydrolysis of I
The fate of elementary iodine in the contaimnet is strongly
dependent on acidity and on the prevailing redox conditions. It is
dominated by the aqueous chemistry of iodine and iodine compounds.

The

solubility

of

elementary

iodine in pure water

is

known

to

increase with temperature by an order of magnitude in the range O
110°C
110 C /9/. The dissolved iodine
iodir disproportionates slowly in water

according to the gross reaction
3 I2 + 3 H20 = 5 I~ + I03~ + 6 H+

The rate of reaction depends on temperature. As mentioned above,
hypoiodous acid, HIO, is an intermediate which, however, never occur
in large concentrations. The gross reaction equation shows that the
equilibrium is shifted towards iodide and iodate at high pH and
towards iodine at low pH. Futhermore, reducing conditions will
convert iodate back to iodine, hence giving iodide as the main end
product, whereas strongly oxidizing conditions will result in the
formation of iodate as the end product.
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4.14.3 Formation of CH_I
j

Methyl

iodide is not a thermodynamically favoured substance in

the

conditions prevailing during a severe accident and its formation is
thus only a transient phenomena. The detailed mechanism for formation of methyl iodide under the conditions expected during severe
accidents is not completely known. However, it is clear that radiation plays an important role and that methane is an important source
material. The formation of methyl iodide is predominantly in the
aqueous phase /10/. However, it has even been postulated that methyl
iodide can be formed from iodine and inorganic carbon, e.g.
carbonate, in an intense radiation field in order to explain the
result from some early experiments. It has been found that the

presence of some organic materials leads to an increased formation
of methyl iodide by ionizing radiation /10/. Most of the present
estimates of methyl iodide formation åre in the region 0 . 0 3 - 1 % of
the total amount of iodine present.
4.14.4 Conditions under
environment

which

iodine may be

released

to

the

A substantial concentrated release of iodine to the environment can
only be expected when several phenomena coincide in time, which
seems rather unlikely. First of all, a substantial part of the
iodine must be present in the gas phase either as aerosol or as

vapor when a containment break occur. A large amount of iodine
bearing aerosol, e.g. Csl, is most probable in the rather early
stages

of the accident and hence the containment break

early.

Oxidizing conditions together with acidic water pools in the

must

occur

containment could also lead to a certain amount of elementary iodine
as vapor in the containment atmosphere during a limited time. The
containment must then be open to the environment at the same time.
It is more likely that a very limited slow release of iodine may
occur over a length of time, as observed during the TMI accident.

The presence of filtered venting systems containing a water solution
designed to capture iodine compounds should reduce the risk for any

substantial release of radioactive iodine to the environment
very small level.

to

a
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5

THE MODELING OF CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR IN ACCIDENT ANALYSIS CODES

It is well known that chemical interaction of released fission
products, control materials, structural materials and steam can
influence the physical proporties of important radionuclides and

hence influence the size of the source term resulting from a
nuclear accident.
The

severe

small release of iodine compounds to the environment during the

accident at TMI emphasized this and gave rise to discussions and

to

development concerning the importance of chemistry for the size
the source term.

of

The

importance of chemistry has been increasingly recognised

TMI

and

it

is now clear that also computer code modeling

since

of

the

chemical behavior of the released elements as a function of time
during a severe reactor accident must be a part of severe reactor
accident analyses.

The code development has - when it comes to chemistry
concentrated on 4 areas of importance:

- especially.

1.
2.
3.

Release from reactor fuel and structural materials.
Chemical reactions in the primary system.
Core concrete interaction.

4.

Chemical reactions in the containment.

The objectives of the developed codes åre different. Some codes åre
developed for risk assesment studies while others åre special codes
developed for more detailed studies e.g. chemical analysis.

A

survey

(not complete) of the existing computer

codes

and

the

associated modeling dealing with chemical behavior important radionuclides during severe reactor accidents is given in this chapter of
the report.
5.1

Release from fuel and structural materials

The release of fission products from reactor fuel and the release of
structural materials åre modeled in a number of computer codes.
The

following

codes

will

be

described

shortly:

GRASS

codes,

VICTORIA, CORSOR and FAEREL.
5.1.1 GRASS codes
The

GRASS codes (GRASS-SST,

PARAGRASS,

FASTGRASS,

FASTGRASS-VFP)

have been developed at Argonne National Laboratory.
The GRASS codes åre mechanistic codes developed for predicting the
behavior of fission gas and volatile fission products in UO
fuel
during steady-state and transient conditions.
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The

phenomena

modeled in the GRASS codes depend primarily

on

the

formation and interaction of fission gas bubbles with fuel. This
affects fuel morphology and leads to transport of fission product
bubbles through the altered fuel and finally to fission product

release.
The level of detail in the modeling is very high. The treatment is
probably the most mechanistic of all existing codes. This level of
detail causes the element set in the codes to be limited. Noble
gases, Cs, I, Te, Ba and Sr åre håndled at present.
The chemical modeling in the GRASS codes åre limited. It is possible

to

perform

a

chemical

equilibrium

calculation

with

the

PARA-

GRASS/FASTGRASS-VFP/FASTGRASS codes but on a limited species set.

The latest version of FASTGRASS /!/ handles the
tions between I, Cs, Ba, Sr and the fuel matrix.

chemical

interac-

Comparisons between FASTGRASS predictions of fission product release
and experiments åre in good agreement.
FASTGRASS analyses /!/ underline 4 conclusions about fission product
behavior and release during severe fuel damage conditions:
1.

Fission product behavior in solid fuel is strongly dependent on
fuel microstructure and irradiation history as well as fuel
temperatures.

2.

Fission product behavior is strongly dependent on fission
product/fuel chemistry. Cs, Ba and Sr for example become

sequestered within the UO

as oxides, uranates or molybdates.

3.

Fuel liquefaction/dissolution, fracturing, oxidation and relocation strongly affects fission product behavior during severe
fuel damage types of accidents.

4.

The FASTGRASS predictions åre in good agreement with data from
recent release experiments.

The fission product release models in the GRASS family of codes

included
Idaho.

in

the SCDAP /2/ reactor analysis code developed at

åre

EG&G

5.1.2 VICTORIA

VICTORIA /3//4/ is a computer code modeling fission product behavior
in the reactor coolant system of a LWR reactor during a severe
accident.
The VICTORIA work was initiated at Sandia National Laboratories.
VICTORIA was original planned as a sub-module of
/2/ computer code.
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the

MELPROG/TRAC

The MELPROG/TRAC code was developed at Sandia National Laboratories
for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to obtain more accurate
estimates of the in-vessel source term. The code is a detailed
mechanistic system code which analyzes severe accident progression
in the reactor coolant system of a nuclear power plant.

The

effect of chemistry on fission product release is

primarily

a

consideration of the effect of chemical speciation on mass transport
within the fuel region.
Mass

transport

Chemical

is largely controlled by

concentration

the concentration of the migrating species and
transport and release of these species.
Therefore

gradients.

reactions of fission products and clad material can change

it

hence

is necessary to determine the speciation

change
of

the

fission

products within the fuel in order to calculate transport and release
properly.
The fission product release/transport models in VICTORIA take this
into account by treating fuel grains, open porosity, the fuel/clad
gap
and the bulk coolant as ideal solutions and performing
equilibrium chemistry calculations by minimizing the free energy in
each of these regions.
Currently only fuel release models for intact and disrupted fuel åre

working

in

VICTORIA.

Release from rubble beds,

liquifying

rods,

melting debris, molten fuel pools and release under quenching and/or

oxidation conditions åre goals for future developments of VICTORIA.
Comparisons of release rates calculated with VICTORIA and observed
release rates in the ST-2 experiment performed in the ACRR reactor
at Sandia show a fairly good agreement. Fig. 5.1 show the experimental results /5/ for Cs and the release rates calculated with
VICTORIA and with CORSOR-M.
5.1.3 CORSOR

The

fission

product

release model in the

NRC

Source

Term

Code

Package (STCP) /6/ is called CORSOR or CORSOR-M. The SCTP is a group
of 4 codes (MARCH 3.0, VANESA, TRAP-MELT3 and NAUA/SPARC/ICEDF).

The methodology in CORSOR treats fission product release as a phenomenon that is dependent only on temperature. The model is emperical
and based on 3 sets of experiments 2 sets from Oak Ridge National
Laboratory and l set from KfK in Karlsruhe.

The CORSOR/CORSOR-M model åre used in several of the integrated suit
of codes such as the SCTP,the EPRI code CORMLT and the MELCOR code
developed by NRC.

Fuel

chemistry

is not treated in any of the

models.
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CORSOR-based

release

In general CORSOR calculations have been overestimating the

of

release

fission products during severe accidents conditions compared

to

experiments. See e.q. fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Comparison of calculated (CORSOR-M/VICTORIA) and
observed absoluts release rates as a function of time for cesium
release in the ST-2 experiment.
5.1.4 FAEREL

The

FAEREL

(Fission

Product and Aerosol Release)

code

has

been

developed in the UK /?/. The code is mechanistic and incorporates
models for vaporisation and gas phase mass transport of fission
products and fuel, control and strutural materials to calculate
release rates from severely overheated reactor cores. Further FAEREL

includes

a

limited

treatment of the

chemistry

of

the

released

species.
The code has primarily been used to study the effect of gas phase
mass transport limitations on the size of the releases of control
and structural materials.
The predicted FAEREL releases /?/ åre generally lower than
results predicted with e.q. CORSOR.

It is seen also from the FAEREL analyses,

can

influence

that chemical interaction

the size of the released masses of

aerosols.
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similar

non

radioactive

5.2 Chemical reactions within the primary system
Many computer codes /8/ treat chemical phenomena as a part
analysis of what happens in the primary system of a LWR

of the
reactor

during a severe accident.
The modeling of chemical phenomena differs a lot from one code to
another. Typically the Integrated codes - used for risk assesment
studies

- like

MAAP,

STCP /6/ or MELCOR /4/ use

simple

chemical

models, while a few special codes used for detailed analysis of invessel phenomena during a core melt accident use much more detailed
modeling.
Three of the more detailed codes (VICTORIA,
shortly described.

RAFT and HORN) will

be

5.2.1 VICTORIA

The VICTORIA code /4//S//9/ and the ongoing development of the code
is very detailed and ambitious.
Models within the following areas of importance for the behavior

of

released material within the reactor coolant system åre implemented
in the code or åre under consideration:
Table 5.1 Chemical species treated within VICTORIA
BaO(g)

SrI2(c)

TeO(g)

FeTe(c)

BaO(c)

Sr(g)

Te02(g)

FeTe (c)

Bal (g)

Sr(c)

Te02(c)

Mo(c)

BaI2(g)

SrU04(c)

Te

Mo(g)

BaI2(c)

SrZr03(c)

H2Te(g)

MoO(g)

Ba(g)

SrMo04 (c)

U02(c)

Mo02(c)

Ba(c)

ZrO(g)

U02(g)

Mo02(g)

BaTe(c)

Zr02(g)

U(c)

Mo03(c)

BaTe(g)

Zr02(c)

u(g)

Mo03 (g)

BaZrO- (c)

Zr(g)

U

2°2

4°9
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Transport and Deposition
1.

Non-radioactive Sources

2.
3.
4.

Aerosol Physics
Vapor - Surface Interactions
Vapor - Aerosol Interactions

Table 5.2 Chemical species treated within VICTORIA
Csl(c)

BaU04(c)

Zr(c)

U308(c)

Csl(g)

BaMo04(c)

Sn(c)

U03(c)

CsOH(c)

i(g)
i2(g)

Sn(g)

Kr(g)

Sno (g)

Xe(g)

SnO(c)

o2(g)

Sn02(c)

0(g)

Cs2(OH)2(g)

Hi(g)
H(g)
H2(g)

Sn02(g)

Fe(c)

Cs(c)

H20(g)

SnI2(g)

Fe(g)

Cs20(c)

SrOH(g)

SnI2(c)

FeO(c)

Cs2U04(c)

Sr(OH)2(c)

SnTe(g)

FeO(g)

Cs2U207(c)

Sr(OH)2(g)

SnTe(c)

Fe203(c)

Cs2Mo04(c)

SrO(c)

SnH4(g)

Fe304(c)

BaOH(g)

SrO(g)

Te(g)

FeI2(c)

Ba(OH)2(g)

Sri (g)

Te(c)

FeI2(g)

Ba(OH)2(c)

SrI2(g)

Te2(g)

Fe2I4(g)

CsOH(g)
Cs(g)
Cs20(g)

Revaporization
1.
2.

Evolution of Chemical Forms
Re-Entrainment

VICTORIA handles 14 different elements or more and approximately 100

different

species as can be seen from tables 5.1 and 5.2. Chemical

reactions

åre

treated

by

assuming

equilibrium.
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that

all

reactions

reach

The calculations done in VICTORIA at each time step can
rized as follows:

be

summa-

1.

Interface with the thermal-hydraulic calculations or data.

2.

Calculation
of chemical compositions in the fuel region
(grains, open porosity, gap/clad region), in the gas regions
and on structure surfaces.

3.

Calculation of aerosol growth in the gas regions due to condensation/evaporation and nucleation.

4.

Calculation of fission product transport in the fuel regions.

5.

Calculation of transport of the gaseous fission
between the gas cells and to and from surfaces.

6.

Calculation of aerosol agglomeration and surface deposition in
each vessel cell.Calculation of aerosol transport between the

products

gas cells.
7.

Calculation of aerosol transport between the gas cells.

8.

Calculation of radioactive decay heat sources in
region, in the gas cells and on structure surfaces.

The

development

and testing of the models in VICTORIA is

the

fuel

underway

and a first releasable version of VICTORIA is planned to be released
by the end of 1989. The code is being validated by comparison to a

large

number

of experiments including release tests and

transport

tests. The following laboratories and organisations åre involved in
the development of the code: NRC, SNL (NRC), Winfrith (UKAEA), Chalk
River (AECL), Argonne (NRC) and ORNL (NRC).
5.2.2 RAFT (Reactor Aerosol Formation and Transport Code)

The RAFT code was developed at Argonne National Laboratory with
support of the Electric Power Research Institute to analyze fission
product behavior during severe core melt accidents in the reactor
coolant system /10/.
This code calculates the concentration of gaseous species by
minimizing the Gibbs free energy of the gas phase system, when the
elemental (gaseous) concentration, system pressure and temperature
åre known.

Changes in elemental concentration result from vapor condensation in
the gas phase or on boundary surfaces. For the high-temperature

condensation process,

the time constant of the gaseous reactions is

assumed to be smaller than that of vapor condensation. This means
that the gas phase species åre essentially in a local chemical
equilibrium but may be in non-equilibrium with respect to the
condensed phase (nucleation). The rate of condensation is described
by

the

dynamic equations that model the
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nucleation

process

(for

details of nucleation processes see AKTI-160 final report).

The

transportation of aerosols (condensed phase) is then modeled by

agglomeration and deposition processes. Re-evaporation of deposited
vapor and aerosol particles is then modeled as a physical process.
Changes in vapor pressures (activity coefficients) due to formation
of solutions in the deposited material åre not taken into account,
but

Also

can easily be included in the model if their values åre

possible

chemical reactions in the condensed

phase

known.

åre

not

taken into account.
The RAFT analyses carried out at VTT for the Loviisa power plant
showed that at the nucleation front (the point where particle formation starts) the predominant chemical forms of cesium and iodine åre

always cesium hydroxide and cesium iodide.
Possible effects of boron were not taken into account.
The

potential

of

condensed

phase

chemical

reactions

is

not

considered in RAFT and the chemical forms of cesium and iodine in
aerosol particles were accordingly cesium hydroxide and cesium
iodide.
Several sensitivity studies carried out with the RAFT code /11//12/
indicate that the final particle size after condensation depends
linearly

on

e.g.

the particle radius at a cooling rate of 1000 K/s

if

the gas cooling rate during the condensation

process,

is

0.1

micrometer, then at a cooling rate of 10 K/s it is 10.0 micrometer.

The final particle radius depends also on the chemical form of
nucleating species and on their partial and vapor pressures.

the

5.2.3 HORN

The HORN
transport

computer code /13/ has been developed to calculate the
of volatile fission products in dry primary cooling

circuits under severe reactor accidents conditions.
The most fundamental assumptions,
in the code åre:

1.

Flow

restrictions and

simplifications

path is composed of tube segments and tanks connected

in

series

2.

Volatile

fission

produts

flowing in the path,

åre

minor components

of

the

and hence their behavior does not

gas

affeet

the bulk flow situation
3.

Condensed water does not exist in the flow path

4.

Chemical forms of fission products including the nucleation of
particles åre determined assuming an equilibrium composition
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5.

Heat and mass transfer processes to the wall åre described
analogous diffusional processes across the boundary layer

6.

Within each time step, steady flow conditions åre assumed

as

The input data required for the code åre inlet temperature, pressure
distribution, wall temperatures, and flow rates of fission products
and carrier gases.
The number of different chemical species håndled in the HORN
åre around 150 taking into account the following elements:

code

Fission Products:
Kr, Sb, Te, I, Xe, Cs and Ba
Structural materials: H, O, B, Ag and Cd
A fictitious element: Fi
The fictitious element (Fi) represent all less-volatile fission
products, actinides, and structural elements. Fi is neglected in the
chemical equilibrium calculation but is taken into account in the
calculations of aerosol transport and decay heat build-up in the
circuit walls. Fi is assumed to behave as an aerosol in the reactor
circuit.
When the code was developed in 1986 it was tested against transport
experiments conducted in the LOFT facility. Further testing might
have taken place since.
5.3 Core - concrete interaction
Melted fuel, which penetrates the reactor vessel during a core melt
accident, will flow into the reactor cavity, and core-concrete
interaction will take place.
The VANESA code /14/ predicts the release of radionuclides and the
generation of aerosols associated with core-concrete interaction.
The chemistry håndled in the code is complicated. The species
recognized in the code åre shown in table 5.3 to give an impression.
Comparisons
agreement.

of

VANESA

predictions with experiments

show

a

good

Further VANESA predictions show protracted releases of Tellurium
during nearly all accident sequences and higher releases
of
refractory radionuclides (Ba, Sr, La, Ce) during some accident
sequences compared to earlier predictions. Primarily the VANESA
analyses have shown that the core-concrete releases depend on the
accident type and the plant in question.
The VANESA code also considers the effect of water pool attenuation.
The calculations show, that 1 - 2 meters of water above the melt
will attenuate the aerosol release by a factor of 2 - 50 depending
on the specific core-concrete interaction.
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Table 5.3 Species recognized in the VANESA code
VAPOR PHASE SPECIES

ELEMENT CONDENSED
SPECIES

H
C
0
Nå
Al

H, H , OH, H 0
CO, CO

C(gr)

0, 0

Nå 0(1)
A1
2°3(1)

Nå, NaOH, NaO, (NaOH) , NaH, Nå
Al, A10, Al 0, A10 , Al 0 , A1OH,
Al (OH) , AIO(OH)

Si

sio2(l)

K

K 0(1)
CaO(l)
Cr(l), Cr203(l)

Ca
Cr

Si, SiO, SiO0, SiOH, Si(OH) , SiH, SiH ,
2
Si
K, KOH, KO, (KOH) , KH, K

Ca, CaO, CaOH, CafoH) , CaH, Ca
Cr, CrO, CrO_, CrO , CrO (OH) , CcOH,
Cr(OH)

2

J

2

2

Mn, MnO, MnOH, Mn(OH) , MnH

Mn
Fe
Ni
Sr
Zr
Nb
Mo

Mn ( 1 ) , MnO ( 1 )
Fe(l), FeO(l)
Ni(l) , NiO(l)
SrO(l)
Zr(l), ZrO (1)
NbO ( 1 )

Sr, SrO, SrOH, Sr(OH)^, SrH
Zr, ZrO, ZcO , ZrOH, Zr(OH) , ZrH
Nb, NbO, NbO,, NbOH, Nb(OH),

Mo(l)

Mo, MoO, MOO,, MOO , H MoO , (MoO ) ,

Ru
Ag

Ru(l)

Ag(l)

Sn

Sn(l)

Ru, RuO, RuO , RuO , RuO
RuOH, Ru (OH)
Ag, AgO, AgOH, Aq(6H) , Ag , Ag , AgH,
J
AgTe
Sn, SnO, SnOH, Sn(OH) , SnH, SnH , Sn ,
SnTe

Sb

Sb(l)

Te

Te(l)

Sb, SbO, SbOH, Sb(OH) , Sb , Sb , SbH ,
SbTe
2
2
4
J
Te, TeO, TeOH, TeO(OH) , Te , TeO ,

I
Cs

Csl (1)

Csl, I, HI, IO, I , (Csl)

Cs20(l) , Csl(l)

Cs, CsOH, CsO, CsfoH) , Cs 0, Cs , CsO ,
H

2

Ba
La
Ce

BaO(l)
La 0 (1)
CeO fl)

Ba, BaO, BaOH,
La, LaO, LaOH,
Ce, CeO, CeO ,
U, UO, UO , DO

Ba(OH) , BaH
La(OH)^, La O, (LaO)
CeOH, Ce(OHJ
, UOH, U(OH)2, UO (OH)

Fe, FeO, FeOH, Fe(OH),
Ni, NiO, NiOH, Ni(OH)^, NiH

(MOO )

Mo(6H)

(TeO) , H Te

uo U)

U

The

METOXA

products

code

C

s

/15/ is also dealing

with

during core-concrete interaction.

releases

The code is

2

of

2

fission

integrated

with the MAAP code.

The release of fission products and structural materials is assumed
to be governed by equilibrium of the metallic and oxidic core
debris, concrete slag, and concrete off-gas.

Results

indicate that significant fractions of fission products can

be released during core-concrete interaction.
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2

5.4 Chemical reactions within the contaiment
A complicated chemical environment will exist in the containment of
a nuclear reactor during a severe accident. A number of codes have
been developed to predict the behavior of fission products or other
important elements e.g. hydrogen.

Two

codes will be described shortly here namely TRENDS /2//16/

and

the hydrogen code HECTR /2/.

The TRENDS code treats especially iodine behavior in the containment
after release from the reactor vessel. Iodine species modeled in the
code åre e.g. molecular iodine (in gas phase, liguid phase, aerosol
form, or on surfaces), cesium iodide, hydrogen iodide etc.

The code predicts e.g. gaseous conversions between molecular iodine
I_ and CH I, aqueous formation of silver iodide from iodide,
molecular iodide and methyl iodide.
The

final

aim of the modeling of the iodine

containment

is

to

behavior

predict a time-dependent accounting

within

of

the

iodine

species released out into the environment.
The HECTR code analyses the hydrogen transport and combustion in the
contaiment and the pressure and temperature response of the containment during a severe reactor accident.

Six gases - steam, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and
carbon dioxide - åre modeled in the code.
The development of HECTR is still going on and so is the testing
the code against experiments.

of

5.5 Integrated severe reactor accident codes
Several

developed

the

code

have

been

to analyse more or less complete accident sequences

from

beginning

systems e.g. MAAP,

STCP,

and MELCOR /4/

of the accident untill containment failure

and

the

These code systems åre all designed for risk assesment studies
they do not handle chemical problems in any detail.

and

release of fission products out into the environment.

This means that a reasonable procedure for reactor safety analyses
dealing also with detailed chemical studies could be carried out
with the risk assesment codes combined with special analyses done
with e.g. the VICTORIA code.

5 . 6 Concluding remarks

It is obvious from this chapter of the report, that the state of the
art concerning modeling of chemical behavior in accident analyses
codes during the last years has experienced a lot of development and
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that modern codes seems to have made quite some progress. On the
other it is obviously that the problem we åre dealing with is so
complex that a lot of development still has to come.
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
ACCIDENT ANALYSIS CODES

FOR MODELING OF CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR

IN

6.l Overview
Chemistry cannot be considered alone when a model of the real nature
is of interest. It is an integral part of reality and the results of

chemical

reactions is to a large degree dependent

on

temperature,

pressure and of the transport of reactants and products and thus of
which compounds åre in molecular or atomic contact.
The set of T,P and amounts of initial compounds is called a chemical
system. The formation of chemical systems have to be modeled with

the same accuracy as chemical reactions. The formation of such systems is to a large degree dependent on non-chemical factors which,
nevertheless, have a large influence on which chemical reactions
actually occur. Thus it is necessary to ensure that the formation of

chemical systems is understood and accurately modeled.
In order to illustrate the problem of chemical system formation and
breakdown, a short discussion of the scientific method versus uncontrolled reality is given below.
The

success of science during the last centuries is mainly

carefully

designed experiments,

due

where boundary conditions åre

to
de-

liberately constructed in a very limited part of the universe, with
as few uncontrollable phenomena as possible. A fairly smooth change

is then expected to follow, and some aspect(s) of reality is (åre)
measured. The scientific systems åre thus man made and well defined.
For our problem of modeling the chemical contribution to the effects
of an uncovered core, we do not deliberately choose suitable
boundary conditions, and the number of possible influential phenomena åre not limited by us.
The problem we have to face is rather the reverse of the experimental ideal: the system of interest (the reactor during a transient)
essentially reconstructs itself (in a not man-måde way)

so we do not

know the successive states of the reactor. Furthermore, we do not
aim at itteasuring the state of the reactor, but have to utilize
already existing data to predict the successive states of the
reactor during the sequence (and hope that all necessary data åre
available).
An additional problem is the specialization of science. In order to
properly understand and model a transient, we have to bridge the gap
between the disciplines, since the uncontrolled nature does not
bother about man made divisions of reality. We also have to provide
a model for the creation of subsystems (where interaction takes
place) as a result of the phenomena in the reactor as a whole. That

is,

we

have to model the interactions (quantitatively

or

only qualitatively) in each subsystem in order to get the
conditions for the next set of subsystems.
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perhaps
boundary

From

a purely chemical point of view,

it is necessary to know what

chemical systems åre formed and when they åre formed in order
model which chemical reactions take place in the reactor.
6.2

to

Overview of what needs to be done

We have first to obtain a fairly clear picture of the dynamics of an

uncontrolled reality (a mental model) and thereafter design a working model of sufficient accuracy, e.g. a usable computer code.
A first step may be to divide the dynamics of the accident

sequence

into four parts.
1.

The

formation

and breakdown of subsystems, due to

intrinsic

changes and transport effects.

2.

The

intrinsic

changes within

a subsystem, mainly

nuclear

fission, radioactive decay and chemistry (including phase transitions) .
3.

The transport of matter and energy (heat and radiation)

4.

The feedback between l and 2 above.

The first and last points åre necessary to link transport to chemis-

try in order to obtain a complete description of the dynamics.
Of course it is impossible to use a model which represents
to an arbitrary degree of precision. Attempts to produce

reality
such a

model (mentally and by computer) åre, however, valuable in that it
gives us a better understanding of nature, everyday and during an
imagined nuclear reactor accident.
For a chemistry model this means that the intrinsic changes must
adequately

modeled

and (via points l and 3) taken care of

by

be
the

transport models.

The chemical contribution to point 3 is the initialization of transport or change of transport properties due to chemical reactions.

is very important to adequately model the formation (and

break-

down) of chemical systems since they determine which further

It

inter-

actions may take place,

and thus determine the future course of the

transient.
Point 4, the feedback between the chemistry and transport parts of
the model ensures that the effects of chemical changes upon transport åre taken into consideration e.g. in the calculation of heat
transport between gas and construction materials.

The feedback modeling must also consider the effects of
upon chemistry, e.q. changed temperature,

Finally,

transport

two examples give excellent illustration of feedback: heat

transport is influenced by the change of composition and amount of a
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deposited layer and its thickness, which in
degree of heat transport between gas and wall.

6.3

turn

influence

the

Chemical aspects on the feedback

Since feedback is so important, it merges the purely chemical occur-

rences with those of thermal hydraulics and fission to form the
whole undivided reality, a special discussion of feedback is valuable.
The size of particles in a deposited layer is important because it
affects the penetration of gas through the layer and also affects

the heat flow between underlying construction material and gas.
Imagine a set of moles n(i) deposited on a wall surface. These moles
may be present either as a few heavy crystals with much fresh construction material still exposed to the gas, or as rather small tiny
crystallites, a powder, effectively preventing the gas to penetrate
the layer and thus a would-be hydrogen evolution may not occur because H_O and steel do not occur in the same chemical system (åre
not in airect contact). The importance of the size, shape, and
amount of particles on the wall may be even more appreciated if one

consider that it is the cohesive forces between atoms which keeps
matter together (from the chemical point of view). The cohesive
forces between the atoms of two particles åre of course much less
than within each particle. The smaller and flatter a particle is,
the stronger the cohesive forces will be due to a larger surface to

volume ratio, and vice versa.
The forces acting on a particle on a wall åre the cohesive forces
(van der Waals etc.), the forces due to convection (most important
in the outer part of deposited matter) and gravitation. It is possible to view the cohesive force on a vertical wall as giving rise to
a friction force and to regard gravity and convection as the pulling
forces. Now, as the layer increases in mass, the cohesive forces
close to the construction material surface do not increase, while
the gravitational force on the layer increase with increased mass.
When (and if) the cohesive forces åre weaker than the combined force
from convection and gravity, the layer material will follow gravity
and/or convection. (How will the abruptly increased convection due
to the core slump affeet the deposited particles ?)

The

phenomena of crystal growth,

cohesive forces

between

various

kind of particles, the influence of steam on the cohesive forces,
the correct convection force etc. åre, taken by themselves, very
difficult to model. This must also be true for the combined effect
of them. It is, however, valuable to consider the above in order to

appreciate the complexity of the real world.
It may be noted that small particles of the same substance tend to
form fewer large particles as time pass by, since large particles
(crystals) have less molar surface tension than have small particles. This may have some interesting consequences. Particles of a
substance which occur in fairly large amounts will merge to larger
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ones, thus encapsulating substances of lesser amount which åre in
direct contact with the more abundant substance. The consequence of
this is that the chemical reactions, evaporation and initialization
of

transport

substance.

is to a large degree determined by the more

This

abundant

phenomenon will of course occur in the aerosol

as

well.

We

believe it is important to note that it is very uncommon to

to

grossly understand all practical aspects of how the

changes,

(which

nuclear reactor safety people have to do),

research is actually a fresh one: connecting many
related phenomena (whose details there is no time to
a coherent picture of the world around us, or of a
power accident. The ultimate phenomena åre very much
6.4

real

try

world
so our

seemingly unponder) to form
severe nuclear
the same.

A chemists view of accident analysis codes

Accident

analysis codes åre developed in order to make it

possible

to estimate the releases of radioactive nuclides for every

sequence

of reasonable probability. To understand the necessary degree of
sophistication of the chemical model, it is valuable to have a
chemists overview of what processes occur during a sequence and what

should be modeled by accident analysis codes.
An accident begins when the necessary cooling of the core in one way
or another cannot be fulfilled. This leads to a large increase of
the core temperature, due to remaining radioactivity. The increase
in temperature makes the chemical compounds and phases (construction
materials, fission products, fuel, cladding, coolant) in the core
change properties and begin to interact chemically with their immediate neighbors. The temperature increase also causes a heavy convection. Chemical phenomena of importance åre the formation of
eutectica with low melting point (relatively to the reactants),
formation of volatile compounds, liquid and solid phases. The change
in

chemical

appearance leads to new transport properties which

in

their turn influence which compounds and phases might come in direct
physical contact. The transport takes the (new or old) materials to
piaces with another temperature, and thus the materials change transport properties as well as chemical properties within the core
during their transport.
Volatile

compounds

with a free path to the rest of the reactor

is

blown away with the convectlon.
The radio nuclides åre transported, (or åre not transported) as part

of compounds and materials in the vessel, possibly also in the containment whereafter eventually a fraction is released to the environment.
There åre three main kinds of phenomena which govern the location of
radio nuclides as a function of location and time: chemical phenomena, transport phenomena and heat transfer. The evolution of heat is
responsible for all three of them. The direct formation of new materials from old ones is the domain of chemistry, while the mixing of
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existing materials and compounds which comes in direct physical
contact is the domain of transport phenomena. The temperature which

the

materials

encounter

in the various parts of

the

reactor

is

modelled by heat transfer.

It is worth noting that all three phenomena influence the results of
the others, and to keep this in mind when constructing a model for
chemical reactions during severe accident conditions. The phenomena
and their mutual interactions constitutes the dynamics of the whole
sequence. This dynamics should e deliberately and systematically
modeled, which is not the case in most of the presently existing
codes. The transfer of heat from the fuel pins increases the temperature of the surrounding materials, the materials change transport

properties and takes heat with it (a kind of heat transfer), chemical reactions adds heat (e.g. cladding burning) and the new materials means new transport properties of matter, fission products åre

transported to other parts of the reactor and adds

heat,

deposited

heat insulating materials on the wall surface change the rate of
heat transfer between gas and wall. Heat insulation may also give
rise to unanticipated local large increases in temperature on outer
materials, due to slow transfer of heat from chemical reactions
between aerosol phase and deposited materials.
The necessity of feedback between chemical change and transport
clearly seen here.

is

6.5 Chemical phenomena which ought to be modeled
The modeling of chemistry during a nuclear accident might be divided
to model chemical phenomena in two main parts of the reactor.
1.

Chemical phenomena in the core and corium

2.

Chemical phenomena outside the core and corium

The thoughts behind the modeling åre very similar,
tion

but the applica-

of the thoughts to a computer code differ due to

for the division:

the

reasons

temperature, flow properties, substances and geo-

metry.
The formation and disruption of chemical systems demands a possibility to know which substances may come in direct contact with each
other as a consequence of earlier occasions. It also means that e.q.

the correct temperature is important, especially at the wall
where a heavy temperature gradient may arise.

layer

The intrinsic changes cannot be accurately modeled since it involves
time, and the only chemical theory which provide enough data, chemical thermodynamics, does not consider time. Thus it is only possible
to compare the relative stability for the chemical system. Since
chemical thermodynamics does not involve time and chemical reactions
do indeed take time, it is necessary to take it qualitatively into

account.

This can be done by a linear combination of start composi-

tion and final composition for each chemical system.
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There

åre

some practical aspects,

such as abundance of

data

and

availability of computer time, which make it necessary to slightly
change the four ideal points mentioned above, to four slightly
altered points which will constitute a less accurate picture of the

real world, but also a model of more practical Utility.
The chemical model might be based on the following
conditions.

necessary

four

1.

A modeling of which materials can be in direct
contact, that is, the formation and disruption of
systems.

physical
chemical

2.

For those compounds and materials which åre in direct physical
contact it is necessary to predict the degree, if any, of
chemical change. To this end the only theory possible is chemical thermodynamics since it alone provides enough quantitative

data.
3.

The time aspect of a macroscopic change, such as a chemical
reaction and transport of materials. Such phenomena do not
occur with infinite rate. This point is necessary since the use
of chemical thermodynamics, a static model, implies an attempt
to use a static model for a very dynamic process.

4.

The initialization of matter transport.

6.6

Reasons for the chosen considerations

Below follows the reasons for the considerations above and recommendation for a model for each of them.
6.6.1 Formation of chemical systems
Direct contact models the necessity of direct molecular contact for
a chemical phenomena to occur. A separation by e.g. a mono atomic
oxide layer is not direct molecular contact. The set of substances
in direct contact together with temperature and pressure constitute
a chemical system.

6.6.1.1. A

model

for formation of chemical systems. Each node in

the reactor is divided into four subsystems.
1.

Gas phase.

2.

Particles in the aerosol.

3.

Wall: condensed + deposited material and oxide
layer.

4.

Surface: gas + surface layer of deposit.
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The reasons for this division åre:
1.

Not

all

of the aerosol particles in a node comes into

direct

physical contact with the wall.
2.

3.

The gas phase molecules moves with high speed and the phase is
thus both relatively homogenous and most of the molecules have
opportunity to come into direct physical contact with the wall.
Since

there

and

the

conditions

the

aerosol phase will not be able to interact chemically with
construction material.

the

construction

4.

is an oxide layer between the gas phase
material

under normal operating

The underlying construction material will come into contact
with the aerosol phase and/or the condensed/deposited material
only if the oxide layer is broken.

The modeling is performed by choosing the chemical systems to be one
or a combination of substances in direct contact for a combination
of two of the above subsystems, the combination being between those

which åre in physical contact,

and by performing chemical

modeling

in each of the chosen chemical systems.
The

book keeping (see the initialization of matter transport below)

makes it possible to model which deposited/condensed material åre in
direct contact, and to (qualitatively) which degree. The formation
of liguid in the wall surface material provides a medium for exchange of matter between the materials, provided the exchanged
species åre stable in the liquid.
6.6.1.2 Chemical change. The decision of whether a chemical change
occurs or not models chemical reactions and condensation/evaporation
and is the most crucial part. A modeling of condensing/evaporation
requires that the temperature difference between wall and aerosol is

taken into account.

6.6.1.3 A model for prediction of chemical changes. This must predominantly be modeled with chemical thermodynamics since it is the
only theory with a sufficient supply of data for the very complex
systems we åre interested in. An eguilibrium calculation is performed in order to find the thermodynamically most stable state in
the system, including the distribution of any compound between
various aggregation states.

If there is access to reliable purely empirical knowledge for the
situations that arises in the reactor, such knowledge is of great
importance since it tells what really happens, independently of the

unavoidable limitations which åre imposed by any model of
use.

Such

practical

knowledge ought to have higher priority than the data of

chemical thermodynamics. Examples: Some compounds åre very unreactive in spite of being thermodynamically unstable. Such compounds
åre

said to be kinetically stable under the prevailing
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conditions.

Thermodynamic data for corrosion in complex systems åre not plentiful, and the rate of corrosion is not even in the realm of thermodynamics.
6.6.1.4. The time aspect. The time aspect models for example that a
compound in gas phase which is thermodynamically stable as a condensate on the wall do not have time to condense in the resident node
and åre partly transported to the node located downstream. An equilibrium calculation of e.q. the aerosol has as assumption that
either have all particles opportunity to combine (by transport) with
each other into direct contact so as to reach the thermodynamic
equilibrium, or that each particle has a high vapor pressure (and
the vapors åre thermodynamically stable) and the transport of the
vapors in the gas phase (the medium for exchange of matter) occurs
with nearly infinite speed. Both of these assumptions follows from
neglect of the time aspect.
6.6.1.5. A model for the time aspect of chanqe. It is impossible to
make any quantitative modeling with respect to time so one has to be
content with a qualitative, that is, that chemical changes and transport take time. This might for chemical changes between compounds
and materials which åre in physical contact be modeled by a linear
combination of the start composition and the equilibrium composi-

tion, so that the final composition is somewhere in between. A
combination of the time aspect and direct contact gives e.q. that
since mass transport in solid state is much slower than in gas phase
the atoms in two different solid state phases have difficulty to
come in direct atomic or molecular contact. This means that solid
state solid state chemical reactions occur only slowly in spite of a
possible large decrease in chemical potential for a reaction, and
the coefficient åre put accordingly. As a follow up to the slow mass
transport of atoms in solids it is valuable to consider the effect
of a layer of solid material. The inner part of such a layer may not
be

in direct molecular or atomic contact with the aerosol phase and

thus be rather uninfluenced of e.g. a large
potential in the gas phase.

change

in

oxidation

For the transport of matter in the layer, the time of transport is
modeled by only slowly permitting substances deposited at clearly
separated time intervals to interact chemically.
For the transport in the aerosol phase, only those particles which
åre in direct contact (deposited) may interact chemically, but
interaction is also permitted via indirect contact through the gas
phase.
6.6.1.6. Initialization of matter transport. Imagine that a substance deep in a layer vaporizes, which means a drastic increase in
volume. The materials which lie above the evaporating material will
then probably be blown off as aerosols into the aerosol phase irres-

pective of their respective chemical properties. If another material
in the gas phase condenses on a particle that consist of a third
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material we end up with a kind of aerosol which consists of two
compounds, each with its own chemical properties. What happens if
the inner material after being deposited chooses to evaporate? The

outer

material

vapor

pressure is high enough,

will

go into the aerosol phase as aerosol

if

the

otherwise the inner substance

will

remain in condensed state, although its vapor pressure, when considered alone indicates initialization of transport. The same aspect
åre

valid for the case of encapsulated substances in the

layer

due

to formation of large crystals,

see the

deposited

part

overview

above.

Finally
the

there is the possibility that another material,

middle of a deposited layer on the wall surface

present in

in

relatively

large amount, melts. The liquefied material (abruptly changed transport properties) flows down the wall and carries other material with
it as well.

6.6.1.7.

A

model for initialization of matter transport.

To model

initialization of matter transport, deposited/condensed material åre

divided into layers, each layer being e.g. l micrometer thick.
In order to know when, and if, some materials located outside one
layer where a specific material evaporates, will be blown off as
aerosol it is necessary to have a book keeping of the amount of
material in the layers that has condensed or deposited on top of the
evaporating material. The book keeping must be done for all layers.
For the case of encapsulated substances, the book keeping makes it
possible to decide which substances åre in direct contact and in

which amounts, and facilitates the modeling of the effects of encapsulation.
In the case of melting of a large amount of any material in a
layer

the

book keeping makes it possible to model which

given

materials

(those in the current layer and above) will follow the flow (if any)

of the melting material.

6.6.2 Modelinq of chemistry in the containment

The

crucial event for chemical phenomena in the containment is

corium

slump.

In order to be able to appreciate the problem

the
of

a

reliable model of chemical phenomena in the containment, it is valuable to view the slump by considering four points: the time aspect,
physical contact, chemical changes and the initialization of matter
transport.
The core slump introduces a heavy temperature gradient, a large
pressure gradient and brings a lot of material into physical contact. The increased temperature makes ex-vessel materials change
aggregation state, some of them will evaporate and be transported
away, and thus decreasing the time of physical contact with the
corium and released vessel gas and aerosol particles. The time for
chemical reactions made possible by the physical contact is very
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short. The blown away material will, due to the temperature gradient, condense to aerosol particles, presumably mixed encapsulating
ones, the particles being formed by the blown away gas particle
phase. The inner materials, if any (the particle may be a "homogeneous mixture"), will not be accessible to further reactions other
than with the outer layer. Materials which differ by only a few
seconds with respect to evaporation may not form particles together.

Ex-vessel material which undergo liquefaction, or maybe break due to

thermal strain (caused by the temperature gradient) may follow the
corium and be immersed in it, thus preventing any further reactions
with non-corium materials.
As seen, the short period of the corium slump does largely determine
the composition of the aerosol phase.
We have a system which is very inhomogeneous, changes very rapidly
with time and the time for physical contact is very small. The
initialization of matter transport caused by the temperature gradient, such as thermal strains, liquefaction of construction materials etc. is very difficult to predict, and so åre which materials/ substances do really enter into direct contact and for how long
time.

The

use of chemical thermodynamics to model the result of

chemical

reactions during the core slump is dubious, but it is the only means
we have.
It is, presently, difficult to make any recommendations for a relia-

ble and useful modeling of this crucial sequence.
6.6.2.1 The containment after the slump.
ment

Chemistry in the

contain-

after core slumping amounts very much to water chemistry.

atmosphere is damp even before eventual sprinkling and even more

The

so

afterwards.

The temperature in the containment may be fairly low, which makes
the use of chemical thermodynamics somewhat risky, due to increased

chance

that

some

species or intermediaries

will

be

stable and thus cause the system to equilibrate in
thermodynamically optimal.

The

water

films on the walls åre thin,

with large

kinetically
a

state

not

surface/volume

ratio and consequently the concentrations of substances, originating
from water soluble gases and particles with water soluble coating,
åre much higher than in the pools. The higher concentrations of the

solutions

will probably make them of non ideal,

which

means

that

theoretical data for water films åre not applicable. Empirical data
have to suffice. The water films åre important to model because of

corrosion, especially at higher concentrations.
The modeling of chemistry in the containment will to a large

degree

be of the same kind as in the vessel, differing (probably) by the
use of empirical data for kinetic stability and non-ideality of the
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water films.
As understood, the predictions made by any chemical model based on
chemical thermodynamics åre less reliable in the containment than in
the vessel because chemical thermodynamics is a poor model for the

physical milieu in the containment and the highly dynamic process of
corium slump is difficult to model even with respect to which materials åre in direct contact.
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RECOMMENDED MODELING OF AEROSOL BEHAVIOR IN ACCIDENT
GODES WITH REGARD TO HYGROSCOPICITY

ANALYSIS

7.1 Introduction
Aerosol particles formed in severe nuclear power plant core melt
accidents include hygroscopic compounds. These particles absorb
water and grow in a moist atmosphere, decreasing the partial pressure of water vapor in the gas phase and increasing the gas temperature owing to the release of latent heat. This means that there is a
strong coupling between aerosols and thermal-hydraulic conditions in

the containment atmosphere.

Most

inorganic salts,

like cesium iodide (Csl),

when

exposed

to

increasing humidity, will dissolve at a certain relative humidity
(deliguescent point), which depends on the properties of the salt
and system temperature. Particles which contain these compounds,
will form saturated droplets and undergo at the same time an abrupt
increase in size. As humidity increases further, the droplets will
grow and become more dilute. When humidity decreases, the droplets
become smaller and the particles recrystallize abruptly at a humidity considerably lower than that at which the particles were initially dissolved /1,2/. In the case where particles also contain insoluble compounds, these two humidities åre near each other /3/.
On the other hånd, a few electrolytes such as H_SO (sulfuric acid),
NaOH (sodium hydroxide) and CsOH (cesium hydroxid!), will form an

aqueous solution and start to absorb water at a very low R.H. (<
10%). Thus, particles consisting of these substances grow continuously

and

Phase

transformations

smoothly

with an increasing relative

in mixed solutions

åre

humidity

more

(R.H.).

complex,

but

mixtures åre more common in nature and their growth in humid conditions is also considered here.
At a low R.H.
not increase

changes

(< 85%) a small growth of hygroscopic particles does
particle deposition rates significantly. However,

in the properties of particulate matter may occur.

In

the

case of a severe nuclear accident the relocation of deposited material depends on the physical and chemical properties of this matter.
At a high R.H. (> 90%) the growth of hygroscopic particles will
increase their settling rate significantly.
7.2

Requirements for modeling hygroscopic particles

On the basis of the work carried out to assess the modeling requirements for the behavior of hygroscopic particles /4,5/, we can con-

clude that for mass and heat transport a simplified model proposed
by Mason /3/ can be used in the very humid conditions expected in
containment. In these conditions a modified Raoult's law can be used
for calculating the water activity. At a low R.H., expected in the
reactor coolant system, the equilibrium between water vapor and

hygroscopic particles is reached during a very short period of time.
In the coolant system it is recommended to use an immediate equilib-
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rium for solution droplets and deposited water soluble material. The
equilibrium concentration for concentrated solutions can be then
calculated from eqs. proposed by Meissner /6/, which give a reason-

able agreement with the measurements /7,8/.
In
many

the case of severe accidents there may be particles composed
water

soluble compounds (e.q. CsOH,

Csl,

Cs CO_

and

of

other

hydroxides). The calculations performed /5/ indicate that the growth

of hygroscopic particles is sensitive to the chemical composition of
airborne particles expected to be released in severe accidents.
Condensation on hygroscopic particles plays an important role in
very humid conditions in the containment atmosphere. This has been

demonstrated in the LACE experiments, where a rapid removal of
hygroscopic particles was revealed. On the basis of the these experiments and the detailed analyses of hygroscopic aerosol behavior
it can be recommended that modeling of aerosol behavior and thermalhydraulics should be coupled. The decrease in steam partial pressure

due to condensation on particles and the increase in gas temperature
due to the heat of condensation will decrease the R.H. in containment. Among the accident analyses codes this is done only in the
recent version of the CONTAIN code. In the MAAP code these effects
åre not considered and thus MAAP overpredicts the R.H. and settling
rate. The simple correlation method used in MAAP has some limitations for predicting the aerosol size distribution a in condensing
atmosphere.
The

coupling

is necessary for the desired accuracy

in

core

melt

accident analyses because small changes in thermal-hydraulic conditions will have a large impact on the radioactive aerosol behavior
in the containment if condensation on particles is considered.
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DESCRIPTION

OF

MAAP

ASSESSMENT OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF

CODE.

THE MODELING OF CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR USED IN

THE

SIMPLIFICATIONS

AND APPROXIMATIONS

The description of the chemical model in MAAP is according to the
documentation with some modifications evident from the available
source code, and has been planned so that for each chosen key-event
information is given concerning;

1.

Which elements is added from the various parts of the reactor.

2.

The modeling of chemistry.

Following this description comes a list of crucial shortcomings in
MAAP, as well as cases where the documentation do not fit the code.
8.l The core
1.

MAAP models that Cs, I, Ru, Sr, Ne, Ar, Mn, Sn and possibly Te
is released from the core as volatiles or aerosols.

2.

a. All of I is modeled to react with Cs to Csl.

b. The remaining Cs reacts with water to CsOH.
c. Ru do not react with anything, but remains in
elementary form.

d. Sr reacts to SrO.
e. Mn and Sn reacts with hydrogen or water, depending on

the hydrogen to water ratio.
f. Te is modeled not to be dissolved in the zirconia,

but to be released from the core, if the user so wishes.
8.2

The rest of the reactor vessel.

The

reactor vessel is divided into several nodes during the

execu-

tion.
1.

No elements åre added in any node.

2.

The transport properties of the fission products åre modeled by
the following six groups;

a.

Inerts. Xe,Kr åre modeled as an ideal gas. The group
as

also includes Sn and Mn and for PWR:s Ag, In, Cd
well.

The remaining groups åre modeled for one of its members,
so that the vapor pressure above the condensed phase is
empirical, and the vapor pressure of the gas is modeled as
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an ideal gas.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Csl.
Te02,TeH.
Sr,SrOH,Sr(OH)_,SrO.
Ru.
CsOH.

The
The
The
The
The

group
group
group
group
group

models
models
models
models
models

Csl only.
TeO .
SrO.
Ru only.
CsOH only.

The modeling of chemistry is calculation of maximal theoretical
equilibrium pressure and then compare this value with the starting
vapor pressure in the gas phase. The starting vapor pressure is
calculated from the ideal gas law and the amount of matter in the
flow volume. If the gas is not saturated with vapor, (empirical
vapor pressure) any existing condensed material on the wall will
evaporate until maximal vapor pressure is reached. If the material
on the wall is not sufficient to reach the maximal vapor pressure,
evaporation of aerosol particles is then turned on. For the case
when the actual vapor pressure is larger than the maximal, vapor is

condensed on the aerosol particles. The modeling of chemistry thus
assumes that the wall temperature always is higher than the gas
temperature. When particles or vapor (excluding the noble gases)
come into contact with water pools, the fission products get stuck
there.
8.3

The region below the vessel when the corium flows through
region.

1.

No elements åre added.

2.

No modeling of chemical phenomena occurs.

8.4

The bottom
there.

1.

of

the containment when the

If the bottom consists of concrete,

corium

is

this

situated

the elements Ba, Si, K, Nå

åre added.
2.

The added elements åre assumed to exist as BaO, Si O,K O and
Na_O and åre modeled only as aerosols. The modeling of the
amount that leaves the corium is performed by using thermodynamic formulas with the assumption that the corium behaves as

an ideal mixture.

8.5

The containment, excluding the bottom, after the slump.
1. No elements åre added.
2. Chemical modeling as in the vessel.

8.6
There

Interaction between thermal hydraulics and chemistry.
åre six ways in which MAAP takes the interaction of chemistry

and thermal hydraulics into account:
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1.
2.

Phase transition water/steam.
Hydrogen evolution due to cladding oxidation.

3.

Mass increase of aerosol due to fission products.

4.

Distribution of rest effect from fission products.

5.
6.

Heat evolution due to cladding oxidation.
Heat absorbed by water to form steam.

8.7

Shortcomings of the chemical model in MAAP.

The

faet that there åre large amount of boron carbide in the

core,

which might give rise to volatile boron compounds and possibly also
carbon compounds, is not taken into account in the modeling of
fission product release from the core.
The

construction materials tin and manganese åre assumed to be

re-

leased in the form which is thermodynamically most stable under

the

release

conditions

and to retain this form even

under

conditions

totally different from the release conditions. If one considers what
effect materials imbedded in a layer on walls might have on the
transport of materials in the outer part of the layer when the
imbedded materials change aggregation state, or form large crystals
with encapsulated substances, see part 7, it is realized that manganese and tin must be treated as reactive species.

Corrosion of structural materials like steel is not modeled in MAAP.
Experiments at Chalmers have showed that corrosion under realistic
conditions can be as high as l mm/h /!/. The elements involved were
tellurium, tin and manganese.
During the slump MAAP models that copper wires with insulation,
control rod drive motors, including oil, grate and mineral wool do
not change appearance or at least have no decisive influence on the
final release of fission products into the environment. Admittedly,
it is a difficult sequence to model,

but necessary. The possibility

of having fission products coming out of the vessel in conjunction
with the corium cannot be excluded due to the decrease of pressure
in the vessel, with aerosol formation together with the material

under the vessel. It is of interest to know the possible mixtures an
aerosol particle can consist of, see the reason number four for
conditions that should be taken into account as a general recommendation for the modeling of chemistry.
The modeling
reasons.
1.

2.

of

condensing/evaporation is not

reliable

for

two

The assumption that condensation always takes place on the
aerosol and not on the walls implies that the wall temperature
always is assumed to be higher than the aerosol temperature.
This assumption is not well founded, and the temperature
difference is not taken into account.

The
which

vapor
åre

pressure expressions (no
used

equilibrium

åre only valid for one of
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the

calculation)
compounds

in

respective group. This means that the other compounds in
group åre not really included in the group.

the

One reason for the choice of which compound to model might be the
conviction that the respective element finally ends up in the chosen
compound. Such thought contains two flaws. The first is that the
fission products might very well react chemically with any other
element and remain so, thermodynamically stable. The second is that
even if some of the fission products actually do end up as the
chosen compound it may not be transported according to its purely
chemical (i.e. vapor pressure) properties, see the reasoning behind
the initialization of matter transport above. Also, the complicated
water chemistry in the containment will certainly influence the
transport of the fission products.
MAAP does take the time for evaporation/condensing into account, a
process which is claimed to be very fast. Since MAAP takes no
account of chemical reactions, the conditions number one and two in
part 7 åre of no concern here, neither is the time for chemical
reactions.
Since the distribution of fission products åre critically dependent
on how much leaves the core, the gas flow in the plant and the
temperature distribution, these aspects must be commented upon under
this headline.

The core. MAAP displays a worrisome lack of chemistry within the
core. Too much concern have been of the fission products. The mecha-

nical effect of other materials metamorphosis have largely been neglected. The consequences of a formation of low-melting eutectica on
the free path from fuel to the rest of the plant is not considered.
Flow and temperature. MAAP models that the upper downcomer does not
receive any radiation energy from the core, in spite of its immediate vicinity, only the moderator tank shields the radiation from
the

core.

Let

us

assume that the real temperature of

downcomer is higher than of the upper plenum.

the

This may have

upper

inter-

esting conseguences on the flow of gas, as well as the transport of

fission products and other materials, which will less easy condense
in the upper downcomer than in upper plenum.

8.8 Identified errors _in MAAP
There is a general confusion in the definitions of, and data used
for, the 6 fission product groups in various MAAP subroutines. This
is further complicated by the possibility for the user to define the
original core inventory mass in terms of various chemical compounds.
Table 8.8.1 below summarizes the most important findings. The disparate definitions will lead to erroneous results from various calculations

throughout MAAP.

These coding mistakes must be

corrected.

Until then, any agreement between release data from MAAP and
codes or experiments must be purely accidental.
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other

Table 8.8.1. Comparison of the definitions of the fission
groups and data used in MAAP subroutines and common blocks.

Routine
F PRAT B

2

I

Cs
Te
Ru
Sr
132.9 127. 6 87.6 101.1
Csl
TeO ? SrO? Ru
Csl
Te
MoO
S rO
260
104
144
128
Csl '.
SrSiO K MoO

126.9

77
77

CROSSE

BLOCK DATA 135
PARAMETER Kr,Xe
FILE F3

8.9

Comments

FP group
1

3

4

product

5

6

Release rates

CsOH
CsOH
150
CsOH

Molar weights
Vapor pressures
Vapor densities
Molar weights
Core inventory
mass (kg)

Conclusions

MAAP's

model of chemistry assumes that the processes takes place in

an oxidative milieu,

with inert walls,

(and

also

water) is located at the same place

since

no

possibly

and that only one

chemical reactions åre modeled to occur other

compound
and

time

than

just

before an element enters the calculations.
It might in the end turn out that MAAP's prediction of releases åre
reliable, but it would presumably be due to the possibilities of
retention of all kinds of substances in the reactor.

8.10 Reference
/!/
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Kazikowski, L.-G. Johansson, U. Malmstrom and O. Lindgvist,

Corrosion and Deposition Studies of Stainless Steel Exposed to
Aerosols Containing Te, Cs, Mn, Ag, and B_0. at 300-1000 C in a
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9

THE SOLGASMIX DATA BASE - SUITABILITY AS A BASIS
MODELING OF CHEMICAL BEHAVIOR IN CORE MELT ACCIDENTS

FOR

THE

A chemical thermodynamic data base contains data which makes it
possible to calculate the chemical potential (u.=(dG/dn.) . _ „) for

a compound "i", (G = Gibbs free energy), for at least oné 'fT,P)~
point, e.g. T = 298 K and P = l bar. In order to be of practical
use in accident analysis, the data base have to contain data which
makes possible the calculation of the chemical potential for "i" for
arbitrary points in those (T,P)-interval which åre of interest. For
us

it means temperatures between 400 K and well above 1300 K,

pressures

and

ranging from l bar to 5 bar. Much of the needed data can

be found in current compilations /l, 2/.
9.1 The extent of the database
Chemical

thermodynamic data for all materials and

compounds

which

might be of importance for the release of fission products, fuel and
structural materials ought to be included. This means, among other
things, that all elements which åre present in significant amount
shall be contained in the database. For BWR's, the elements Cs, H,
O, Te, Ru, Fe, Cr, Ni, Sn, Zr, U, Sr, B, C, Cu, Cl, Al and Si åre of
interest, maybe also fluorine which originates from UF6. It is,

however, not necessary that all chemical compounds which the above
elements can form åre included in the data base, but only those that
åre thermodynamically stable under conditions of severe accident
sequences. To accomplish this, a computer program has been developed. This faet does to a high degree ease the computational
burden. It is also possible to further reduce the computational
burden by having the chemical model too, from the above mentioned
reduced data base and for a given 3-dimensional interval T(low),
P(low), (H O/H ) ; T(high), P(high), (H 0/H„), choose only those
compounds whicn might be thermodynamically staBle in this interval.
These

intervals

under

a severe accident sequence.

shall together cover the

conditions

of

interest

Presently there åre no such data

base, but as a start it will be produced from the JANAF tables.
9.2 Limitations of a database of only pure chemical compounds
It

is

not enough to only have data for

pure

chemical

compounds.

Other kinds of materials which arise during the lapse of a severe
accident sequence åre mixtures of various kinds. Mixtures like water

solutions, alloys, solid solutions and complex gas mixtures with
fairly low temperature in the containment. These mixtures åre often
nonideal, which means that activity coefficients have to be known
from experiments. It is not likely that such coefficients åre determined for all mixtures of interest during a severe accident

ce.

Empirical

knowledge of situations which,

from the use of the chemical model,
lacking thermodynamic data.
There

åre

only

sequen-

according to results

arise may ease the drawback

relatively few data for really
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high

of

temperatures

which means that chemical modeling for very high temperatures
less reliable than for the middle range (600 to about 1300 K).

åre

9.3 Consistency of the JANAF table
The

JANAF

table

/2/ is a consistent chemical

thermodynamic

data

base. This means that the functions of state (Gibbs, entropy etc.)
for a certain total reaction from A to B åre the same regardless of
the way between A and B. As a consequence, chemical composition will
be exactly the same regardless of the way between A and B.
Since the set of original experimental data do not fulfill this
requirement, the data have to be adjusted a little. One of the
drawbacks of this is that a single data in the literature, taken
alone, may be more accurate than the corresponding JANAF value, but
may taken together with other data to form a chemical system be of
little value since the new set of data is not consistent.
The

somewhat

paradoxical

effect of this is that a

more

accurate

single datum will yield a less accurate result for a complex
cal system.

chemi-

9.4 Recommendations for future development
Empirical knowledge have to be included,
Such knowledge is;
1.
2.

as a separate data

Kinetic stability
Phases formed under specified conditions,
dynamic data.

base.

but without thermo-

Thermodynamic data for nonideal mixtures have to be added
thermodynamic data base.

to

the

9.5 References
/!/

I. Barin and O. Knacke, Thermodynamical properties of inorganic
substances, 1973.

/2/

JANAF Thermochemical tables, 3:rd ed., 1985.
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CELSOL ANALYSES OF SEVERE LWR REACTOR ACCIDENTS

The

computer code CELSOL /1//2//3/ used for calculation of chemical

equilibria during severe reactor accidents was developed as a part
of the common nordic safety study NKA/AKTI-150 and a danish reactor
safety study /4/.
10.1 The CELSOL code

The CELSOL code performs a thermodynamic analysis on a prescribed
system of elements and compounds to determins the most stable compounds as a function of elemental abundances, temperature and

pressure. The analysis gives a detailed description of the
under the assumption that equilibrium is obtained.

system

The central part of the code is a set of subroutines solving the
eguilibrium eguations. The code SOLGASMIX /5//6/ has been implemented for this purpose.
CELSOL

has an option for specifying plate out.

It is

possible

to

specify a plate out fraction for each compound. The amount of plated
out is collected in dummy boxes and is excluded from the subseguent
equilibrium calculations.

For each time step and compartment the code requires information
about temperature, pressure, flows and concentrations of elemental
abundances. The information about concentrations should comprise
both fission products, structural materials and hydrogen and oxygen.
The

code

system consisting of MARCH 3.0 /7/,

RELCOND

/8//9/

and

CELSOL is illustrated below:
-----—----MARCH 3.0 :

——————————
:

Thermohydralic

accident

pressure, flows etc.

3.O code from

data such as temperature,

åre calculated with the MARCH

NRC and

used as input to the Relcon

code.

— ——————— The release of material from the fuel during the
RELCON
: accident is calculated with the RELCON code.
————————— Concentrations of the released elements in the
:
reactor system åre also calculated with the code
:
and used as input to the CELSOL code.
---------——- The CELSOL code produces a listing of the calculat: CELSOL
: ed eguilibrium concentrations of the compounds
-----—-—-—

formed in the reactor system as a
and compartment.

function of time

Thermodynamic data for a number of elements and compounds åre
present in the CELSOL data base /10//11//12//13/ and used as input
to the code. The actual elements and compounds åre given in table

10.1.

If the thermodynamic data åre available it is easy to

the database.
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Table 10.1 Elements and compounds in the CELSOL data base

c(g)

0(g)
02(g)

H(g) H20(g)
H2(g)

CO (g)

CH (g)

C02(g)
Te (g)
Te(l)
Te(s)
Te2(g)
Cs(g)
Cs(l)

Cs2(g)

TeO(g)
(TeO) (g)

H Te(g)

Te02fg)

CsOH(g)

CsO(g)
cs 0(g)
Cs62(g)

CsH(g)

I0(g)

HI(g)

CsOH(s)
(CsOH)2(g)
HOI(g)

i2(g)
B(g)

Csl (g)
Csl(l)
Csl (s)
(Csl) (g)

H BO (g)

B

2°3(g)

HÉo2tg)
(g: gas)
(1: liquid)
(s: solid)

CsB02(s)

10.2 CELSOL analyses of the TB accident seguence
The analysed accident sequences åre transients with complete failure

of all electrical power supply system. They åre called TB accidents.
A short presentation of CELSOL analyses of 2 different TB accident
sequences åre given in the following. The analyzed sequences åre
characterised in table 10.2.

Table 10.2. Analyzed TB sequences
Sequence

Conditions

TB with ADS
TB with ADS

No Boron Release
H BO Data from Winfrith

TB with ADS

JANAF Boron Data

TB without ADS

No Boron Release
H BO Data from Winfrith
JANAF Boron Data

TB without ADS
TB without ADS
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Sieom dryers
Comportment 3

tU

til

Fiqure 10.1. Reactor vessel compartments used in CELSOL.

Temperature (K)
1750 -

1500 -

1850

—— Compartment l

1000

—•••••

Compartment Z

—

Compartment 3

750

500
25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

Time (min)

Fiqure 10.2. Temperature history for the TB accident with ADS.
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The power plant used in the study is a Swedish BWR designed by

ATOM.

It

is

designated

BWR-3000 and is almost identical

ABB-

to

the

Forsmark 3 and the Oskarshamn 3 plants.

In the CELSOL calculations the reactor vessel is divided into
compartments, the core, the steam separator and the
inclusive the steam dryers as shown in figure 10.1.

three

steam

dorne

10.2.1 TB Accident sequence with automatic depressurization

Three

different CELSOL analyses of the TB accident

with

automatic

depressurization (ADS) have carried out as shown in table 10.2.
10.2.1.1

TB

temperature

with ADS and no boron release.

Figure 10.2 shows

history for the TB accident with ADS in the

3

the

primary

compartments. The CELSOL analysis starts 25.7 minutes after reactor
scram. The pressure is assumed to be constant (0.44 MPa) after blow
down.
The

CELSOL analysis of this accident sequence without boron release

shows that the dominant iodine compound in compartment l throughout
the whole accident is cesium iodide gas. A few minutes before core
slump, where the analysis is stopped, iodine and hydrogen iodide gas
is formed because of the high temperature.
Atomic cesium dominates

Concentration (mol/m.3)

Ficfure 10.3. Concentrations of cesium compounds in compartment 1.
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Fraction

1.0

0.8 —— CsOH(g)
0.6 -

—••-•

(CsOH)2(g)

——

Csl(l)

——• Csl(s)

0.4 -

— • • • • • CsOH(l)

o.o
25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

Time (min)

Fiqure 10.4. Distribution of cesium compounds in compartment 3.
the

cesium compounds in compartment l but also cesium hydroxids and

cesium
water.

iodide is present.

Cesium dominates because of the lack

of

Cesium iodide in liquid or solid form is the only iodine compound in

the

cooler

hydroxids

parts of the reactor vessel in

compartment

3.

Cesium

is the important cesium compound in this compartment

also (CsOH)

but

is present.

Tellurium has also been analysed. Te, Te_ and H_Te qases åre present
in compartment l, while Te_ gas and tellurium in condensed form
dominates in the cooler parts of the vessel but also H Te is
present. Figures 10.3 and 10.4 show CELSOL results for cesium.

10.2.1.2

TB

with APS and new Boron Data from Winfrith.

The

Boron

release in this accident sequence is calculated with the RELCON
code. The release constants åre arbitrarily chosen in such a way
that the accumulated release of Boron during the accident is 2 - 3 %
of the B C inventory.
The

thermohydraulic

situation is identical to

the

one

described

above.

Cesium
iodide gas is the most important iodine compound in
compartment l and atomic cesium is dominating the cesium compounds
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Concentration (mol/mS)

0.14
0.13
0.10
O.OB
0.06
0.04
0.02

o.oo
25
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35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

Time (min)
Fiqure 10.5. Concentrations of iodine compounds in compartment 3.

Concentration (mol/m3)

1.60
1.40

1.20
i.oo

— C.KD

0.80

••••••

CsB02(f)

—

CaOH(t)

65

70

0.60
0.40
0.20

o.oo
25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

75

Time (min)
Fiqure 10.6. Concentrations of cesiura compounds in compartment 3.
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1.0
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Figure 10.7. Distribution of iodine compounds in compartment 3.
but condensed CsBO

and gaseous cesium hydroxids åre also present.

The important iodine compound in compartment 3 is hydrogen iodide,
while the amount of cesium iodide is small compared to the sequence
without boron release. The dominant cesium compound is CsBO .
Condensed phases of cesium iodide and cesium hydroxids is present in
small amounts.

Figures

10.5

to 10.7 show characteristic results from

the

CELSOL

analyses.
10.2.1.3 TB with APS and JANAF boron data.
calculated with the RELCON code as above.

The release of Boron is

The important iodine compound in compartment l is cesium iodide gas.
A small amonut of condensed cesium iodide is also formed in
compartment l during the accident.

The dominant cesium compound is atomic cssium. Cssium hydroxids gas
and condensed CsBO is also present. In the cooler parts of the

vessel

in

compartmsnt

3

condensed

CsBO_

and

condensed

cesium

hydroxide åre the important cesium compounas. The important iodine
compound in compartment 3 is condensed cesium iodide.
It is clear from these CELSOL analyses of the TB accident with two
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1.0
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0.8
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Figure 10.8. Distribution of cesium compounds in compartment 3.
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Figure 10.9. Distribution of iodine compounds in compartment 3.
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Figure 10.10. Temperature history for the TB accident without ADS.
different set of boron thermodynamic data that the stability of
cesium iodide can be influenced by boron release. It is also very
clear that the accuracy of the boron thermodynamic data is of

decisive

importance

for

the stability of cesium iodide

as

the

CELSOL results åre very different dependent on the boron data.
Figures 10.8 and 10.9 show the distributions of iodine and
compounds in compartment 3.

cesium

10.2.2 TB accidents without automatic depressurization
10.2.2.1 _
TB __
without ADS and no boron release. Figure 10.10 shows
the temperature history for the TB accident without ADS in the
primary system, The pressure is constant (7.2 MPa) during the
accident.
The

important iodine compound is cesium iodide in

without

boron

release

this

but there is hydrogen iodide

sequence

present

in

compartment l at high temperatures close to core slump.
Cesium

hydroxide

compound.

in the condensed phase is the

The gases cesium hydroxide and (CsOH)

dominant

cesium

åre also present

during the accident primarily in the beginning of and at the
of the accident seguence.
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Fiqure 10.11. Distribution of cesium compounds in compartment 3,
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Figure 10.12. Distribution of iodine compounds in compartment 3.
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Figure 10.13. Distribution of tellurium compounds in compartment 3.
The CELSOL analysis shows further that
important tellurium compounds.

Te

and

H Te
2

Figures 10.11 to 10.13 show CELSOL results for cesium,
tellurium.

are

the

iodine

and

10.2.2.2 TB without APS and with boron data from Winfrith.
release is calculated with the RELCON code. We have used
release constants as in the accident sequence with ADS but
of a different accident history the release of boron is approximately 1% of the inventory of boron in this case without ADS.
The thermohydraulic situation is as described above.
Cesium

hydroxide

gas and CsBO

condensed are the important

cesium

compounds in compartment l but cesium iodide and cesium gases are
also present. The dominant iodine compound is cesium iodide gas in

compartment 1. There are very small amounts of hydrogen iodide
this compartment.
The

dominant cesium compounds in compartment 3 are condensed

and

cesium hydroxide but gases of cesium hydroxide and (CsOH)

in

CsBO
are

also present.
When

it

comes to iodine compounds in compartment 3
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it

is

rather
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Fiqure 10.14. Distribution of cesium compounds in compartment 3.
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Figure 10.15. Distribution of iodine compounds in compartment 3.
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interesting to notice that cesium iodide seems to be stable during
the whole accident. Only at the very end and at rather high temperatures about 50% of the iodine is present as hydrogen iodide.
Figures 10.14 and 10.15 show CELSOL results for cesium and iodine.
10.2.2.3 TB without APS and with JANAF boron data. The boron release
is calculated as above.
The

gas.

dominant

cesium compound in compartment l is cesium

The amount of CsBO

hydroxide

condensed is much smaller here than in the

previous sequence with tne Winfrith boron data. Cesium gas is also
present. Cesium iodide gas seems to be stable during the whole

accident in compartment 1.

Cesium

hydroxide

pounds
(CsOH)

in compartment 3. Condensed CsBO-, cesium hydroxide gas,
gas åre present in small amounts according to the CELSOL

condensed is totally dominating the

cesium

com-

analysis.

The only iodine compound present in compartment 3 is cesium iodide.
Figures 10.16 and 10.17 show CELSOL results for cesium and iodine.

i.o

Fraction

—— CsOH(g)
— - (C»OH)2(,)

0.6

—

C.OH(f)

-•• Csl(l)
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Fiqure 10.16. Distribution of cesium compounds in compartment 3.
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Figure 10.17. Distribution of iodine compounds in compartment 3.
10.2.3 Analysis of the chemical importance of
The Celsol code has an option for specifying plate out of condensed
material, liquid or solid. The fraction of condensed material plated

out

(removed)

in previous compartments is excluded from

the

sub-

sequent equilibrium calculations. This means that changes in the gas

phase

may

be

expected,

concerning

both

amounts

and

types

of

compounds present.
The analysis reported here deals with the TB accident sequence
without ADS and is a comparison of the chemical behavior of the
released elements in case of no plate out and 100% plate out of
condensed material i.e. both liquid and solid material. The amount
of released boron is the same in both cases. The used boron thermodynamic data åre the Winfrith data.
We will concentrate on the behavior of iodine and caesium because of
the radiological importance of these elements. Only results from the
last compartment 3 is reported.

Figure

10.15 shows an analysis of the distribution of iodine

con-

taining compounds with no plate out in previous compartments.
According to the Celsol calculations liquid cesium iodide dominates
throughout the accident.
Figure

10.18 shows the distribution of iodine compounds
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with

100%
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Fiqure 10.18. lodine compounds in compartment 3 with plate out.

plate out of condensed material. At t = 10 min. the amount of boron
transported to compartment 3 is reduced due to plate out in
compartment l and 2. As could be foressen from the calculations
without boron this results in a destabilization of liquid cesium
iodide in favour of solid cesium iodide. The overall iodine behavior
as cesium iodide and hydrogen iodide is not influenced.
Figure

10.14

shows

the Celsol results

for

cesium

compounds

in

compartment 3 without plate out. The most important cesium compounds
åre solid cesium hydroxide and solid CsBO_ but even gaseous cesium
hydroxide is important.
Figure 10.19.
plate out.

shows

the Celsol results for cesium compounds

with

Solid cesium hydroxide and solid CsBO.-„ åre
m.^ again the dominant
compounds but it is clear that the plate out of boron in compartment
l and 2 influences the chemical behavior in compartment 3 where a
larger fraction of cesium is present as cesium hydroxide than in the
case without plate out.
10.3 Conclusions concerning CELSOL Analyses

Two different
CELSOL code.

TB accident sequences have been analysed with
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Figure 10.19. Cesium compounds in compartment 3 with plate out.
The CELSOL equilibrium calculations show a very strong influence
from the release of boron from the control blades on the chemical

behavior of iodine if the H BO
/12//13/ åre used.
If

e.q.

boron is released
with the Celsol
that between 15 and 20% of
iodide in the reactor vessel
calculated

thermodynamic data

from

in the TB accident without

Winfrith

ADS

it

code using Winfrith thermodynamic

the iodine can be present
during the accident.

as

is
data

hydrogen

If no boron is assumed to be released or if boron thermodynamic data
according to JANAF /10/ åre used in the Celsol calculations more
than 99% of the iodine is calculated to be cesium iodide.
The

CELSOL analyses show that the accuracy and completeness of

the

thermodynamic data for boron is decisive for the results of chemical
equilibrium

calculations

concerning cesium and iodine

in

reactor

accident evaluations.
Plate out of condensed compounds within the reactor vessel can
influence the chemical behavior of released material but for the
analysed TB accident sequence without ADS it does not seem to change
the overall chemical behavior.
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10.4 Recommendations for the future

A systematic testing - comparing CELSOL results with results from
other code systems and results from experiments - could strongly be
recommended.
Improvement of the CELSOL code itself is probably not recommendable,

but a change of the manual preparation of input to the RELCON code
from
MARCH 3.0 output to a computerized preparation can be
recommended. Such a change would make it much easier and faster to
carry out analyses with the CELSOL code.
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11

EXTENDED CHEMISTRY MODEL FOR THE MAAP CODE,

AND

SIMPLISTIC

SIMULATION OF REACTION RATE

BASED ON SOLGASMIX

LIMITATIONS,

FOR

APPLIGATIONS IN SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS.

The nordic countries have as the main analysis tool the MAAP code
(Modulår Accident Analysis Program, developed by Fauske & Assoc.,
INC., Illinois, USA). The chemistry model in this code is not very
detailed, so we decided to develope a more realistic chemical model.

The aim was not to exchange the ordinary MAAP chemical model for
routine analysis, but to assess the consequences of the very simple
chemical model in MAAP, and to gain a deeper understanding of pheno-

mena of chemical importance during a severe accident sequence. Since
the phenomena in the core åre very complex we have concentrated our
work on the modeling of chemistry in the vessel and later on in the
containment.
11.1 Strategy for the development and implementation
Our aim was to develop and incorporate a chemical model into MAAP.
We extract the thermal-hydraulic parameters of direct importance for
chemical speciation from MAAP and also the steam to hydrogen ratio.
The aerosol model of MAAP is left unchanged. Thus we did not attempt

any large changes in the normal execution of MAAP.
11.2 Some thoughts about the modeling of chemistry
accident conditions

during

Generally,

some

to

be

able to predict the future given

severe
boundary

conditions, it is necessary to know the possible ways the system may
change with time. This means that a usable model of dynamic behavior

is needed.

Since MAAP has a decent modeling of the

lics,

aim

the

thermal-hydrau-

of this work is thus to implement a chemical

model

with simplistic dynamics for chemical phenomena during severe

acci-

dent conditions into MAAP.

Such a usable model might be divided into two parts.

1.

Quantitative data for chemical phenomena.

2.

A

system of conditions and equations which utilize

the

above

data to predict the chemical speciation as function of time and
location in the reactor.
For such a model to be of practical use, there åre at least
conditions which have to be fulfilled.

1.

The data base must include all existing relevant data.

2.

The conditions and equation system must include all
phenomena for the chosen approximation level.

3.

Conditions

l

and

2 must not make the use of
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the

three

necessary
model

too

difficult to handle or demand too long execution time.

11.2.1 Fulfillment of condition JL.
Since

the

only kind of data which åre abundant enough åre

thermo-

dynamic data a thermodynamic data base must be used.
11.2.2 Fulfillment of condition 2_.
The

restriction of data to mainly thermodynamic data restricts

the

modeling of chemical reactions to chemical thermodynamics. This
restriction is unlucky since it implies the use of thermodynamics, a
static model of reality, to describe a dynamic process. The artificiality of using a static model for a dynamic process makes it
necessary to use thermodynamics in the model in such a way that the
model resembles a clumsy dynamic model, i.e. to model dynamic phenomena.

11.2.3 Fulfillment of condition 3^.
A

selection

has to be made among all available data

for

compounds to make the equilibrium calculations manageable,

chemical

see sec-

tion 10. Also, the conversion of thermodynamics to a clumsy dynamic
model must be carefully made, so that only the necessary conversions
åre made, and so that all necessary conversions åre made.

11.3

The modeling of chemical phenomena

First follows a general description of the model, and thereafter a
more detailed model for each main type of chemical system.
The condition of direct contact is fulfilled by a careful

selection

of chemical thermodynamic systems, such that each part (node) of the
vessel is divided into four main systems, see below. Within each of
them, the actual chemical systems is constructed so that only
species in direct contact åre in the same system and thus the number

of actual chemical system varies from time step to time step.
The

first of the main systems is the gas phase.

the aerosol system,

third

is

faet

that

the gas and surface system.

only

The second system,

includes the gas and suspended

particles.

This division is due to

a fraction of the suspended

particles

come

The

the

into

direct contact with the surface,
but influence the
surface
indirectly via the gas phase. The fourth main system is the matter
under the aerosol exposed surface material.

Starting amount for each specie for the gas and aerosol is
amount that has flowed into the node during the time step.
chemical potential is calculated with temperature equal to the
temperature taken from MAAP.
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the
The
gas

After completed gas surface calculation the deposition of suspended
particles is modeled by MAAP's aerosol model.
The deposited
particles enter as part of the surface in the next time step.
When the final chemical concentrations in the gas and aerosol
systems åre reached, i.e. when modeling have been performed for all
necessary chemical systems, calculation starts for the third main
system. Starting composition is taken as the gas composition calculated as above, together with the outer layer of deposited/condensed
material on the surface. Temperatures for the chemical potential
calculation åre for the gaseous species the gas temperature, and for
the surface located species the surface temperature, to ensure that
the temperature difference is taken into account. No measures åre
taken to estimate the heat flow through the deposited layers, and
thus all deposited substances åre assumed to be of equal temperature. Simplistic initialization of matter transport, or lack of
initialization, is performed.

The final composition of the aerosol is the composition that
into the node down stream.

flows

Since the effect of time on chemical reactions is that chemical
equilibrium is not reached instantaneously, we have modeled the
existence of a finite reaction time as a linear combination of
calculated equilibrium composition C
. . .
and the composition
Cold in the previous time step.
equilibrium
new
old
equilibrium
where a is a real number between O and 1. This approach makes the
final composition something between starting and equilibrium composition. An implicit assumption of this equation is that every reaction have the same reaction rate constant, which of course is not in
accordance with scientific experience.
Inclusion of non-thermodynamical knowledge. An example which is easy

to incorporate is kinetic stability. What is needed is a temperature
interval and steam/hydrogen ratio interval between which a given
species is kinetically stable. That species must not vary in amount
during the equilibrium calculation. SOLGASMIX, the equilibrium program used, already contains this possibility.
11.4 How to speed up the execution of the chemical model
Since the chemical model will be executed many times during a severe
accident sequence, it is of great importance to have a high execution speed. If the execution speed is to slow, the model will not be
of practical use. Two main measures can been taken to meet this
need.

The first is to let the composition for the previous result of
equilibrium calculation in the node be the starting estimate for the
calculation to be done. This makes the start quite similar to the
anticipated

result and also minimizes the risk of failure to
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reach

the

global minimum of chemical potential.

This is already used

in

the current coding.
The

second is to use a data base which contains only those

species

which may be thermodynamically stable during the prevailing conditions for each chemical system. We refer to section 10 for more
information on such a data base. This has yet to be done.
11.5

The specific descriptions for the main systems

The gas system consists of all gaseous specied in the gas volume of
the current node. As matter transport is fastest within the pure gas
system this is treated first and separately from the remaining
systems.
The

gas and aerosol system consistes of gas and aerosol

particles.

Reactions between gas and aerosol particles åre assumed to be slower
than pure gas phase reactions due to the exitence of a stagnant
boundary layer on the particle syrfaces. Hence, these reactions åre
treated after the pure gas phase reactions.
The layer system consists of deposited material on the surfaces in
the current node, each layer having a prescribed thickness. Solidsolid, solid-liguid and liguid-liguid reactions between adjoining
deposited layers and between layers and underlying construction
material åre assumed to be fairly slow. They åre thus treated after

the previos systems.
The

gas and surface system consists of the gaseous species and

the

outermost deposited layer or wall surface. Mass transfer is limited
by the stagnant boundary layer. Reactions between the outmost layer
and the gas phase åre assumed to be the slowest and they åre treated
last.
11.6 Summary of the chemical model
As decision of whether a chemical reaction between two materials in
direct contact can take place, thermodynamics is used. This has as

drawback

that

a static model (chemical thermodynamics) is used

to

describe a very dynamic process. A future desirable development
would be to have a possibility to incorporate empirical knowledge,

such as kinetic stability,

in the model.

This possibility would be

especially important in the comparatively low temperatures
containment.

The

in

the

aerosol phase's chemical potentials åre calculated for the

gas

temperature and the wall materials for the wall temperature. The
time aspect is modeled in a qualitative way, and so is the condition
of direct contact, which governs which chemical systems åre formed.
The formation and breakdown of chemical systems, and conseguently
the change of transport properties for a nuclide is only simplistically modeled. No attempts were made to model the balance between
cohesive forces and gravity/convection.
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There åre important limitations of this model to bear in mind.
1.
2.

No detailed account can be taken of real reaction rates.
Phases which åre nonideal åre likely to form, especially due to

solutions on wet vertical surfaces in the containment. Since it
is not possible to model nonideal behaviour without experimental data on the specific mixture, we åre prone to be short of
thermodynamic data.
3.

New, unknown compounds or mixtures may be formed, and obviously
such occurrences åre impossible
chemical ab-initio calculations.

4.

to

model

without

quantum

The time each compound and material is present in the gas and
aerosol is short. This implies that metastable compounds
(formed by the radiation or reaction intermediates) may exist
in the aerosol for e.g. one minute. If the metastable compounds
have different transport properties than the thermodynamically

stable end products, the chemical model fails,
model which is based on thermodynamics.

as will

every

11.7 Functional description of the MAAP chemistry extension
Figure 11.7 shows the two new MAAP routines, CHTRAN (replacing
FPTRAN), CHTRNP (replacing FPTRNP) and the modified version of
INTGFP, acting as interfaces between MAAP and the new chemical
model. The CHMODL routine executes the first level chemistry
routines in order from left to right. Some of the first order
routines execute in their turn second order routines etc. The Figure

also indicates where subroutines from the SOLGASMIX library åre used
to
compute the various chemical equilibria between
reacting
substances. The chemical model consists of 103 routines. A general
description of the general logic and of individual first and

second

level routines is given below.

CHMODL is in principle called once for each node used by MAAP during
the current time interval.
CHDBAS reads the chemical thermodynamics database as soon
release from the core has begun.

as

CHFLOW
node.

current

computes

the net flow of gas and aerosols into the

any

11.7.1 Gas phase reactions
The chemical modeling begins by treating reactions in the gas phase,

module CHG, as the gas phase species in general åre more mobile and
reactive than condensed species.
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Figure 11.7. Top-down structure chart showing the chemistry extension to MAAP developed within AKTI-150.

CHSYG determines the gaseous species present and their molar amounts
from an internal book keeping of the previous composition of the
standard MAAP element groups and the current mass of each group. The
routine then predicts possible, but yet nonexisting, reaction
products. The temperature of the system is assumed to be the gas
temperature in the current node.

CHRNG computes the concentrations corresponding to chemical eguilibrium beween reactants and reaction products. The new concentrations
in the gas phase åre then assumed to be a linear combination of
starting and equilibrium concentrations.
C

=

(l—a^ C

+ a C

l
new
' old
eguilibrium
This corresponds to a first order approximation of chemical kinetics
when each reaction has its own a-value. So far, a universal a-value
has been used for all reactions, which is a further approximation.

CHTPG finally computes the new chemical composition of the system,
amount of each substance, resulting from the gas phase reactions. If
condensed matter is formed, it is added to the aerosol mass in the

current node.
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11.7.2 Reactions between gas and aerosol
The second fastest reaction system is assumed to consist of aerosol
particles and their surrounding gas. Mass transfer can usually be

assumed to be faster in this system than for the other possible
systems e.g. between gas and walls. Hence the reactions between the
new gas phase and its aerosol particles åre computed next by CHGP.
The aerosol particles åre assumed to consist of pure substances.
Hence we have as many kinds of aerosol particles as there åre condensed phases present. This model can be improved, if needed, by
considering solid solutions.
CHVLFR
ticle.

computes

the volume fraction of each kind of

aerosol

par-

CHXCRD determines in which order the gas - particle reactions should
be considered from the relative volume fractions of the various
kinds of aerosol particles. Reactions with the particle kind having
the largest volume fraction is computed first, the second largest
next etc.
CHGP

then loops over the three routines CHSYGP,

CHRNGP and

CHTPGP

for all aerosol particle kinds present.
CHSYGP determines the amount of gas in direct contact with the
current particle kind from the volume fraction occupied by this kind
of particles and predicts the chemical reactions possible between
this particle kind and the gas. The temperature is assumed to be the
gas temperature in the current node.
CHRNGP computes the concentrations corresponding to chemical equilibrium beween reactants and reaction products. The new concentrations
in the gas phase åre then assumed to be a linear combination of
starting and equilibrium concentrations in the same manner as for
the gas system. The new aerosol particle mass is also computed in
the same way.

CHTPGP computes the new chemical composition of the system, amount
of each substance, resulting from the gas - particle reactions. The
routine then distributes the amounts of substances present as gas

and condensed matter between gas phase and aerosol particles.
11.7.3 Reactions between deposited substances
Reactions

between deposited substances not in direct

contact

with

the gas phase and its aerosol particles åre assumed to proceed
independently of those in the gas and those between gas and aerosol.
All deposits åre assumed to have a layer structure. Each layer is
assumed to be in contact with the next deeper and next outer layer

only. When
gas phase.

Reactions
routine.

gases åre formed they åre assumed to be released to the

in and between deposited layers åre håndled by
This

the

routine loops over the subordinate routines for
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CHIL
all

heat sinks present in the current node,

for all layers present on a

heat sink and for all substances present in a layer.
CHVLFR

computes

the

volume

of each deposited

substance

in

the

current layer.

CHXCRD determines the order in which
considered from their volume fractions.
CHSYIL

the

substances

should

be

predicts the possible chemical reactions between the current

substance and all other substances in direct contact with
present in
temperature
heat sink.

the current layer or in the two adjoining
is assumed to be the wall temperature of

it,

i.e.

layers. The
the current

CHRNIL computes the concentrations corresponding to chemical equilibrium beween reactants and reaction products. The new concentrations

in the layer åre then assumed to be a linear combination of starting
and equilibrium concentrations.

CHTPIL determines
sition and mass
between layers as
stance formed is

the effect of the chemical reactions on the compoof the current layer. Matter may be transferred
a consequence of the reactions. Any gaseous subassumed to escape to the gas phase in the current

node. As a consequence, layers may increase or decrease in thickness

or even disappear.
11.7.4 Aerosol deposition

The mass of newly deposited aerosol in the current node is converted
to moles by the CHFRAE routine.
11.7.4.1 Nodes with liquid water present. When there is liquid water
present

in a node,

all aerosol deposition is assumed to be in

the

water. Soluble gases åre also assumed to be tranferred to aqueous
solution. Further transport of deposited material and dissolved
gases is assumed to follow the flow of water. When all water present
in a node evaporates the dissolved substances åre assumed to form
the same layer structure as they would have done if deposited
without water ever present.

CHAQUA handles the dissolution of substances in water and the
effects from dryout of a node. When water is present, the routines
for layer formation and for reactions between gas and the upper

deposited layer åre bypassed by CHMODL.
11.7.4.2 Dry nodes. When there is no water present, aerosol particles åre deposited on dry surfaces. The freshly deposited aerosol is
assumed to form a new top layer on each surface when a prescribed
layer thickness is exceeded else it is added to the current top
layer.
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The routine CHPO handles dry deposition on surfaces in a node.
CHSYPO determines the amount of aerosol particles to be deposited on
the surface.
CHTPPO computes the thickness, volume and composition of the top
layer and starts a new top layer if the prescribed layer thickness
is exceeded for the current top layer.
11.7.5 Reactions between gas and surfaces
All reactions between gas and dry surfaces åre assumed to be limited

to the exposed, top, layers in the node.
CHGO

first

volumes,

uses CHVLFR and CHXCRD to determine

the

a loop over all pure substances in the top layer.
the routines CHSYGO, CHRNGO and CHTPGO.
CHVLFR

actual

layer

volume fractions and order of calculation. It then sets up

computes

This loop

the volume fraction of each substance in

the

spåns
top

layer.
CHXCRD

determines the order in which the substances should be

con-

sidered from their volume fractions.
CHSYGO
current
stance
between
and of

in

determines the amount of gas in direct contact with the
substance from the volume fraction occupied by this subin the layer and predicts the chemical reactions possible
the substance and the gas. The temperature of the top layer
any condensed species is assumed to be the wall temperature

the current node and the temperature of the gas is assumed to be

the gas temperature in the current node.
CHRNGO computes the concentrations corresponding to chemical equilibrium beween reactants and reaction products. The new concentrations

in the gas phase and condensed phases åre then assumed to be
linear combination of starting and eguilibrium concentrations.

a

CHTPGO computes the new chemical composition of the system, amount
of each substance, resulting from the gas - top layer reactions. The
routine then distributes the amounts of substances present as gas
and condensed matter between gas phase and surface. Deposited matter
forms a new layer as soon as the prescribed layer thickness is

exceeded. Part or all of the existing top layer may also
in this process.

disappear

11.7.6 Formation of new amounts in the MAAP
The results of chemical reactions may be transfer of mass between
the classic MAAP chemical groups, addition of new mass or loss of
existing mass. To be able to resume execution of MAAP after the
chemical modeling the resulting distribution of mass between the
MAAP

groups in the current node is computed from the chemical
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com-

position and existing phases in the system. The information used for

this

transformation is also saved internally by the chemical

model

routines as this information is needed again to split the masses

in

the MAAP groups into individual substances next time.
CHNWMM converts the amount of each substance in moles to corresponding mass in the proper MAAP element group for the current node.
11.7.7 Mass rate of chanqe calculation
When the MAAP routines have dealt with all nodes, CHMODL calls on
CHSTOK to convert previous and current masses and the timestep into
mass rates for use by the INTGFP routine.
CHSTOK

sets up a loop over all nodes.

When a node is dry it

calls

upon CHFRMD to compute the rates of change in masses. When there is
liquid water present in a node it calls instead on CHFRMW to do a
similar calculation for this case.
11.8 Applications
The model, which might be used independent of MAAP, can be used in
several different ways for analysis of severe accident chemistry.
1.

For a separate node, without any flow between the nodes.
This implies that the user specifies gas temperature, wall
temperature, node volume, P(H_O)/P(H ) and either; a. number of

elements and their respective molar amounts or b. aerosol
composition, gas composition and the composition of the wall
system.
This part is to be used for point analysis of possible states during
an accident sequence and can be used to answer questions of type:
With

that

and

that

composition

and

physical

conditions,

what

happens? What happens if the composition is changed with respect to
some element or some physical parameter?
2.

To

study

the effect of a better chemical

modeling

of

vapor

pressure eguilibria.

The

chemical

model

is implemented in MAAP and the MAAP

vapor pressure equilibrium is not used.

version

is

model

Input to the extended

identical to input to ordinary MAAP,

unless

the

of
MAAP

user

wishes to change some of the default values. Default values consists
of elements and the data base used.

3.

For sensitivity analysis.

The model may of course be used for sensitivity analysis, due to its
ability to take many important aspects of chemistry into account, as
well as the availability of a well developed data base.
4.

To assess future experiments of importance.
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Together with the thermal-hydraulics the model facilitates a deeper
understanding of the dynamics of what happens (or what may happen)
during a severe accident sequence, and thus also what we ought to
know more about. Experiments to enlighten the interaction between
the thermal hydraulics and chemistry may be one spinoff effect of
this model, as well as which nonideal mixtures should be studied.

5.

To assess possible chemical actions for mitigation.

Another

possible application is to improve the understanding of the

dynamics of the whole accident sequence, and the sensitivity of
various events to the release of fission products into the environ-

ment.

A

possible consequence of such a deeper understanding may be

to know if any chemicals ought to be added during a certain
transient in order to influence the chemistry in a releasing (in the
benign sense) way.

11.9

Recommendations for future development

There åre four main tasks to accomplish in the future.
1.

A better chemical model for core-phenomena than the one present
in MAAP. Such a model must include direct coupling with the
thermal-hydraulic model and flow properties.

2.

A rationally choosen chemical thermodynamic data base with
inclusion of relevant data for water solutions. Inclusion of
kinetic data, such as reactivity of species.

3.

Inclusion of all relevant structural raaterial in the reactor.

4.

Cooperation with specialists on thermal-hydraulics to formulate
a

better

model

for heat transfer between gas

and

surfaces,

especially with regard to the insulating effect of deposits.

The reasons for these considerations åre as follows.

For l, consider the effect of formation of mixtures with low
melting-points, such as eutectica which include boron and other
construction
materials.
Drastically different flow properties
result, compared with the original material. The TMI experience may
be a good indicator of this.
For 2.

it is obvious that much of the fission products get stuck in

water pools, so we need knowledge of what may happen in the water. A
rationally choosen thermodynamic data base greatly improves the

speed
in

of the model without diminishing the relevance.

deciding

which substances may be formed under

It also aids

specific

condi-

tions. The effect of high activation energy may be negligible for
very high temperatures, but become decisive in e.g. the containment.
For 3,
reactor

very large amounts of different materials åre present in
and containment and some of these may have a decisive in-
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fluence on fission product behavior.

For 4, the temperature of matter is dependent on its heat conductivity, which probably is small for some deposits, e.g. oxides of tin
and manganese.
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12

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE CHMAAP AND MAAP GODES

One

of

the objectives of AKTI-150 was to assess the

chemical phenomena upon the course of an accident.

influence

of

To this end,

two

computer codes have been developed. CELSOL in Denmark and CHMAAP in
Sweden, both codes have been described earlier in this report. A

further
tool

objective

with the development of CHMAAP was to

obtain

to make a sensitivity analysis on the MAAP code possible

regard

to

chemical

differences

effects.

As seen below

there

åre

important

in fission product distribution as well as in

speciation for CHMAAP and MAAP 3.0.
sequence for the Swedish RI plant.

a

with

chemical

The sequence chosen was an

AB

12.1 How the comparison was performed
The

differences

grouped

between

into two classes.

CHMAAP and MAAP may be considered

One is the possibility to

to

be

qualitatively

model reaction time in CHMAAP, the other possibility includes all
other differences such as the way to take into account the temperature difference between gas and wall, the possibility to model
chemical reactions and the mass transfer considerations with respect
to direct contact between matter. Two demonstration calculations

were made with CHMAAP, one where high rates of the chemical changes
was modeled and one with lower rates of the chemical changes. By
this approach it was possible to get a feeling for the influence

phenomena

in the two classes on the differences between CHMAAP

of

and

MAAP.

For CHMAAP the FP distributions for various times åre given for high
rates of chemical changes in tables 12.1.1 (1000 s), 12.1.2 (5633 s,

vessel failure) and 12.1.3 (10 000 s) and for low rates in tables
12.1.4 (1000 s) ,12.1.5 (5633 s, vessel failure) and 12.1.6 (10 000
s) .
For MAAP the corresponding distributions åre given in tables

(1000

12.1.7

s), 12.1.8 (5630 s, vessel failure) and 12.1.9 (10 000 s).

12.1.1 Description of sorne af the differences observed
All

observed

differences will not be described.

Instead some

effects were chosen and possible explanations for them in terms
different modeling discussed.

key
of

The differences between the case with high rates of chemical changes
and the case with lower rates åre significant but not striking.
There is a tendency for the fission products to be more evenly
distributed in the plant for the case with lower rates. This is to
be expected since the distribution in case of lower rates imply less
dependence on the conditions at the first place the species
encounter, so the species åre to a higher degree transported further
on to other parts of the plant.
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In spite of the small database used by CHMAAP, three chemical reactions of interest were observed. The result in terms of transport
åre of interest for all three of them. These reactions involved Te
and Mo.

Tellurium can react as follows:
Te02(s) + 3 H2(g) -> H2Te(g) + 2 H20(g)

This reaction involves TeO-(s) aerosol particles and produces
gas H Te(g). All TeO (s) aerosol particles formed H Te(g).
hydrogen telluride gas can react with excess water vapor
forming tellurium oxide and hydrogen in regions with a higher
to hydrogen ratio or other temperature.

the
The

again
steam

H2Te(g) + 2 H.,0(g) -> TeO., (s) + 3 HS (g)

The
gas

TeO (s) formed occurred as condensate on walls colder than the
and it was the temperature difference between gas and wall that

made the reaction thermodynamically possible. This reaction did not
occur very frequently but its very existence is interesting. It
occurred mainly in the lower downcomer.
These two reactions
involving Te provide another mode of Te transport than as TeO2(s) in
aerosol particles.

The reaction with Mo was as follows.
Mo03(g) + H2(g) -> MoO., (s) + H2O(g)

This occurred both in the aerosol and between the walls and the gas
phase. The stable condensed specie of Mo is thus not MoO (s) but
MoO (s). Since MoO (s) has a higher chemical potential than MoO (s)
it is likely to unaergo other chemical reactions more readily than
Mo03(s).
CHMAAP models less release than MAAP of CsOH and Csl from the
pressure vessel to the containment. The explanation for this is not
MAAP's inability to model chemical reactions but more complicated.

Initially CsOH and Csl åre deposited mainly as aerosols on the same
surface. The surface is then heated by thermal conduction through
the construction material of the vessel. Csl and CsOH contribute to
the heat by radioactive decay, causing the temperature of the
surface to rise even more. CsOH evaporates and partly quickly forms
aerosol particles in the gas, partly condenses on the other

relatively
contact

cannot

cold surface.

The aerosol particles åre not

in

direct

with the surfaces because they åre suspended in the gas and

immediately deposit on surfaces.

The condensing of

CsOH(g)

onto the colder surface is relatively fast and makes the CsOH(s)
aerosol particles evaporate. The CsOH(s) in the aerosol particles
which have not have had time to evaporate and condense on the colder
surface is partly blown out into the drywell. Csl is subject to the
same phenomena as CsOH, but is less readily forming its gas phase,
Csl(g), and hence remains a longer time as aerosol particles. The
consequence is that a higher proportion of Csl than CsOH is found in
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the containment. Since the gas flow into the drywell is low at this
time the overall consequence is a retainment of CsOH and Csl in the
upper head.

The
and

most important reason for the different results between CHMAAP
MAAP for CsOH and Csl in the containment is that MAAP does not

model the condition of direct contact.
Also, MAAP does not
distinguish properly between the different surface temperatures.
The

resulting

amounts

of

fission

products

åre

significantly

different in the containment for CHMAAP and MAAP. These differences
åre mainly caused by the different modeling of phenomena in the
pressure vessel mentioned above and not by differences in the
modeling of processes in the containment.

There were no releases of fission products to the environment during
the sequence so the eventual effects of chemistry on the external
source term could not be evaluated.

12.2 Conclusions
Due to the small data base used and the limitation to a comparison
for one sequence only it is impossible to draw any certain
conclusions concerning the general importance of the findings
reported above. However, phenomena were observed which seems to be
important to take into account for an estimation of the fission
product distribution and which åre not modeled by MAAP.

The

with
the

differences

between the cases with fast chemical

changes

slower changes were largest in the very beginning.

time since release from the core the less significant were

differences.

The

modeling of rates is likely to be most

during rapid changes in the plant,

and

The longer
the

important

such as those occurring when the

vessel or containment fails.
Chemical reactions åre important for the transport behavior of the
fission products. Even with the small data base used it was found
that the hydrogen to steam ratio is important for the transport
properties of Te and Mo.
The temperature differences between gas and wall made reactions
possible which would be ruled out for systems with a homogenous
temperature distribution.

If the different heat sinks in a node have significantly different
temperatures it may give rise to a mass transfer, via aerosol

particles and gas, from one heat sink to another. This phenomena
implies that the fission products åre not transported very far from
the site wherefrom they evaporated when the gas flow is low.
It is important to model chemical changes only between phases
åre in direct contact.
Finally

a

comment on the possibilities of informative output
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which
from

CHMAAP. The structure of CHMAAP provides data, not available from
MAAP, which will make it easier to understand the reason for
observed phenomena. The rates of gas to aerosol transition, the rate
of condensation onto the walls etc åre all important for an understanding of what is going on in the reactor. This gives a snapshot
of ongoing processes. An example of this kind of information is
given in table 12.3.1.

12.3 Recoitvmendations for the future
1

Production of a rationally chosen database, see chapter 10.

2

Development of a model for the influence of e.g. boron carbide
on the core geometry and consequently on the core source term.

3

Inclusion of the elements present in construction materials in
the vessel and in the containment, and a corresponding chemical
database.

4

Recognition of the effects on heat conductivity and mass
transfer of the relatively thick layers of e.g. Sn and Mn
compounds which åre mainly deposited on the surfaces in the
vessel. These layers have undoubtedly a large influence on the
heat exchange between gas and wall. The chemical modeling can
be used to calculate the amount of deposited matter which then
can be used to estimate the corresponding heat transfer
coefficient.
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Table 12.1.1. AB sequence in RI as modeled by CHMAAP at 1000 s into
the accident assuming high reaction rates.
COMPARTMENT CONDITIONS: TIME=
FISSION PRODUCT MASS IN RPV
CORE
GROUP 1 VAPOR
0.1024E-01
AEROSOL 0.6647E-03
DEPOSIT 0.7748E-05
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0. 000
GROUP 5 VAPOR

0.000
AEROSOL 0.000

DEPOSIT 0.000

GROUP 6 VAPOR

0.000

AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000

SURF TEMP (K)

591.2

CSI DEP MASS

568.6
0.000
0.000

(kg)

UPP DWNCMR
7.060
AEROSOL 1.374
DEPOSIT 0.2639
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.2895E-03
AEROSOL 0.3692
DEPOSIT 0.8775E-01
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.5791
AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.6198E-06
DEPOSIT 0. 1216E-06
0.3748E-11
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL 0.2331E-08
DEPOSIT 0.4641E-09
GROUP 6 VAPOR
0.2286E-01
AEROSOL 1.648
DEPOSIT 0.1788
SURF TEMP (K)
558.9
569.2
559.2
CSI DEP MASS
0.000
0. 000
(kg)
GROUP 1 VAPOR

1000 SECONDS

(kg)
SHRD HEAD
4.800
2.341
0.3640
0.1843E-01

SEPARATERS
2.352
1.095
0.6436E-01

UPP HEAD
19.34
4.984
1.218

0.4945E-02

0.3964E-02

0.3394
0.8035
0.4015

0.1578

1.006

0.1780
0.2026

0.4136
1.639
0.000

0.000
0.3792E-02
0.000
0.9037E-06
0.1632E-06
0.2258E-09
0.6171E-08
0.2754E-08
0.2768
1.591
9.624
579.1
583.1

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.4359E-06

0.4497

0.1780

0.000
0.000
0.2137E-05

0.2962E-07

0.5338E-06

0.6183E-10
0.2610E-08
0.1153E-08
0.3734E-01
0.8068
1.357

0.5015E-10

569.2

558.4
559.7
0.7254E-01
0.3410

0.3538

0.9765E-08
0.2911E-08

0.3109E-01
4.475
2.218

RECIRC

0.5497E-01

LOW HEAD
0.2124
0.1641E-01
0.2041E-03
0.1906E-06
0.1201E-01

0. 1329E-02

0.2499E-03

0. 1842E-03

0.6962E-01
0.000
0.000

0.1333E-01
0.000

0.5144E-02

LOW DWNCMR
0.9647
0.1342
0.2002E-02

0.5529E-05

0.000
0.6407E-07
0. 1015E-08
0.7177E-13
0.1927E-09
0.3308E-11
0.7739E-03

0.2279
0.1013E-01
558.3
591.2
441.6
0. 1864E-04
0.000

Continues on next page.
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0.000
0.000
0.8431E-08
0.1129E-09
0.1811E-14
0.1889E-10
0.1944E-12
0.1063E-02

0.4909E-01
0.7436E-04
551.3
440.8
0.2499E-03
0.000

0.7392E-01
0.8871E-02
0.3231E-03
0.1583E-06
0.4130E-02
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.4315E-08
0.1606E-09
0.2034E-14
0. 1199E-10
0.4559E-12
0.6235E-04
0.1690E-01
0.7086E-03
557.6
0.1842E-03

Table 12.1.1. Continued
FISSION PRODUCT MASS (kg)
RPV
GROUP 1 VAPOR
34 .81
AEROSOL 9. 954
DEPOSIT 1. 913
CORIUM 0. 000
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0. 2764E-01
AEROSOL 1. 943
DEPOSIT 1. 485
CORIUM 0. 000
GROUP 3 VAPOR
2. 911
AEROSOL 0. 000
DEPOSIT 0. 3792E-02
CORIUM 0. 000
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0. 000
AEROSOL 0. 4173E-05
DEPOSIT 0. 8495E-06
CORIUM 0. 000
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0. 3416E-09
AEROSOL 0. 2110E-07
DEPOSIT 0. 7287E-08
CORIUM 0. 000

GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM

1^
CONTAINMENT '
15 .86
1. 660
0. 5759E-01
0. 000
0. 9262
0. 000
0. 9912
0. 000
2)
-- —
0. 000
2)
— -— -

0. 000

0. 3699
8. 814
13 .39
0. 000

3. 757
0. 000

1) SINCE WE HAVEN'T YET FINISHED THE MODELING IN THE CONTAINMENT,
WE ONLY DISPLAY TOTAL FIGURES FOR THE CONTAINMENT.
2) IT ISN'T POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE THE CONTAINMENT-CONTENT FOR THIS
GROUP SINCE A TOO SMALL FRACTION OF THE GROUP HAS BEEN RELEASED.
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Table 12.1.2. AB sequence in RI as modeled by CHMAAP at vessel
failure 5632 s into the accident assuming high reaction rates.
COMPARTMENT CONDITIONS: TIME=
5632 SECONDS VESSEL - FAILURE
FISSION PRODUCT MASS IN RPV (kg)
SEPARATERS UPP HEAD
CORE
SHRD HEAD
GROUP i VAPOR
0.6092E-03 0.3921E-02 0. 2564E-02 3. 370
AEROSOL 0.3429E-04 0.4777E-01 0. 2955E-01 3. 301
696.5
DEPOSIT 0.5697E-01 110.3
5. 499
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.000
0.1988E-04 0. 4842E-03 0. 1130E-01
AEROSOL 0.000
0.3754E-02 0. 6569E-02 1. 194
11 .62
DEPOSIT 0.000
0.7513E-05 1. 558
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0. 000
0.2664E-03 0. 1646E-03 0. 7598E-01
0. 000
AEROSOL 0.000
0. 000
0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000
0.000
0. 1341E-17 0. 3817E-07
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
AEROSOL 0.000
0.4586E-03 0. 3535E-03 0. 1600E-01
DEPOSIT 0. 000
0.1250E-01 0. 3590E-02 0. 7883E-01
0.000
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0.6923E-05 0. 2044E-04 0. 8690E-04
AEROSOL 0.000
0. 5713E-02 0. 5054E-02 0. 8441E-01
DEPOSIT 0. 000
0.1780
0. 8303E-01 0. 4785
GROUP 6 VAPOR
0.000
0.9117E-04 0. 9540E-04 0. 2141
AEROSOL 0. 000
0. 1699E-02 0. 3848E-02 1. 014
DEPOSIT 0.000
93 .23
0. 6649E-06 0. 2416E-09
590.6
SURF TEMP (K)
1351.
802 .2
629.6
781.1
970.4
809.2
CSI DEP MASS
0.000
11 .60
0.1430E-10 1. 558
0.000
0. 1328E-01
0.7513E-05
(kg)
GROUP 1 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 2 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL

DEPOSIT
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
SURF TEMP (K)
CSI DEP MASS

(kg)

UPP DWNCMR
9.603
3.291
105.9
0. 1171E-01
1.571
1.710
0.2536
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0.1652E-01
0.1526E-01
0.1516E-04
0.9592E-01
0.9443E-01
0.3349E-01
0. 1781
19.25
584.9
629.6
782.8

LOW DWNCMR
4.249
0.8290
8.021
0.2302E-01
0.1426E-01

LOW HEAD
17 .03
0. 9544
10 .43
0. 6732E-05
0. 2432

RECIRC
0. 5879
0. 9078E-01
2. 022

1.522

0. 6884
0. 2184

0. 1437

0.8649
0.7520
0.9292E-01

0.5917
0. 000
0.9304

0.6935E-02
0.000

7.928
0.000
0.3258E-02
0.1472E-02
0.2713E-06
0.2229E-01
0.1005E-01
0.4771E-02
0.1473E-02
13.74
812.5
1351.
414 .6

0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 1190E-02
0. 1042E-02
0. 7117E-09
0. 1049E-01
0. 4132E-02
0. 6531E-04
0. 7924E-03
8. 840
542.7
405.1
0. 6884
0. 000

Continued on next page.
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0. 4389E-04

0. 1351E-01
0. 3344E-02
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 2950E-03
0. 2193E-03
0. 3635E-08
0. 2241E-02
0. 1157E-02
0. 7964E-04
0. 1056E-03
2. 134
566.4
0. 1437

Table 12.1.2. Continued
FISSION PRODUCT MASS (kg)

RPV
GROUP 1 VAPOR

34.84
AEROSOL 8.543
DEPOSIT 938.7
CORIUM 0.000

0.4658E-01
AEROSOL 3.046
DEPOSIT 17.24
CORIUM 0.000

CONTAINMENT ^
341.04

25 .92
83 .70
0. 000

GROUP 2 VAPOR

GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 5 VAPOR

0.5587
0.000
7.928
0.000
0.000
0.3807E-01
0.1129
53.72
0.1297E-03
AEROSOL 0.2261
DEPOSIT 0.8493

CORIUM
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM

125.6

12 .18
0. 000
20 .49
0. 000
0. 9873E-01
0. 2137E-02
0. 1862
0. 4995E-02

0. 2527

1.200
137.2

56 .71

0.000

0. 000

1) SINGE WE HAVEN'T YET FINISHED THE MODELING IN THE CONTAINMENT,
WE ONLY DISPLAY TOTAL FIGURES FOR THE CONTAINMENT.

2) IT ISN'T POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE THE CONTAINMENT-CONTENT FOR THIS
GROUP SINCE A TOO SMALL FRACTION OF THE GROUP HAS BEEN RELEASED.
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Table 12.1.3. AB sequence in RI as modeled by CHMAAP at 10 000 s

into the accident assuming high reaction rates.
COMPARTMENT CONDITIONS: TIME=
FISSION PRODUCT MASS IN RPV

GROUP 1 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 2 VAPOR

CORE
1.577
0.1486
0.1117
0.000

AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0. 000
DEPOSIT 0.000
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000

GROUP 5 VAPOR

0.000

AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT

0.000

0.000

SHRD HEAD
0.7579
0.7284E-01
110.9
0.1994E-04
0.1712E-02

SEPARATERS
0.1415E-01
5.541
0.1296E-04
0.1366E-03

0.1245

0.8895E-04
0.4967E-03
0.000
0. 000
0.000
0.3117E-02

1.528
0.1444E-04
0.000
0.000
0.000

12.17
0.3093E-06
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.3016E-03
0.8144E-01
0.1369E-10
0.1062E-02

0.6264E-01
0.3299E-04
0.2892E-02
0.5586

SURF TEMP (K)

1485.

CSI DEP MASS

794.2
0.000
0.000

0.3702E-02
0.1221E-05
0.4083E-09
777.5
788.0
0.000
0.8895E-04

UPP DWNCMR

LOW DWNCMR

4.543
AEROSOL 0.1106
DEPOSIT 107.8
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.4690E-04
AEROSOL 0.9265E-03

1.237
0.3117E-01
8.460
0.1020E-03
0.4746E-04
1.770

(kg)

0.000
0.000
0.000

10000 SECONDS

(kg)

GROUP 1 VAPOR

DEPOSIT 1.847

GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
SURF TEMP (K)

0.4958E-04
0.000
0.000
0.000
0. 3004E-03

0.2881E-01
0.6656E-08
0.1061E-02
0.2369
0.4140E-02
0.9423E-06

14 . 11
615.5
665.1
775.8
CSI DEP MASS
0.9938
0.8536
(kg)
0.6322E-06
Continued on next page.

0.9669E-05
0.000
8.058
0.000
0.7517E-04
0.3677E-02
0.5464E-09

0.2995E-03
0.3003E-01

0.5219E-03
0. 6211E-07
15. 15
1077.
1485.
546.0
0.2324E-07
0.000
1.770
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0.6054

0.9555E-04
0.4659E-02
0.2085E-07
0.1693E-03
0.1032
0.2400E-03
0.6926E-06
0.2178
665. 1

LOW HEAD
4.513
0.3431
12.32

1.528

0.4879E-04
0.1447E-02
0.8182
0.6016E-03
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.1942E-02
0.1020E-01
0.8057E-05
0.2106E-02
0.6513E-01
0.1160E-02
0.2308E-06
10.24
575.6
426.2
0.8182
0.000

UPP HEAD
6.093
697.1
0.7011E-03

0.4336E-03

0.5042
0.7208E-04
0.1153E-04
96.26
702.0
904.2
12.17
0.4537E-07
RECIRC
0.1749

0.4295E-02
2.107
0.4317E-05
0.1372E-04
0.1919
0. 1374E-05
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.1018E-04
0.6280E-03
0.4188E-10

0.4127E-04
0.4550E-02
0.4224E-04
0.6021E-08
2.527

588.5
0.1919

Table 12.1.3. Continued
FISSION PRODUCT MASS (kg)
RPV
GROUP 1 VAPOR
19.50
AEROSOL 0.8493
DEPOSIT 944.3
CORIUM 0.000
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.9360E-03
AEROSOL 0.4717E-02
DEPOSIT 18.33
CORIUM 0.000
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.1174E-02
AEROSOL 0. 000
DEPOSIT 8. 058
CORIUM 0.000
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.5843E-02
DEPOSIT 0. 1921
CORIUM 0.2625
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0.4107E-04
AEROSOL 0.7630E-02
DEPOSIT 1.503
CORIUM 0.6183
GROUP 6 VAPOR
0.9878E-02
AEROSOL 0. 1469E-04
DEPOSIT 138.5
CORIUM 0. 000

CONTAINMENT1'
358.6
6.188
171.8
0.000
14. 36
0.000
21. 092
0.000
0.2972
207.9
0.4374
486.1
57.99
0.000

1) SINCE WE HAVEN'T YET FINISHED THE MODELING IN THE CONTAINMENT,
WE ONLY DISPLAY TOTAL FIGURES FOR THE CONTAINMENT.
2) IT ISN'T POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE THE CONTAINMENT-CONTENT FOR THIS
GROUP SINCE A TOO SMALL FRACTION OF THE GROUP HAS BEEN RELEASED.
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Table 12.1.4. AB sequence in RI as modeled by CHMAAP at 1000 s into
the accident assuming slow reactions.
COMPARTMENT CONDITIONS : TIME=

1000 SECONDS

FISSION PRODUCT MASS IN RPV (kg)
CORE
SHRD HEAD
GROUP 1 VAPOR
0.1023E-01 4.791
AEROSOL 0.6674E-03 2.340
DEPOSIT 0.7771E-05 0.3595
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.000
0.3132E-03
AEROSOL 0.000
0.3904
DEPOSIT 0.000
1.038
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.000
0.3835
AEROSOL 0.000
0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000
0.7573E-04
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.000
0.000
AEROSOL 0. 000
0.9032E-06
DEPOSIT 0.000
0. 1611E-06
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0.000
0.2461E-19
AEROSOL 0.000

DEPOSIT 0.000
GROUP 6 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0. 000
SURF TEMP (K)
591.2
568.7
CSI DEP MASS
0.000

(kg)

0.000

UPP DWNCMR
7.061
AEROSOL 1.390
DEPOSIT 0.2450
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.5313E-05
AEROSOL 0.3683

GROUP 1 VAPOR

DEPOSIT 0.7326E-01
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.6034
AEROSOL 0.000

DEPOSIT
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL

0.000
0.000
0.6270E-06
0. 1125E-06

SURF TEMP (K)

558.8
568.7
559.1
0.000
0. 000

0.6447E-13
0.2650E-08
0.4519E-09
0.3043E-01
1.535
DEPOSIT 0.1070

CSI DEP MASS
(kg)

0.7102E-08
0.7608E-09
0.1184

1.568
12.39
583. 6
588.6
0.6300
0.4076

SEPARATERS

UPP HEAD

2. 352
1.098

19.34
5.008

0.6496E-01
0.2597E-03
0.1781
0.6175E-01
0.1960
0.000
0.000
0. 000

1.214
0.1313E-03
1.038
0.3122
1.662
0.000
0.000
0. 000

0.4372E-06
0.2988E-07
0.3259E-11
0. 3027E-08
0.4114E-09

0.2147E-05
0. 5324E-06
0. 1643E-11
0. 1120E-07

0.2136E-02
0.8414
0.4281
568.7
0.6175E-01

LOW DWNCMR
0.9643
0.1353

0.1958E-02
0.7171E-07
0.5230E-01
0. 1123E-02
0.7199E-01
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.6457E-07
0.9921E-09
0.4623E-15
0.2179E-09
0.2747E-11
0.5895E-03
0. 1978
0. 1500E-01
558.3
591.2
441. 6

0.5324E-05
0.000

Continued on next page
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LOW HEAD
0.2123
0.1651E-01
0.2001E-03
0.6025E-07
0.1119E-01
0.2256E-03

0. 2691E-08
0.3589E-02

4.306
1.415
558.2
559.4
0.1724E-01
0.2950
RECIRC
0.7389E-01
0.8951E-02
0.2976E-03
0.3085E-08
0. 3897E-02
0. 1514E-03

0. 1308E-01
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.8475E-08
0. 1106E-09
0.4755E-17
0. 2133E-10
0.2042E-12
0.9781E-03
0.4133E-01
0.1782E-05
551.3
440.8

0.5288E-02
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.4353E-08
0.1476E-09
0.5447E-17
0.1358E-10
0.4327E-12
0.5831E-04
0. 1453E-01

0.2256E-03
0.000

0. 1514E-03

0.5189E-03

557.6

Table 12.1.4. Continued
FISSION PRODUCT MASS (kg)
i>
CONTAINMENT '
RPV
34 .80
9. 998
1. 885
0. 000
0. 7096E-03
AEROSOL 2. 042

GROUP 1 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 2 VAPOR

DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 4 VAPOR

1. 486
0. 000
2. 936
0. 000
0. 7573E-04
0. 000
0. 000
AEROSOL 0. 4192E-05
DEPOSIT 0. 8371E-06
0. 000
0. 4966E-11
0. 2424E-07
0. 4318E-08
0. 000
0. 1562
AEROSOL 8. 504

CORIUM
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 6 VAPOR

DEPOSIT 14 .36
CORIUM 0. 000

15 .86
1. 664
0. 5655E-01
0. 000
0. 8531
0. 000
0. 9699
0. 000
————

2)

0. 000

-- --

2)

0. 000
3. 331
0. 000

1) SINCE WE HAVEN'T YET FINISHED THE MODELING IN THE CONTAINMENT,
WE ONLY DISPLAY TOTAL FIGURES FOR THE CONTAINMENT.
2) IT ISN'T POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE THE CONTAINMENT-CONTENT FOR THIS
GROUP SINCE TOO SMALL FRACTION OF THE GROUP HAS BEEN RELEASED.
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Table 12.1.5. AB sequence in RI as modeled by CHMAAP at vessel

failure 5633 s into the accident assuming slow reactions.
COMPARTMENT CONDITIONS: TIME=
FISSION PRODUCT MASS IN RPV
CORE
GROUP 1 VAPOR
0.1052E-02
AEROSOL 0.4048E-04
DEPOSIT 0.3904E-01
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0. 000
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.000

AEROSOL 0.000
DEPOSIT 0.000
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT

0.000
0. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000

CSI DEP MASS

1351.
890.1
0.000

(kg)

0.000

SURF TEMP (K)

UPP DWNCMR
8.846
AEROSOL 2.780
DEPOSIT 111.8
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.2418E-01
AEROSOL 3.200

GROUP 1 VAPOR

DEPOSIT 1. 506
0.1859
0.000
0.000
0.000

GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
SURF TEMP (K)

CSI DEP MASS

(kg)

0.7904E-02
0.1716E-01
0.1678E-05
0.1401
0.2159

0.9525E-02
0.1622
12.76
582.8
614.8
779.2
0. 6844
0.6137
0.2077

5633 SECONDS

VESSEL-FAILURE

(kg)
SHRD HEAD

SEPARATERS

0.4295E-02
0.4389E-01

0.2962E-02

94.40
0.4871E-02
0.2412
0.2087E-02
0.2664E-03
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.1112E-02
0.1894E-01
0.6868E-09
0.3268E-01
0.2127
0.5280E-05
0.6489E-02
0.1319E-03
764.8
908.4
0. 1999E-02
0.8841E-04
LOW DWNCMR
3.877
0.6002
7.892
0.2108E-01
0.3197E-01
3 .360
0.2622E-02
0.000
8.563

0.000
0. 1925E-02
0.1506E-02
0.1406E-07
0.3894E-01
0.1766E-01
0.2302E-02
0.1284E-03
17.79
814.6
1351.

0.2777E-01
6.270
0.3345E-03
0.1570
0.7565
0.1679E-03
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.4623E-03
0.2266E-02
0.5996E-05
0.1215E-01
0.5927E-01
0.1361E-04
0.6853E-02
0. 1392E-11
614.8
0.7565

UPP HEAD
3.165
3.583
715.5
0.1011E-02
0.4463
9.653
0.5501E-01
0.000

0.4779E-08
0.000
0.7651E-02
0.8358E-01
0.9961E-05
0.1077
1.088
0.2580E-01
0.1539E-02
88.45
593.4
962.3
9.652
0.2798E-03

LOW HEAD
16.25
0.6250
8.083
0.3960E-06
0.5103
1.009
0. 1100
0.000
0. 000
0.000
0. 1167E-02
0.9445E-03
0.1000E-10
0.1959E-01
0.5588E-02
0.6290E-05
0.1234E-03
9.993

RECIRC
0.5379
0.6102E-01
1.513
0.1051E-05
0. 2891E-01
0. 1886

545.1
405.9

566.9

1. 009
0.000

0. 1886

0. 1498E-02
0. 000
0.000
0. 000

0.2004E-03
0.2049E-03
0.4146E-10
0.4251E-02
0.2006E-02
0.7109E-05
0.5487E-04

2.519

422 .9
1.457

0.000
1.903

Continued on next page.
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Table 12.1.5. Continued
FISSION PRODUCT MASS (kg)
RPV
32.68
AEROSOL 7.721
DEPOSIT 945.5
CORIUM 0.000

GROUP l VAPOR

GROUP 2 VAPOR

CONTAINMENT 1)
343. 3
25.98
80.15
0.000

0.5148E-01

AEROSOL 4.616

11.38

DEPOSIT 16.47
CORIUM
GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT

CORIUM
GROUP 6 VAPOR

0.000
0.3554
0.000
8.563
0.000
0.000
0.2042E-01
0.1246
53 .83
0.1765E-04
0.3555

1.601
125.1
0.3766E-01

0.000
20.07
0.000
0.5301E-01
0.2111E-02
0.2489

0.4909E-02

AEROSOL 0.1774
DEPOSIT 131.5

63.67

CORIUM

0.000

0. 000

1) SINCE WE HAVEN'T YET FINISHED THE MODELING IN THE CONTAINMENT,
WE ONLY DISPLAY TOTAL FIGURES FOR THE CONTAINMENT.

2) IT ISN'T POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE THE CONTAINMENT-CONTENT FOR THIS
GROUP SINCE TOO SMALL FRACTION OF THE GROUP HAS BEEN RELEASED.
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Table 12.1.6. AB sequence in RI as modeled by CHMAAP at 10 000 s
into the accident assuming slow reactions.
COMPARTMENT CONDITIONS: TIME= 10000 SECONDS
FISSION PRODUCT MASS IN RPV (kg)
CORE
GROUP 1 VAPOR
1.576
AEROSOL 0.1281
DE POS IT 0.4472E-01

SHRD HEAD
0.7693
0.6430E-01
94.89

SEPARATERS
0.6185
0.1403E-01
6.320

UPP HEAD
6.139
0.1268
716.1

GROUP 2 VAPOR

0.000

0.8634E-05

0.1816E-05

0.2911E-03

AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
SURF TEMP (K)

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.9696E-03
0.1207E-05
0.4995E-03
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.3553E-02
0.4869E-01
0.4669E-15
0.5861E-02
0.5620
0.2016E-02

0.6635E-04
0.7246
0.1813E-04
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.1066E-03
0. 3078E-02
0.5083E-13
0.4506E-03
0.7274E-01
0.1270E-03
0.4886E-07
0.3345
645.5

0.8511E-04
10.52
0.3850E-04
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.3588E-03
0.8543E-01
0.6072E-13
0.3303E-02
1. 115

CSI DEP MASS

(kg)

0.000
0.000
0.000
1488.
888.1
0.000
0.000

0.4334E-07

0.3171E-11
756.8
880.3
0. 000
0. 1207E-05

UPP DWNCMR
4.652
AEROSOL 0.1127
DEPOSIT 113.4
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0. 1299E-04
AEROSOL 0.4430E-03

LOW DWNCMR
1.229
0.3095E-01
8.211
0.2863E-04

DEPOSIT 1.469
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.1378E-03

4 .357
0.5920
0.000
6.561
0. 000
0.1124E-03
0.2659E-02
0.1017E-10
0.9634E-03
0.3647E-01
0.1188E-03
0.1125E-08
18.11
1082.
1488.
684.1
0.5551E-09
0.000
4.357

GROUP 1 VAPOR

AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.4716E-03
DEPOSIT 0.2412E-01
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0.5481E-13
AEROSOL 0.3467E-02
DEPOSIT 0.3262
GROUP 6 VAPOR
0.2053E-02
AEROSOL 0.2493E-07
DEPOSIT 9.395
SURF TEMP (K)
604.0
645.5
755.0
CSI DEP MASS
0.7865
0.6823
(kg)
0.2696E-06

0.5377E-05

Continued on next page.
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0.7246

0.2357E-04
0.8743E-06
89.80
685.6
896.1
10.52
0.4968E-08

LOW HEAD
4.486

RECIRC
0.1743

0.2949
9.867
0.2118E-04
0.7143E-03

0.4265E-02
1.578

1.222

0.2099

0.3585
0.000

0.7515E-01
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0.1518E-04
0.4416E-03
0.1894E-13
0.1330E-03
0.6107E-02
0.4003E-05
0.9043E-10
2.878
589.7

0.000
0.000
0.2101E-02
0.7804E-02
0.8022E-06
0.4431E-02
0.1057
0.2550E-03
0.4650E-08
11.69
582.8
438.9
1.222
0.000

0.6480E-06

0.2186E-05

0.2099

Table 12.1.6. Continued
FISSION PRODUCT MASS (kg)
RPV
19.64
GROUP 1 VAPOR

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

GROUP 4

GROUP 5

AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT

CORIUM
GROUP 6 VAPOR

CONTAINMENT ^
358.5

0.7760
950.4
0.000
0.3650E-03

6.628

0.2286E-02

14.20

18.50
0.000
1.026
0.000
6.561
0.000
0.000
0.6718E-02
0.1722
0.3075
0.8022E-06
0.1861E-01
2 .224
0.7240

0.4597E-02
AEROSOL 0.9973E-06
DEPOSIT 132.2
CORIUM 0.000

165.9
0.000

0.000
21.56
0.000

0.2005
208.2
1.403
485.1
64.30
0.000

1) SINCE WE HAVEN'T YET FINISHED THE MODELING IN THE CONTAINMENT,
WE ONLY DISPLAY TOTAL FIGURES FOR THE CONTAINMENT.
2) IT ISN'T POSSIBLE TO CALCULATE THE CONTAINMENT-CONTENT FOR THIS
GROUP SINCE TOO SMALL FRACTION OF THE GROUP HAS BEEN RELEASED.
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Table 12.1.7. AB sequence in RI as modeled by MAAP 3.O at 1000 s
into the accident.
COMPARTMENT CONDITIONS: TIME=
1000 SECONDS, 0.28 HOURS
FISSION PRODUCT MASS IN RPV (KG)
CORE
SHRD HEAD
SEPARATERS UPP HEAD
GROUP 1 VAPOR
2.490
21.12
0.9358E-02 4.564
3.373
AEROSOL 0.3267E-03 2.730
1.094
0.3395E-01 2.101
DEPOSIT 0.5490E-05 0.3800
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.6549E-03 0.6799E-02 0.4793E-07 0.1296E-06

AEROSOL -0.1048E-20
DEPOSIT 0.1789E-04
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.7172E-03
AEROSOL -0.8375E-21
DEPOSIT 0.1943E-04
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0.1951E-09
DEPOSIT 0.3453E-11
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0.000
AEROSOL 0. 1922E-12
DEPOSIT 0.2636E-14
GROUP 6 VAPOR
0.3935E-02
AEROSOL -0.4528E-20
DEPOSIT 0.1061E-03
SURF TEMP (K )
591.2
568.1
CSI DEP MASS
0.000
(KG)
0.1789E-04
GROUP 1 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 2 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT

SURF TEMP (K )
CSI DEP MASS
(KG)

UPP DWNCMR
6.675
0.6020
0.2105
0.1965E-07
0.3044
0. 1804

0.4056E-30
0.3339
0.1978
0.000
0.2806E-06
0.1082E-06
0.000
0.8633E-09
0.2200E-09
0.1711E-04
1.829
1.084
559.0
567.9
560.3
0.000
0.000

0.3628
0.1432
0.6730E-04
0.4056
0.1613
0.000
0. 1047E-05

0.1887
0.2315E-01
0.6693E-11
0.2071
0.2538E-01
0.000

0.9749
1.077
0.1045E-10
1.070
1.182
0.000
0.1432E-05

0.1635E-06
0.000
0.6739E-08
0.6995E-09
0.6927E-01
2.152

0.4298E-06
0.1624E-07
0.000
0.2526E-08
0.4767E-10
0.1661E-04
1.134

0.8618

0.1392

574.2
564.5
0.9262E-01
0.5056E-01

567.9
0.2315E-01

0.8012E-03
1.076

LOW DWNCMR
0.9030
0.5178E-01
0.6711E-02
0.2709E-07
0.4957E-01
0.9129E-02
0.2009E-11
0.5433E-01
0.1000E-01
0.000
0.2695E-07
0.3735E-08
0.000
0.5261E-10
0.5300E-11
0.1632E-04
0.2978
0.5485E-01
558.3
591.2
441.1
0.7554E-05
0.000

LOW HEAD
0.2118
0.8252E-02
0.2014E-03
0.2285E-07
0.1422E-01
0.4538E-03
0.1798E-30
0.1557E-01
0.4968E-03
0.000
0.4787E-08
0.1225E-09
0. 000
0.5532E-11
0. 1100E-12
0.1874E-04
0.8543E-01
0.2725E-02
551.3
440.8

RECIRC
0.6938E-01
0.3555E-02
0. 3013E-03
0.1955E-08
0.4009E-02
0.4567E-03
0.1328E-12
0.4394E-02
0.5003E-03
0.000
0. 1913E-08
0.1714E-09
0.000
0.3180E-11
0.2167E-12
0. 1273E-05
0.2409E-01
0.2744E-02
557.6

0.4538E-03
0.000

0.4567E-03

Continued on next page.
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0.9876E-06
0.000
0.6299E-08
0.2912E-08
0.7251E-04
5.858

6.472
558.2
561.2

Table 12.1.7. Continued
FISSION PRO DUGT MASS
(KG)
T \
CONTAINMENT '
RPV
GROUP 1 VAPOR
36 .05
14 .83
AEROSOL 7 .864
0.9857
DEPOSIT 2 .733
0.1093
CORIUM
0.000
0.000
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.7455E-02
1.060
AEROSOL 1 .898
DEPOSIT 1.434
CORIUM
0.000
0.000
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.7845E-03
1. 161
AEROSOL 2 .091
DEPOSIT 1 .577
CORIUM
0 .000
0 .000
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0 .000
AEROSOL 0.3223E-05 0.1108E-06
DEPOSIT 0 .1280E-05
CORIUM
0 . 000
0 . 000
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0. 000
AEROSOL 0. 1649E-07 0 . 1239E-08
DEPOSIT 0. 3885E-08
CORIUM
0.000
0.000
GROUP 6 VAPOR
0.7335E-01
AEROSOL 11 .38
6.3670
DEPOSIT 8 .617
CORIUM
0.000
0 .000

1) SINCE WE HAVEN'T YET FINISHED THE MODELING IN THE CONTAINMENT,
WE ONLY DISPLAY TOTAL FIGURES FOR THE CONTAINMENT.
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Table 12.1.8. AB sequence in RI as modeled by MAAP 3.0 at vessel

failure 5642 s into the accident.
COMPARTMENT CONDITIONS: TIME=

5642 SECONDS, 1.57 HOURS

FISSION PRODUCT MASS IN RPV (KG)
SHRD HEAD
CORE
GROUP 1 VAPOR
0.1770E-02 0.5415E-02
AEROSOL 0.2375E-03 0.3912E-01
DEPOSIT 0.3767E-01 126.4
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.000
0.3744E-20
AEROSOL 0.4639E-04 0.6162E-02
DEPOSIT 0.000
2.830
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.1749E-23 0.5910E-21
AEROSOL 0.1149E-04 0.1214E-02
DEPOSIT 0.2565E-02 3.968
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.5030E-30
0.000
AEROSOL 0.1884E-05 0.4810E-03
DEPOSIT 0.6444E-06 0.1735E-01

GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR

AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
SURF TEMP (K )

CSI DEP MASS
(KG)

0.000
0.2244E-03

0.6358E-06
0.3663E-09

0.2032E-03
0.000
1351.
971.0
0.000
0.000

0.4264E-31
0.5936E-01
0.1249
0.6975E-09
0.2381E-01
18.64
751.2

1153.
0.5438
2.286

SEPARATERS
0.9064E-02
0.3136E-01
7.180
0.1140E-09
0.3830E-02
0.1709

0.3245E-30

0.6435E-03
0.1583
0.000
0.7912E-04
0.3414E-02

UPP HEAD
3.182

4.535
636.3
0.3470E-02
0.9183
5.910
0.1149E-04

0.6935E-01
21.49

0.2262E-29
0.9631E-02
0.3621E-01

0.000

0.4266E-30

0.2301E-02
0.2666E-01

0.8386E-01
0.2177
0.8404E-01
4 . 112
52.39
579.9
1054.
2.334
3.576

0.2688E-06

0. 1606E-01
0.9917
606. 1
0.1709

UPP DWNCMR
11.62
4.320
127.7
0. 1855E-03
0.9244

LOW DWNCMR
5.178
1.079

LOW HEAD
18.35

0.9519

0.7116
0.1242

14.57
0.1777
0.1420

9.634
0.5048E-06
0.2523

1.202
0. 1833E-05
0. 3971E-01

0.7932

DEPOSIT
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT

3.872
0.000
0.1052E-01
0.2127E-01
0.000
0.1038
0. 1811

GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
SURF TEMP (K )

0.9358E-02
4 . 127
44 .52
572.8
606. 1
0. 1369

0.4477
0.000
0.2306E-02
0.2011E-02
0.000
0.2634E-01
0. 1568E-01
1.078
0.4113

0.6062
0.8025E-10
0. 1925E-01
0.2632

0.5577E-01
0.1486E-08

AEROSOL

8.220
0.2502E-06
0.7402E-01

GROUP 1 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 2 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT

GROUP 3 VAPOR

CSI DEP MASS

(KG)

0.1811

0.5536E-02
0. 1860E-01

0.000
0.8450E-03
0.1335E-02
0.000
0.1234E-01
0.7447E-02

4 . 170
812. 3
1351.
0.2496

0. 1563E-03
1.227
3.434
540.2
403.9
0.6062

0.000

0.000

Continued on next page.
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RECIRC

0.2987E-02
0.3346E-01
0.000
0.2329E-03
0.1172E-03
0.000
0.2932E-02
0.5162E-03
0. 1414E-03
0.1859
0.3299
564 .7
0.5577E-01

Table 12.1.8. Continued
FISSION PRODUCT MASS
(KG)
RPV
GROUP 1 VAPOR
39.06
AEROSOL
11.08
DEPOSIT 923.0
CORIUM
0.000
GROUP 2 VAPOR
0.1813
AEROSOL
2.287
DEPOSIT
18.58
CORIUM
0.000
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.5548E-02
AEROSOL
0.1861
DEPOSIT
30.24
CORIUM
0.000
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.2765E-29
AEROSOL
0.2409E-01
DEPOSIT
0.8171E-01
CORIUM
53.69
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0.4693E-30
AEROSOL
0.2912
DEPOSIT
0.5740
CORIUM
125.2
GROUP 6 VAPOR
1.172
AEROSOL
10.10
DEPOSIT 124.5
CORIUM
0.000

1)

CONTAINMENT '
337.0
34.78
96.45
0.000
10.83
0.000
5.270
0.000
0.8116E-01
0.8502E-03
0.7065

0.1983E-02
59.65
0.000

SINCE WE HAVEN'T YET FINISHED THE MODELING IN THE CONTAINMENT,

WE ONLY DISPLAY TOTAL FIGURES FOR THE CONTAINMENT.
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Table 12.1.9. AB sequence in RI as modeled by MAAP 3.0 at 10 013 s
into the accident.
COMPARTMENT CONDITIONS: TIME= 10013 SECONDS, 2.78 HOURS
FISSION PRODUCT MASS IN RPV (KG)
SEPARATERS UPP HEAD
CORE
SHRD HEAD
0.5993
5.743
GROUP 1 VAPOR
1.593
0.7114
AEROSOL 0.8636E-01 0.3871E-01 0.6618E-02 0.6195E-01
637.0
7.246
DEPOSIT 0.3767E-01 127.4
0.5411E-01 0.6716E-04 0.5019E-05 0.5136E-01
GROUP 2 VAPOR
AEROSOL -0.6263E-19 0.3210E-01 0.1851E-01 -0.1141E-18
2.616
0.1964
DEPOSIT 0.000
0.2380
GROUP 3 VAPOR
0.3084E-02 0.1200E-06 0.3792E-08 0.1432E-02
AEROSOL 0.3160E-01 0.1730E-01 0.1157E-01 0.1084
3.467
0.2009
15.98
DEPOSIT 0.000
0.8636E-77
GROUP 4 VAPOR
0.9019E-29 0.2897E-27 0.000
AEROSOL 0.7348E-03 0.3311E-03 0.2027E-04 0.1985E-03
DEPOSIT 0.6443E-06 0.2341E-01 0.3639E-02 0.3765E-01
0.000
GROUP 5 VAPOR
0.1611E-29 0.2482E-28 0.000
AEROSOL 0.4769E-03 0.2143E-03 0.2186E-04 0.2078E-03
0.2868E-01 0.2315
DEPOSIT 0.6358E-06 0.1798
GROUP 6 VAPOR
0.3943
0.2687E-02 0.4106E-03 0.2589
0.8096E-01 -0.1547E-17
AEROSOL -0.9788E-18 0.2719
DEPOSIT 0.000
2.754
1.315
15.41
612.4
SURF TEMP (K )
1488.
1034.
650.2
995.7
1102.
1107.
2.616
CSI DEP MASS
0.000
0.2380
0. 1964
0.4702E-37
(KG)
0.000
0.2974E-04
GROUP 1 VAPOR
AEROSOL

DEPOSIT
GROUP 2 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT

GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
SURP TEMP (K )
CSI DEP MASS

(KG)

UPP DWNCMR
3.878
0.4838E-01

129.8

LOW DWNCMR
1.040
0.1445E-01
15.28
0.2146

0.1016E-03
0.8413
-0.6281E-19
4 .393
0.1099E-06

0. 1461
3 .719

0.3709E-27
0.1156E-03
0.2710E-01
0. 1915E-28
0.1484E-03
0.2443
0.6156E-02
3.503
29.36
602.0
650.2
1108.
0.3965
0. 3902
3.607

0.6297

0.5131E-01
-0.6831E-19
0.6162
0.2698E-09
0.3004E-04
0.3706E-02
0.2325E-10
0.4296E-04
0.3440E-01
0.8982
-0.4508E-19
2.810
1081.
1488.
417.8
0.8167E-22
0.000
0.6297

Continued on next page.
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LOW HEAD
4.237
0.1984
12.93
0.3544E-03
0.2480
1.385
0.6015E-06
0.1070

0. 5641
0.000
0.1603E-02
0.1236E-01
0.000
0.1062E-02
0.1067
0.1479E-01
1.389

11.08
589 . 0
417.2
1.385
0.000

RECIRC
0.1510
0.2048E-02
1.303
0.5461E-05
0.2984E-01
0. 1374

0.6599E-08
0.6824E-02
0.5066E-01
0.000
0.4178E-05
0. 3461E-03
0.000
0.6063E-05

0.2983E-02
0.3018E-03
0.1246
0.7663
586.3
0. 1374

Table 12.1.9. Continued
(KG)
FISSION PRODUCT MASS
RPV

GROUP 1 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 2 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 3 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 4 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 5 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM
GROUP 6 VAPOR
AEROSOL
DEPOSIT
CORIUM

i^
CONTAINMENT"'
360 . 1
3 .955
189 .8
0.000

17. 95
0. 4570
931. 0
0. 000
0. 3206
1. 170
21 .61
9. 596
0. 000
0.000
0. 5582E-01
0. 4288
10 .82
24. 59
0. 000
0.000
0. 2698E-09
0. 3037E-02
0.1743
0. 1082
0. 2756
208 .2
0. 2325E-10
1.192
0. 2180E-02
0. 8283
0. 6492
486 .5
1. 576
5. 369
126 . 1
63. 50
0. 000
0 .000

1) SINGE WE HAVEN'T YET FINISHED THE MODELING IN THE CONTAINMENT,
WE ONLY DISPLAY TOTAL FIGURES FOR THE CONTAI-NMENT.
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Table 12.3.1. Snapshot of ongoing processes obtained from CHMAAP at
an early stage of the AB seguence for RI.
THE TIME IS NOW, IN HOURS,MINUTES,SECONDS: O 10 5.027
THE SHROUD HEAD
GAS AND WALLTEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY:

MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:
PRESSURE, IN KlLOPASCAL:

946.21
562.32
3.2787

232.47

NET GAS FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

NET AEROSOL FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

MoO3 (g)

0.19979E-12
0.17379E-01
0.10111

Csl
CSOH
MoO2

0.65277E-02
0.14151E-07
0.95591E-13

0.96142E-02

S rO

0.26272E-08

Te02(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)
Cs2(g)

0. 34436E-52

DESTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H2(g)
I2(g)
Mo03(g)
TeO2(g)

-0.52136E-01
-0.14614E-14
-0.19935E-12
-0.17379E-01

CsOH(g)
Csl(g)
Cs2(g)

-0.25848E-01
-0.70742E-02
-0.34436E-52

FORMATION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES
H2O(g)

0.34757E-01

H2Te(g)

0.17379E-01

Mo02(g)
(CsOH)2(g)

0.69254E-19
0.12924E-01

FORMATION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES SOLELY FROM GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF
CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl
Mo02

0.70742E-02
0.19935E-12

DESTRUCTION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES DUE TO GAS FORMATION. RATE OF
CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF DESTROYED AEROSOL PARTICLES
Mo02

-0.20195E-26

Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
GASES FORMED FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF
GASES FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES

H2(g)
Te02 (g)

0.23235E-12
0. 19524E-28
0.21836E-27

(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.29948E-08
0.81611E-08
0.52107E-15

MoO3 (g)

AEROSOL PARTICLES FORMED BY REACTIONS BETWEEN THE GAS AND EXISTING

AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL
PARTICLES BY REACTIONS WITH THE GAS
Mo02

0.20195E-26

AEROSOL DEPOSITION: RATE OF DEPOSITION, MOLE/S, AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl
MoO2

0.67276E-03
0. 14588E-13

SrO

O.12994E-09

FORMATION OF THE OUTER LAYER DUE TO CONDENSATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF GASES DUE

TO REACTION OR CONDENSATION ONTO THE OUTER DEPOSITED LAYER
H20(g)

-0.75279E-02

H2Te(g)
MoO2(g)

-0.37639E-02

MoO3(g)
Te02(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

-0.70279E-19
-0.47555E-15
-0.57189E-15
-0.11881E-01
-0.69498E-01
-0.25536E-02

RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED OUTER LAYER, DUE TO CONDENSATION
OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Csl
CsOH
Mo02

SrO
Te02

1
1
1
1
1

0.25536E-02
0.93259E-01
0.47562E-15
0.00000
0.37639E-02

Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
PRESENT STATE IN THE SHROUD HEAD

THE GAS STATE

THE AEROSOL PARTICLES

H2(g)
H20(g)

Csl
MoO2

0.25858
0.56071E-11

0.49945E-07

133.16969
439.84867

H2Te(g)

0.37279

SrO

I2(g)
Mo02(g)
MoO3(g)
Te02(g)

0.20536E-13
0.12361E-18
0.83643E-15
0.54786E-13

THE OUTER LAYER
_______________________
Csl
l 0.27231

(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.20897E-01
0.12224
0.44914E-02

CsOH
Mo02
SrO
TeO2

l
l
l
l

9.14083
0.59880E-12
0.56097E-08
0.64617

THE SEPARATORS AND STEAM DRYERS
GAS AND WALL TEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY:

594.09

MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:
PRESSURE, IN KILOPASCAL:

3.2787
232.47

562.30

NET GAS FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

NET AEROSOL FLOW RATES, MOLE/ S

I2(g)

0.51830E-15

CsOH

Mo02 (g)
Mo03(g)
Te02 (g)
CsOH (g)
Csl (g)

0.25547E-20
0.70866E-13
0.61618E-02

0.20296E-01

0.35967E-01
0.34933E-02

OBSTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES
H2(g)

-0.18486E-01

I2(g)
Mo02(g)

-0.51830E-15
-0.25547E-20

MoO3(g)

-0.70866E-13

Te02(g)

-0.61618E-02

CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

-0.35963E-01
-0.34933E-02

Cs2(g)

-0.73790E-51

FORMATION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANGE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES
H20(g)

0.12324E-01

H2Te(g)

0.61618E-02

(CsOH)2(g)

0.93256E-04

Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
FORMATION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES SOLELY FORMED FROM GAS REACTIONS.

RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl
CsOH
M002

0.34933E-02
0.35777E-01
0.70866E-13

GASES FORMED FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF

GASES FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES

H2(g)
H20(g)
Csl(g)

0.11191E-11

0.78160E-12
0.51616E-22

AEROSOL DEPOSITION: RATE OF DEPOSITION, MOLE/S, AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl
CsOH
Mo02
SrO

0.60069E-04
0.36960E-03

0.86692E-15
0.81972E-11

FORMATION OF THE OUTER LAYER DUE TO CONDENSATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF GASES DUE

TO REACTION OR CONDENSATION ONTO THE OUTER DEPOSITED LAYER
H2Te(g)

-0.27756E-17

(CsOH)2(g) -0.79874E-12
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

-0.79833E-13
-0.36191E-20

RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED OUTER LAYER, DUE TO CONDENSATION

OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS
CsOH
Mo02
SrO

l
l
l

0.16737E-11
0.00000
0.00000

BREAKUP OF THE OUTER LAYER NUMBER l DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF OUTER
LAYER, DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Csl

l -0.86736E-19

PRESENT STATE IN THE SEPARATERS AND STEAM DRYERS

THE GAS STATE

THE AEROSOL PARTICLES

H2(g)
166.83188
H20(g)
548.45322
H2Te(g)
0.28307
(CsOH)2(g) 0.28745E-02
CsOH(g)
0.28537E-03
Csl(g)
0.30306E-06
Continued on next page.

Csl
CSOH
Mo02
SrO

0.18106
1.11407
0.26131E-11
0.24708E-07
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
THE OUTER LAYER

Csl

l

0.45101E-02

CsOH
Mo02
SrO

l
l
l

0.32239E-01
0.37128E-13
0.41210E-09

THE UPPER HEAD (UPPER PLENUM)
GAS AND WALL TEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY:
MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:

557.57
562.59
3.2787

PRESSURE, IN KILOPASCAL:

232.47

NET GAS FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

NET AEROSOL FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

H2Te(g)
I2(g)

0.49793E-02
0.65236E-15

Mo02(g)

0.32155E-20
0.89196E-13
0 .77557E-02
0.45279E-01
0 .43969E-02

Csl
CsOH
Mo02
SrO

M003 (g)
TeO2 (g)
CsOH(g)
Csl (g)

0. 20067E-01
0. 12771
0. 89294E-13
0. 20920E-08

DESTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANGE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H2(g)
12 (g)

M002(g)
Mo03(g)
Te02(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)
Cs2(g)

-0.23267E-01
-0.65236E-15
-0.32155E-20
-0.89196E-13

-0.77557E-02
-0.75031E-04

-0.45286E-01
-0.43969E-02
-0.57215E-49

FORMATION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANGE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H20(g)
H2Te(g)

0.15511E-01
0.77557E-02

FORMATION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES SOLELY FORMED FROM GAS REACTIONS.
RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl
CsOH
MoO2

0.43969E-02
0.45436E-01
0.89196E-13

DESTRUCTION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES DUE TO GAS FORMATION. RATE OF

CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF DESTROYED AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl
CsOH

-0.49539E-08
-0.55511E-16

Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
GASES FORMED FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF
GASES FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES

H20(g)

0.27740E-11

(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.23419E-17
0.30358E-18
0.90659E-22

AEROSOL PARTICLES FORMED BY REACTIONS BETWEEN THE GAS AND EXISTING
AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL
PARTICLES BY REACTIONS WITH THE GAS

Csl
CsOH

0.49539E-08
0.55511E-16

AEROSOL DEPOSITION: RATE OF DEPOSITION, MOLE/S, AEROSOL PARTICLES

Csl
CsOH
Mo02
SrO

0.35672E-04
0.24352E-03
0.32935E-15
0.35437E-11

FORMATION OF THE OUTER LAYER DUE TO CONDENSATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF GASES DUE
TO REACTION OR CONDENSATION ONTO THE OUTER DEPOSITED LAYER

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

-0.44409E-15
-0.21503E-11
-0.10207E-12
-0.24968E-20

RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED OUTER LAYER, DUE TO CONDENSATION
OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS
CsOH
MoO2
SrO

l
l
l

0.37510E-11
0.00000
0.00000

BREAKUP OF THE OUTER LAYER NUMBER l DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF OUTER
LAYER, DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Csl

l -0.54210E-20

Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
PRESENT STATE IN THE UPPER HEAD (UPPER PLENUM)

THE GAS STATE

THE AEROSOL PARTICLES

H2(g)
2185.33727
H20(g)
7166.93899
H2Te(g)
1.18434
(CsOH)2(g) 0.10169E-01
CsOH(g)
0.73975E-03
Csl(g)
0.57802E-06

Csl
CsOH
Mo02

0.67084
4.57958
0.61937E-11
0.66642E-07

SrO

THE OUTER LAYER

Csl
CsOH

l
l

0.21478E-02
0.16636E-01

MoO2

l

0.14193E-13

SrO

l

0.16863E-09

THE UPPER DOWNCOMER
GAS AND WALL TEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY
MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:
PRESSURE, IN KILOPASCAL:

533.88
559.43
3.2787
232.47

NET GAS FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

NET AEROSOL FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

H2Te(g)

NONE

12 (g)
Mo02 (g)
MoO3 (g)
Te02 (g)
(CsOH) 2 (g)
CsOH(g)
Csl (g)
Cs2(g)

0.61767E-03
0.12065E-16
0.59471E-22
0. 16497E-14
0.14344E-03
0.30889E-05

0.83780E-03
0.81319E-04
0.82394E-51

DESTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H2(g)
12 (g)
Mo02(g)
Mo03(g)
Te02(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

-0.43032E-03

Cs2(g)

-0.36971E-50

-0.12065E-16
-0.59471E-22
-0.16497E-14
-0.14344E-03
-O.13995E-04
-0.83853E-03
-0.81320E-04

FORMATION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H2O(g)
0.28688E-03
H2Te(g)
0.14344E-03
Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
FORMATION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES SOLELY FORMED FROM GAS REACTIONS.
RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL PARTICLES

Csl

0.81320E-04

CsOH
Mo02

0.86652E-03
0.16497E-14

OBSTRUCTION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES DUE TO GAS FORMATION. RATE OF
CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF DESTROYED AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl

-0.42575E-09

GASES FORMED FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF

FORMED GASES FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES
H2O(g)

0.25921E-11

(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)

0.22850E-17
0.77927E-19

Csl(g)

0.72378E-23

AEROSOL PARTICLES FORMED BY REACTIONS BETWEEN THE GAS AND EXISTING
AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL

PARTICLES BY REACTIONS WITH THE GAS
Csl

0.42575E-09

AEROSOL DEPOSITION: RATE OF DEPOSITION, MOLE/S, AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl
CsOH

0.34772E-06
0.25431E-05

MoO2

0.23925E-17

SrO

0.28453E-13

FORMATION OF THE OUTER LAYER DUE TO CONDENSATION OR CHEMICAL

REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF GASES DUE
TO REACTION OR CONDENSATION ONTO THE OUTER DEPOSITED LAYER

H2(g)
-0.99760E-12
H2Te(g)
-0.27756E-17
(CsOH)2(g) -0.34501E-12
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

-0.93548E-14
-0.45081E-23

RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED OUTER LAYER, DUE TO CONDENSATION
OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Mo02
SrO

l
l

0.00000
0.00000

Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
BREAKUP OF THE OUTER LAYER NUMBER l DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF OUTER
LAYER, DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Csl
CsOH

l -0.33881E-21
l -0.11765E-17

PRESENT STATE IN THE UPPER DOWNCOMER

THE GAS STATE

THE AEROSOL PARTICLES

H2(g)
1410.37436
H20(g)
4624.25272
H2Te(g)
O 97182E-01
(CsOH)2(g) O 16714E-02
0.90637E-04
CsOH(g)

Csl
CsOH
Mo02
SrO

Csl(g)

0.52851E-01
0.38653
0.36364E-12
0.43246E-08

0.52612E-07

THE OUTER LAYER

Csl

l

CsOH

l

0.16780E-04

0.13567E-03

M002
SrO

l
l

0.93400E-16
0.11730E-11

THE LOWER DOWNCOMER
GAS AND WALL TEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY:
MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:
PRESSURE, IN KILOPASCAL:

551.60
532.14
3.2787
232.47

NET GAS FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

NET AEROSOL FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

H2Te(g)

0.18266E-04

NONE

12 (g)

0.49852E-19

Mo02 (g)

0.24572E-24
0.68162E-17

MoO3 (g)
Te02(g)
CsOH (g)
Csl (g)
Cs2(g)

0.59267E-06
0.33486E-05
0.33591E-06
0.89013E-53

OBSTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,

MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES
H2(g)
I2(g)

-0.17780E-05
-0.49852E-19

Mo02(g)

-0.24572E-24

Mo03(g)
TeO2(g)

-0.68162E-17
-0.59267E-06

CsOH(g)

-0.35463E-05

Csl(g)
Cs2(g)

-0.33621E-06
-0.27205E-51
Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
FORMATION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H20(g)

0.11853E-05

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)

0.59267E-06
0.17732E-05

FORMATION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES SOLELY FORMED FROM GAS REACTIONS.

RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL PARTICLES

Csl
MoO2

0.33621E-06
0.68162E-17

GASES FORMED FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF
FORMED GASES FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES

H20(g)
(CsOH)2(g)

0.63665E-12
0.25068E-11
0.20917E-06

CsOH(g)

0.68211E-08

H2(g)

AEROSOL DEPOSITION: RATE OF DEPOSITION, MOLE/S, AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl
CsOH
MoO2
SrO

0.64021E-08
0.20157E-07
0.39380E-19
0.48584E-15

FORMATION OF THE OUTER LAYER DUE TO CONDENSATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF GASES DUE
TO REACTION OR CONDENSATION ONTO THE OUTER DEPOSITED LAYER

H2Te(g)

-0.54210E-20

Csl(g)

-0.15551E-20

RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED OUTER LAYER, DUE TO CONDENSATION
OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Csl
MoO2
SrO

l
l
l

0.15577E-20
0.00000
0.00000

BREAKUP OF THE OUTER LAYER NUMBER l DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF OUTER
LAYER, DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS

CsOH

l -0.20160E-07
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
PRESENT STATE IN THE LOWER DOWNCOMER

THE GAS STATE
H2(g)

H20(g)

587.33893
1925.71845
O 13832E-02

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.16489E-02
0.10750E-03
0.75242E-07

THE AEROSOL PARTICLES

0.74768E-03
0.23541E-02

Csl
CsOH
M002
SrO

0.45990E-14
0.56739E-10

THE OUTER LAYER

Csl
CsOH
Mo02

l
l
l

0.20615E-06
0.40570E-10
0.12343E-17

SrO

l

0.15356E-13

THE LOWER HEAD (LOWER PLENUM)
GAS AND WALL TEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY
MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:
PRESSURE, IN KILOPASCAL:

544.73
510.45
3.2787
232.47

NET GAS FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

NET AEROSOL FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

H2Te(g)

NONE

I2(g)
MoO2(g)
Mo03(g)
Te02(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)
Cs2(g)

0.58955E-06
0.26784E-21
0.13202E-26

0.36622E-19
0.31843E-08

0.88471E-06
0.10511E-06
0.17912E-08
0.15438E-50

DESTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H2(g)
I2(g)

Mo02(g)
Mo03(g)

-0.95520E-08
-0.26784E-21
-0.13202E-26
-0.36622E-19
-0.31843E-08

Te02(g)
(CsOH)2(g) -0.95213E-07
Csl(g)
-0.22403E-08
Cs2(g)
-0.15448E-50
FORMATION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,

MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES
H2O(g)

0.63701E-08

H2Te(g)

0.31843E-08

CsOH(g)

0.19043E-06

Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
FORMATION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES SOLELY FORMED FROM GAS REACTIONS.
RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL PARTICLES

0.22403E-08
0.36622E-19

Csl
M002

GASES FORMED FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF
FORMED GASES FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES

H20(g)

0.22737E-12

(CsOH) 2 (g)

0.27746E-06

CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.79869E-07

0.25808E-22

AEROSOL DEPOSITION: RATE OF DEPOSITION, MOLE/S, AEROSOL PARTICLES

0.10358E-09

Csl
MoO2

0.60446E-21
0.75883E-17

SrO

FORMATION OF THE OUTER LAYER DUE TO CONDENSATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF GASES DUE
TO REACTION OR CONDENSATION ONTO THE OUTER DEPOSITED LAYER

H20(g)

-0.28649E-11

H2Te(g)

-0.50822E-21

(CsOH)2(g) -0.17247E-08

Csl(g)

-0.54084E-20

RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED OUTER LAYER, DUE TO CONDENSATION

OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS
Csl

l

0.54220E-20

CsOH

l

0.70758E-13

MoO2
SrO

l
l

0.00000
0.00000

PRESENT STATE IN THE LOWER HEAD (LOWER PLENUM)

THE GAS STATE
H2(g)

H20(g)

1329.93890
4360.49363

H2Te(g)

0.17916E-04

(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.30043E-04
0.17281E-04
0.10663E-06

THE AEROSOL PARTICLES
0.95913E-05
0. 55975E-16
0.70269E-12

Csl
Mo02
SrO

Continued on next page.
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
THE OUTER LAYER

Csl

l

CsOH

l

0.26353E-08
0.21430E-11

Mo02
SrO

l
l

0.15080E-19
0.19210E-15

THE RECIRCULATION LOOPS
GAS AND WALL TEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY
MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:

556.00

557.80

3.2787

PRESSURE, IN KILOPASCAL:

232.47

NET GAS FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

NET AEROSOL FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

H2Te(g)
12 (g)
Mo02 (g)

Csl
CsOH
MoO2

0. 10893E-05
0.96278E-21
0.47456E-26

Mo03 (g)
0.13164E-18
Te02(g)
0.11446E-07
(CSOH) 2 (g) 0.10781E-05

CsOH (g)
Csl (g)

0.68072E-06
0.16470E-05
0.40159E-17
0.51375E-13

SrO

0.10072E-06
0.64506E-08

OBSTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,

MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES
H2(g)
I2(g)
Mo02(g)
MoO3(g)

Te02(g)

CsOH(g)
Csl(g)
Cs2(g)

-0.34339E-07
-0.96278E-21
-0.47456E-26

-0.13164E-18
-0.11446E-07
-0.48618E-07
-0.65069E-08
-0.55494E-50

FORMATION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H20(g)

0.22892E-07

H2Te(g)

0.11446E-07

(CsOH)2(g)

0.24309E-07

FORMATION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES SOLELY FORMED FROM GAS REACTIONS.

RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL PARTICLES

Csl
MoO2

0.65069E-08

0.13164E-18
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
GASES FORMED FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF
FORMED GASES FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES

H20(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)

0.28795E-12
0.11126E-05
0.56682E-07

AEROSOL DEPOSITION: RATE OF DEPOSITION, MOLE/S, AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl

0.62012E-10
0.36917E-21
0.45977E-17

Mo02
S rO

FORMATION OF THE OUTER LAYER DUE TO CONDENSATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF GASES DUE
TO REACTION OR CONDENSATION ONTO THE OUTER DEPOSITED LAYER
H2(g)

-0.91660E-13

H2Te(g)

-0.50822E-21

(CsOH)2(g) -0.13108E-08

RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED OUTER LAYER, DUE TO CONDENSATION
OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Mo02

l

0.00000

S rO

l

0.00000

BREAKUP OF THE OUTER LAYER NUMBER l DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL
REACTIONS OF VARIOUS KINDS. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF OUTER
LAYER, DUE TO EVAPORATION OR CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Csl

l -0.23652E-23

PRESENT STATE IN THE RECIRCULATION LOOPS

THE GAS STATE
53.83734
176.51743

H2(g)
H20(g)

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.43169E-04
0.87117E-04
0.86615E-05
0.92483E-08

THE AEROSOL PARTICLES
0.23337E-04

Csl
Mo02

0.13893E-15
0.17303E-11

S rO

THE OUTER LAYER

Csl

l

0.17499E-08

MoO2
SrO

l
l

0.10048E-19
0.12775E-15
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
THE PEDESTAL
GAS AND WALL TEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY
MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:
PRESSURE, IN KILOPASCAL:

378.86
372.00
253.7935
234.28

NET GAS FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

NET AEROSOL FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)

0.23260E-05
0.39064E-09

Csl
CsOH

0.76338E-05

CsOH(g)

0.57924E-11

MoO2

0.39485E-16

Csl(g)

0.80148E-15

SrO

0.51692E-12

0.70085E-04

DESTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,

MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES
H2(g)

-0.28903E-10

H2Te(g)

-0.71151E-20

(CsOH)2(g) -0.20030E-11

FORMATION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H20(g)

CsOH(g)

0.38108E-10
0.40060E-11

DESTRUCTION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES DUE TO GAS FORMATION. RATE OF
CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF DESTROYED AEROSOL PARTICLES

Csl

-0.20369E-15

GASES FORMED FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF
FORMED GASES FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES
H2O(g)

0.45975E-10

(CsOH)2(g)

0.10792E-08

CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.67060E-11
0.28783E-15

AEROSOL PARTICLES FORMED BY REACTIONS BETWEEN THE GAS AND EXISTING
AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANGE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL
PARTICLES BY REACTIONS WITH THE GAS
Csl

0.20369E-15

CONVECTIVE WATER TRANSPORT OF SUBSTANCES. GASES

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)

0.90643E-04

Csl(g)

0.17570E-13

0.81000E-08
0.12209E-09
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
CONVECTIVE WATER TRANSPORT OF SUBSTANCES. AEROSOL PARTICLES

Mo02

0.33584E-06
0.25925E-05
0.19315E-17

SrO

0.24469E-13

C SI
CsOH

FORMATION OF OF WATER DISSOLVED GAS, MOLE/S

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)

CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.15082E-05
0.14921E-08
0.16906E-10
0.83878E-15

FORMATION OF WATER DISSOLVED AEROSOL PARTICLES, MOLE/S

Csl
CsOH
Mo02
SrO

0.20467E-05
O.16829E-04

0.10798E-16
0.14034E-12

PRESENT STATE IN THE PEDESTAL
THE GAS STATE

THE AEROSOL PARTICLES

H2(g)
H20(g)

Csl
CsOH
MoO2
SrO

231.40151
58728.19112
H2Te(g)
0.30165E-04
(CsOH) 2 (g) 0.29842E-07
CsOH (g)
0.33811E-09
Csl(g)
0. 16776E-13

0.13508E-03
0.11107E-02
0.71267E-15
0.92620E-11

THE OUTER LAYER

Csl

l

0.17499E-08

Mo02

l

0.10048E-19

SrO

l

0.12775E-15

THE WATER: CONTENT OF SOLIDS

CONTENT OF GASES

Csl
CsOH
MoO2
SrO

0.70067E-04

H2Te(g)

0.25273E-02

0. 58992E-03
0. 34808E-15
0.45926E-11

(CsOH) 2 (g)

0.48227E-06
0.67023E-08
0.78030E-12

CsOH (g)
Csl (g)
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
THE DRYWELL

GAS AND WALL TEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY
MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:
PRESSURE, IN KILOPASCAL:

406.39

391.70

49.9476
232.67

NET GAS FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

NET AEROSOL FLOW RATES, MOLE/S

H2Te(g)

Csl
CsOH
MoO2

12 (g)
Mo02 (g)
Mo03 (g)
TeO2 (g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)
Cs2(g)

0.52751E-02
0. 66901E-16
0 .32976E-21
0 .91473E-14

0.59437E-02
0.42386E-01
0.39133E-13
0.55292E-09

SrO

0.79536E-03

0.59836E-04
0.46479E-02

0.45091E-03
0 .58676E-50

OBSTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H2(g)
I2(g)
Mo02(g)
MoO3(g)
TeO2(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)
Cs2(g)

-0.23861E-02
-0.66901E-16
-0.32976E-21
-0.91473E-14
-0.79536E-03

-0.59667E-04
-0.46479E-02
-0.45091E-03
-0.58676E-50

FORMATION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANCE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES
H20(g)

O.15907E-02

H2Te(g)

0.79536E-03

FORMATION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES SOLELY FORMED FROM GAS REACTIONS.
RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL PARTICLES

Csl
CsOH
MoO2

0.45091E-03
0.47673E-02
0.91473E-14

OBSTRUCTION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES DUE TO GAS FORMATION. RATE OF

CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF DESTROYED AEROSOL PARTICLES
Csl
CsOH

-O.11378E-12

-0.69389E-17
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Table 12.3.1. Continued
GASES FORMED FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF
FORMED GASES FROM AEROSOL PARTICLES

H2(g)

0.39563E-11

H20(g)

0. 34852E-09

Csl(g)

0.28980E-26

AEROSOL PARTICLES FORMED BY REACTIONS BETWEEN THE GAS AND EXISTING
AEROSOL PARTICLES. RATE OF CHANCE, MOLE/S, OF FORMED AEROSOL
PARTICLES BY REACTIONS WITH THE GAS

0.11378E-12
0.69389E-17

Csl
CsOH

FORMATION OF WATER DISSOLVED GAS, MOLE/S

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.35665E-02
0.17359E-06
0.25669E-08
0.35398E-12

FORMATION OF WATER DISSOLVED AEROSOL PARTICLES, MOLE/S

Csl
CsOH
MOO2

0.40766E-04
0.30065E-03
0.30766E-15
0.35237E-11

SrO

PRESENT STATE IN THE DRYWELL

THE GAS STATE

THE AEROSOL PARTICLES

H2(g)

Csl

5914.60338

H2O(g) 295422.88622

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.71330E-01
0.34719E-05
0.51338E-07
0.70796E-11

0.12725
0.93849
0.96037E-12
0.11000E-07

CsOH
M002
SrO

THE OUTER LAYER

Csl

l

0.17499E-08

Mo02
SrO

l
l

0.10048E-19
0.12775E-15

THE WATER: CONTENT OF SOLIDS

CONTENT OF GASES

Csl
CsOH
MoO2
SrO

H2Te(g)
(CsOH) 2 (g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0. 10534E-02
0.79282E-02
0.74253E-14
0.86900E-10

Continued on next page.
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0.12091
0.85290E-05
0.12632E-06
0.17454E-10

Table 12.3.1. Continued
THE WETWELL
GAS AND WALL TEMPERATURE, RESPECTIVELY
MOLAR STEAM TO HYDROGEN RATIO:
PRESSURE, IN KILOPASCAL:

298.27
294.74
752.0301
237.23

OBSTRUCTION OF GASES DUE TO PURE GAS REACTIONS. RATE OF CHANGE,
MOLE/S, OF REACTING GASES

H2(g)

-0.25101E-09

CONVECTIVE WATER TRANSPORT OF SUBSTANCES. GASES

H2Te(g)
(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.25767E-02
0.26397E-06
0.39119E-08
0.54057E-12

CONVECTIVE WATER TRANSPORT OF SUBSTANCES. AEROSOL PARTICLES

Csl
CsOH
M002

SrO

0.12470E-04

0.10045E-03
0.66508E-16
0.85905E-12

Continued on next page.
Table 12.3.1. Continued
PRESENT STATE IN THE WETWELL
THE GAS STATE

THE OUTER LAYER

H2(g)
291.70876
H20(g) 219373.77705

Csl
M002

l
l

0.17499E-08
0.10048E-19

SrO

l

0.12775E-15

THE WATER: CONTENT OF SOLIDS

CONTENT OF GASES

Csl
CsOH
MoO2
SrO

H2Te(g)

0.79421E-01

(CsOH)2(g)
CsOH(g)
Csl(g)

0.13057E-04
0.19457E-06
0.27077E-10

0.33519E-03
0.27835E-02
0.16883E-14
0.22139E-10
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The

ability

of

accident analysis codes to predict the

course

of

events and the consequences of accidents with severe core damage can
be expected to remain rather limited in spite of an increasing
understanding of the pertinent phenomena and increasingly sophisticated mathematical modeling. In case of codes intended for practical

safety

analysis,

like the MAAP code,

this limitation is even more

obvious in view of the modeling simplifications
necessary for practical reasons.
The

shortcomings

which

have

been

of the MAAP code åre due to phenomenological

un-

certainties and to a complexity of the problem well beyond any
reasonably workable mathematical model. Chemistry is indeed an important factor contributing to the complexity, but cannot always be
distinctly separated from other factors, all together governing the
course of events in the accident. This is particularly evident when
trying to account for the progressing damage to the core structure
during heat up during the accident, with ballooning and bursting of
the fuel cladding while simultaneously oxidizing and undergoing a
variety of reactions between various metallic and oxidic phases
producing melts and gases and causing further deformation and segregated relocation of molten materials, possible build-up of an intermediate 'crucible' formation, temporarily holding up a melt pool,
and final meandering towards the lower plenum of the pressure
vessel.

Obviously, when applying the MAAP code to analysis of certain accident sequences in order to assess aspects of safety and risk, e.g.
the

proper

functioning of consequence mitigating features and

the

anticipated mitigation achieved by means of various operator actions, the uncertainties in the calculated results have to be anticipated and allowed for in terms of added safety margins. These
uncertainties åre indeed appreciable as demonstrated by the practice
in

Sweden to apply an added safety margin of at least 100 % to

quantities

of elemental hydrogen predicted by the MAAP code for

the
an

accident. It must be realized, however, that the implications of the
uncertainties may extend beyond clearly realized risk factors under
consideration, like the risks associated with larger amounts of
hydrogen produced. Thus, in the example given, the important matter

of the progress and timing of the core melting will be expected to
bear a close relation to the amount of hydrogen produced, in view of
the associated heat of reaction.

The purpose of the studies in the AKTI-150 project may accordingly
be expressed as being one of assessing whether chemistry may actually in any respect entail predictable variations in the calculated
results
assumed
safety.

beyond the already rather considerable uncertainty limits
hitherto and be important as well in regard of risks and

One important conclusion of the Swedish RAMA Project, expected to be

confirmed by the Finnish VARA Project,

recommended

is that the MAAP code can be

as a tool for safety analysis in connection with safety

assessments of provisions for mitigation of severe accidents in
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the

Swedish BWR- and PWR-reactors provided proper allowance is made for
the uncertainties. This conclusion is based on extensive studies of
the code itself, sensitivity studies for various input parameters
and modeling options and comparisons with another code system, the
NRC Source Term Code Package (STCP), particularly the MARCH module.

In this project, a certain basis has been achieved for pointing out
factors of chemical nature which could be significant in the sense
indicated, i.e. by reviewing possible chemical influences (Chapter
4) in view of the modeling adopted in the MAAP code (Chapter 8), by
experiments investigating hygroscopicity as one factor of importance
with regard to aerosol behavior (Chapter 3.1-2) and the behavior of
boron carbide with regard to melt progression and iodine chemistry
(Chapter 3.3), and, finally, by attempting improved modeling of
chemistry in code calculations (Chapters 10-12).
The following conclusions have been reached.
1.

On the whole, also in consideration of the effects listed
above, there appears to be no definite indication of any chemical effect, thus far poorly modeled or unaccounted for, which
would entail an influence to a degree necessitating reconsideration of the current safety assessments or the current
accident mitigating systems and accident mitigating strategies.

2.

The influence of hygroscopicity of cesium hydroxide on aerosol
behavior is partly of mitigating nature, as it implies enhanced
particle growth and reduced shape factors with lead to an
increased settling rate. Another anticipated effect under
certain conditions close to the saturation temperature of the
steam would be increased tendency of the cesium containing
deposits to run off the surfaces in the primary system after
absorption of water. As the run-off may lead into hotter
regions, this may result in an increased re-evaporation. This
may influence the retention of radioactivity in the primary
system after meltthrough of the pressure vessel.

3.

The experiments with boron carbide have confirmed the large
influence of boron carbide on the melting of control rods
containing this neutron absorbing material, thereby in turn
causing
further damage on adjacent fuel assemblies,
by
vigorously reacting with stainless steel as previously observed
in the DF-4 experiment in the ACRR reactor at Sandia National
Laboratory and in the CORA experiments at KfK, Karlsruhe.

4.

The influence on iodine chemistry of borates and boric acid is
not fully resolved. Recent experimental work indicate that, if
borates åre formed, there will be a substantial formation of
volatile HI in the primary system. However, HI, as well as Csl,
would be retained in the water sump in the containment and not
spread to the environment.

5.

The appreciable potential for hydrogen production in the containment due t6 the usually large surfaces of corrodable
aluminium

and zinc should be recognized and measures taken
184

to

ensure that materials like mercury,
which catalyzes the
corrosion, will not be released to the containment atmosphere
under accident conditions.

6.

Organic and inorganic gases and vapors evolved in pyrolysis and
vaporization of electric equipment and cables, particularly
abundant in the region below the pressure vessel, may have
appreciable

influence on the speciation of radioactive

iodine

with consequent effects on the formation of organic iodine
compounds and the capacity of the MVSS filters to retain this
part of the radioactivity. This will also be important in somel
of the low probability events normally included in the residualJ
risk.
7.

The

CELSOL

chemical

plateout

and

reactions with surface material can be important

calculations have demonstrated that

for

the retainment of radioactive compounds in the primary system.
Furthermore, these calculations have also shown that the

predicted

speciation of iodine is highly sensitive to the

set

of thermodynamic data for boron carbide used.
8.

As

Preliminary calculations with CHMAPP on the AB sequence have
shown that considerable chemical reactions åre driven by the
hydrogen generated in the core. In some cases, Te and Mo, it
was observed that different chemical species dominated in the
gas phase and on surfaces in the primary system. The results
also show that is is possible to change the final amounts of
some materials deposited in the containment considerably by
changes in the assumed reaction-rate parameters.
a

consequence of this study it is recommended that

appropriate

chemical models åre developed and implemented in the accident
analysis codes. It is also very important to include all really
occurring materials in the analysis.
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